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Abstract of Dissertation
ALCOHOL EDUCATION:

AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF TEACHER

OPINIONS AND DRINKING PRACTICES
Paul Douglas Wyatt
The Proble~: As the teacher's role in preventing problems related to
alcohol abuse becomes more important, it is incumbent upon educators and alcohologists to explore the opinions and views which teachers bring with them into the
class on alcohol education. Specifically, what vieVJs and opinions do high school
teachers have toVJard alc.ohol educ11ti.on and hm~ do these views relate to their
---dr:l:nki.-rg--pcae-t-i-&es~1mLth;>_i..r__socia 1-demogra phic variables?

~-"'-thodoi.£gy_:

bas~e~d-:o=n~a~-~s~u=r=v=e~y~o~f~'~4~7~5~r~·a=n=d~o=m~ly=-~s~e~l~e~c~t~e~.c~l------------------------~

The study \·las
full-time high school teachers and an additional 121 teachers who Here currently
teaching alcohol education. The total sample of 596 secondary teachers Has from
twenty-three hi.gh schools located in six school districts of three geographical
areas in California (Southern California, San Francisco Bay, and the Central
Valley).
A twenty-minute, self-administered, pre-coded questionnaire was developed by the researcher. In addition to social-demographic questions, questions
abot,tt alcohol education, and questions regarding the respondents' drinking prac'tices, four different models of alcohol education \vere operationally defined and
investigated.

The method of analysis involved using the chi-square test of independence
(level of: significance equal Lo .05) to detennirte btilti.;;ti.cal. diff.erc.,nc.es between
alcohol educators and non-alcohol educators and bet"een· male t:eaehers and female
teachers on selected variables. In addition, standard survey research techniques
were used in the analysis of the remaining data. This 1ncluded the examination
of single distribution~ of all variables and th~ selected cross-tabulation of
these variables wi.th categories of one o~ rr,ore independent variables.
Fin~~~and Conclu~_i~:
Of the sample of 596 teachers, 550 01~ 92
returned completed questionnaires. It was concluded that alcohol educators did not differ significantly from non-alcohol educators rega:t;ding their:
(1) frequency of preference for the Values Clarification Model of alcohol education, (2) their reasons for drinking, (3) their knoVJledge of friends or relatives
with drinking problerns, and (4) the frequency with Hhich they attribute alcoholism
to moral weakness.
~ercent

Alcohol educators differed significantly from non-alcohol educators
regarding the frequency of having LoVJ-None Drinking Patterns. Alcohol educators
less often had LoVJ-None Drinking Patterns than did non-alcohol edueators.
Hale high schooi. teachers of this sample drank alcoholic beverages (any
amount and large amounts) s.ignificant ly more often than female teachers.
~oncerning

There were no significant differences betVJeen male and female t.eache1·s
their views on teenage drinking (age fifteen to seventeen years).

High sehool teachers in this sample most often preferred to use the
Objective FactG Approach toward alcohol education and least preferred the Temperance Approach.
Teachers in this sample generally did not feel younger teenagers (aged
fifteen to seventeen) should be allowed to drink alcoholic beverages but a majority
felt that drinking should be legalized for youth aged eighteen or older.
Host of the teac.her.s were moderate or light drinkers and only a small
percentage were abstainers.
Alcohol education efforts i.n the high school were felt to be of value
·and ~Jere supported by most of the teachers. Teacher-s generally [elt: that alcohol
education and drug educ.atj_on should be combined.
- iv -
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CHAPTER I

~-~~

~---

INTRODUCTION
As society has become more industrial and less

\\

agricultural, more urban and less rural, more computerized
and less personal, the number and·complexity of its problems
have greatly increased.

Today the school and the community

are faced with almost overv7helming social, economic, and
health problems.
holism.

One of the most serious of these .is a leo-

Estimates made in 1971 indicate that about five

percent of the adult population in the United States manifest the behaviors of alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

Of the

more than ninety-five million drinkers in the Nation, nearly
nine million men and women are alcohol abusers and alcoholic
individuals. 1 The alcoholism problem in California has been
described by Governor Reagan:
Alcoholism, as a disease, is defined in terms
of individuals who are excessive.drinkers. Their
depe.ndence on alcohol has attained such a degree
as to interfere with their physical and mental
health, interpersonal relations, and social, economic, and vocational functioning. In addition
to the impact upon the health of the individual,
1u.

s.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
FiEt....fu?_~cj~-R~:Qort t<.L.~_u. S. Government on Alcohol and
He~lt_:h (w·ashington, Do c.: u. s. Governme~Pr.:inting-OifiC~e,
1971.), p. vi.

- 1 -

~---

- 2 -

alcoholism also contributes to many other pro··
blems including family discord, poverty, violence, abuse and neglect of children, unemployability, welfare dependence and highway accidents.
In California, about nine million adults,
almost three-fourths of the adult population,
drink alcoholic beverages. The majority drink
in moderation, but it is estimated that over
one million Californians are alcoholics.
Deaths due to alcoholism are the fourth
leadin cause of death during the economicallv(______________
productive years from 35 to 64. Recent studies
indicate that drinking drivers are involved in
39 percent of highway traffic fatalities in
California and in 20 percent of the injury
accidents. In terms of cost to the taxpayer,
public drunkenness accounts for approximately
50 percent of all misdemeanor bookings into
city and county jails in California. The
estimated annual cost to business, industry
and government in California for undetected
and untreated alcoholics on their ljayrolls is
estimated to be over $400 million4 ...
The rate of alcoholism in California is continuing
to rise according to figures released by the State Department
of Rehabilitation. 3

In 1965, for instance, there '\<7ere an

estimated 8,780 alcoholics per 100,000 adults.

Five years

later the rate had increased by 720 to 9,500 alcoholics per

100,000 adults.

Alcoholism authorities such as Plaut4 and

2Ronald Reagan, Stat.§_.Qf C~Jifo_rrQ.a Goverwr 1 s..
PJ;ogrpm Budget;. for 1972-73 (Sacramento, California: State
Printing Office, 1972), p. 718.
3Mary Brubaker, Estimated Number of Alcoholics in
Cali~~orgJa, Hemorandum Number FSS 72-2-·fz-,- Califorr1Ta'-statE:
Department of Rehabilitation, 1972. (Himeographed.)
4Thomas F. A. Plaut, Alcobf>l Proble:-rn§.l.._..A..Re.r.ort.:__tQ_
.the_.llation b.Y...J:.he _g_s>operative _Commission o!.!.._"t_he S!:u.d_y of AJ:.cC2.:
holism (Ne~v York: Oxford University Press, 1.9"67), Part 3.

- 3 -

and Cross 5 have stressed the importance of preventing
alcoholism if we are to begin to alleviate this public and
mental health problem.
According to Chafetz, there are three .types of
;alcoholism prevention:

primary, secondary, and tertiary.6

Secondary and tertiary prevention are defined, respectively,

ment to avoid further complications of the illness.

Both of

these types involve remediation of drinking problems at some
stage after they have begun.

Thus for the most part, these

types of prevention are the responsibility of treatment and
,,rehabilitation agencies.

Primary prevention, however, is

·;qesigned to prevent the onset of alcoholism and

is~

therefore,

'iprincipally the responsibility of those corrn:nunity agencies who
have the opportunity tu reach people before they have drinking
problems.

High among such agencies are the public school

systems with their elementary, secondary, college, and adult
levels.

According to HcCarthy, for many people the classroom

is the only opportunity for an unbiased consideration of the
question about alcohol.7

---·-----·---!~!'l<;oho

I llC

• '

5 Jay N. Cro-ss, Guide to the Commugit.Y__Q.gntrol of
(New York: American Pub lie Health Association,
19 6 8) ' p • 9 2 •

LU>..m

~orris E. Chafetz and Harold W. Demone, _Alcoh.Q.J:.:t~I!!
and Soc}..e.t:z: (New York: Oxford University Presr-, 1962), Part 4.
7Raymond G. HcCarthy, ed., Als_9hoJ..;._Ed~ca.-~Jo'9_for.
Cof11111unit_y (New York: HcGraw··Hill Book Company)
Inc • , 19 6!~) , p • 8 •

_glaS..§.!-"O_CtrU..!l~

- 4 ..

The philosophical basis for the school taking an
active position in curing social ills is well documented by
such writers as Brameld,B Glenn, 9 and Rogers.l 0 Of these
three authorities, Glenn and Rogers tend to focus on the
mental health of the individual students.

Brameld, on the

other hand, is convinced that the schools are part of the
social ills and that only through their reconstruction (and
the reconstruction of other institutions) t'iill our society
and culture be improved.

As California schools accept this

reconstructionist position in the area of preventing alcohol
problems and as federal and state funds become available for
doing so, the public school teachers a.re finding that their
1;esponsibi.lities have greatly increased.

Many are being

asked to handle alcohol education curriculum which is both
controversial and complexo

To assist these teachers state-

wide teacher training and consultation is needed.
However, before effective training and consultation
can take place, it is necessary to know more about teacher

8Theodore Brameld, "A Cross Cutting Approach to
Curriculum, The Moving Wheel," ]?h:!:_ Delta_:,!$~, 51:346-348,
March, 197 0 o 9vernon L. Glenn, "The School's Contribution to
Mental Health," piscussion Papers., Volume II, Number 9,
.Arkansas State Rehabilitation Research and Training Center,
Fayetteville Arkansas University, Fayetteville..,
lOcarl Rogers, Carl Rogers on Encounter Grou~
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc., 1970).
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views and opinions regarding alcohol education.
this involves gaining knowledge in several areas:

Specifically,
1) the

amount of teacher support for different models of alcohol
education; 2) the drinking practices of teachers; 3) the
opinions teachers have about teenage drinking; 4) the

ans~'lers

teachers give to questions about tvhere, what levels, and how
many classroom hours shourabe devoted to

alcohol-----eaucat~on;

and 5) the amount of interest teachers have in teaching about
alcohol.

Also, as preparation for teacher training in alcohol

education, it would be helpful to note differences between
teachers who have taught alcohol education and those Nho have
not.

Are these differences significant?

Do the opinions of

i.Jthe alcohol educators appear to be more enlightened than the
~~;non-alcohol

educators?

Obtaining ansv-:rers to these and other

related questions served as one of the objectives of this
study.

The Problem
As indicated) teachers have a role in preventing
problems of alcohol abuse.

As this role becomes more impor-

tant it behooves educators and alcohologists to look at the
opinions and views which teachers bring with them into the
class on alcohol education.

Specifically, what views and

opinions do high school teac.hers have tov-7ard alcohol education and how do these views relate to their drinking practices
and their soc :Lal··demographic var:i.ab les?

- 6 -

The Rationale
i

;

-

Support for investigating teacher attitudes and
opinions on alcohol education and their correlates

~;\lith

drj.nking practices and social-demographic variables tqas the
literature which indicates that the teacher, his attitudes,
and his·opinions can have a positive or negative affect on
student mental health -- a factor which may influence current
or subsequent student drinking patterns.

A second area of

support came directly from the alcohol education literature
which suggests the importance of attitudes, opinions, and
.,._drinking practices of those educators "Y7ho teach about alcohol.
I,

'/The. third support:i.ng area was the literature which ex.ists on
:t:

adult drinking practices.

This literature provided the pres-

):- en t study t'lith direction as well as the opportunity for
external reliability checks.

Lastly, this investigation

found considerable practical support from recent legislation
and policy decisions made at the federal a_nd state levels.
The literature, especially in the areas of school
guidance and teache:c training, suggests that the teacher
has an influence on the student's mental health and that
he must assu.me the responsibility r.vhich goes along with this

- 7 influence.ll

Rogers 12 , 13 and Glasser 14 have devoted much of

their recent v7ritings to recognizing and describing the
teacher/student relationship that facilitates mutual cognitive and affective development. Other v;rriters such as
Arbuckle, 15 Dmvning, 16 Johnston, et al., l7 and Peters and
Shertzerl8 have suggested that the teacher is an important
part of the guidance team.

~is

responsiDl-e-for cre-a-e:trrg---------

not only a positive mental health learning situation, but

llThe writer recognizes the diversity of classifications which may come under the heading of "student mental
health." The reader interested in an elaboration of the
problems associated tvith classifying mental health (or mental
illness) is referred to Hathaway's discussion in the Forev7ord
cff hn_MNP~_.J:f:£inQbC2.2~ by W. G. Dahlstrom and G. S. \-Jelsh
(Minneapolis, Minnesota: The University of Minnesota Press,
1960).
12carl ' Rogers, Freedom t.Q__J._~arg (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1969).
13 carl Rogers, Carl Rpg~rs on Encounter GrogQ£,
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc., 1970), pp. 41-l~S.
14
William Glasser, Schools Without Failure (New
York: Harper and Row, Publishers, file., 1969).
·
15nugald s. Arbuckle, Pu_pil.?ersonnel Services in
bmerica~ Schools (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1962),
Chapter 4.
l6Lester N. Downing, Guidance a'Q.5l_Col!.~selin_g
Services: An Introduction (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 196~ pp.--52-54.
1 7Edgar G. Johnston, Mildred Peters, and William
Evraiff, The Role of the Teacher in Guida~~ (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1959).
18Herman J. Peters and Bruce Shertzer, Guidance:
J?rogram ~evelopment__anc!._Hanagement_ (Columbus, Ohio: Charles
E. Merrill Publishing Company~ 1969), pp. 146-lL~S.

- 8 also for taking a conscious role in helping the student with
his school-related problems.

The importance of the teacher

in influencing student mental health has beeri investigated
by the Association for Student Teaching.

In 1967, the

Association devoted its Forty-Sixth Yearbook to mental
health and teacher education.

Peck and Richek, tvriting

although not conclusive, indicate that teacher personality
and mental health have a measurable influence on student
personality and mental health.l9

Sears and Hilgard 2 0

found that interaction among teachers and pupils can be
classified as affective, evaluative, and cognitive, and
that e:ach of these interaction types influences the pupil.
Miller'has found that recognition of the teacherv:S influence
on the student is supported in practice as well as theory.
Out of a sample of thirty teacher training institutions,
twenty-five were sufficiently concerned about the effects
of teacher personality on students to make use of a
19 Robert F. Peck and Herbert Richek, 11Teacher
Education for Mental Health: A Review of Recent Studies, 11
Mental Health and Teacher Education, Forty-Sixth Yearbook
O'rthe Assoc:Ia~tfon !or Student Teaehing (Dubuque, Imva:
\.Vm. C. Brmvn Company, Inc., 1967), pp. 217-235.
20Pauline S. Sears and Ernest R. Hilgard, "The
Teacher's Role :i.n the Hotivati.on of the Lea.rner, 11 1'~i<22.
ot Learning and Motivatio11,, Sixty-Third Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 209.

- 9 personality evaluation and screening prograrn. 21

The above

research indicates that teachers' attitudes and characteristics have an influence on their students and thus supports
the present research which was designed to study such attitudes and characteristics.
The present investigation found a second area of

literature, it is suggested that teacher characteristics
such as attitudes, values, opinions, and drinking practices
are important detenninants of success in the alcohol education classroom. 22 ,Z3, 2 ~ Dimas, 25 in his smnmary of alcohol
.education, emphatically states that the teacher is the most
'important person in school alcohol education programs and
,that he, therefore, has a responsibility to develop proper

21Lebern N. Miller, "Evaluating Teacher Personality Before Student Teaching Begins," .Journal of Ed'L!_.ca.::
_!:ional Research (Madison, Wisconsin: Dembar Educational
Research Services, Inco, 1961), 56:382-384.
22noris Sands, "The College Teacher," Alcoqol
Education, Conferen~_e Proceedings (Hashington, D.C.: U.S*
Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 62.
23Frances Todd, "The Teacher," AlcoJ1ol EducatioQ.,~
Conference Proceed~p_~ (\vashington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1966), p. 39.
24w. Kenneth Ferrier, "Alcohol Education in the
Public School Curriculum, 11 Alcohol l~_ducatioD;_:t=or. Clas£.~.2-0.!!}
ancLCo]nml!_nity, ed. by Raymond G. McCarthy (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1964), p. 6tt.•
25George D. Dimas, _Alcohol Edl:!.catio11_ il}_§.~hools
(Portland: Alcohol and Drug Section, Mental Health Division,
Board of Control, 1967).
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attitudes about this subject.

Russell also would support

the present investigation of teacher alcohol education views
and opinions toward alcohol education when he says, "The
teacher's basic personal point of view tends to affect his
or her teaching •

...

Several important national and local surveys of
drinl<1ng pract1ces provided a thrrcr-foundat1on for t e
present study.

Most notable of these are Cahalan's "Drinking Practices Study, " 27 Mulford's "Drinking in Imqa, 112 8

Jessor's "Tri-Ethnic Com.'llunity Study," 29 and Harris'
"American Attitudes Toward Alcohol and Alcoholics Study. 1 '30
These studies carried out on nati.onal and local general
popblations have provided much of the rationale used. i.n
instrmnent construction and data analysis.

Most important

26 Robert D. Russell, "Teacher Education," Alcoh_ol
]ducation, Conference Procee~ing.~ (Washington, D.Co: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1966), p. 53.
27 Don Cahalan, Problem Drinkers (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1970), p. xii.
·

28n. A. Mulford and N. E. Miller, 11 Drinking in
Imva, II," The extent of drinking and selected sociocultural categories, _Q_uarte,E.lY_Journal. of Stuc!_ies on Alcohol
(1960), 21:26-39.
29Richard Jessor, Theodore D. Graves, Robert C.
Hanson, and Shirley L. Jessor, So_ci.et.Y.:1.. Personf!).it~..,_§:__Jl~~
J?evi~nt BehaviQ.E. (New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and ~Hnston,
Inc~, 1.968").

30Louis Harris and Associates, ~'ll~rican AttLtud~~
Jo.~ard A1..:_c.:;phgl_a.ncl Alcoholics, A survey of public opinion
prepared for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Study Number 2138, December, 1971).
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has been their contribution to knowledge concerning drinking
. patterns and attitudes about alcohol.

One of the principal

findings of these studies is that the frequency and quantity
with which one drinks often goes together with certain attitudes and views toward drinking (or not drinking) and toward
alcoholism.

investigation was derived from the implementation of recent
federal and state legislation.

Most prominent of these is

the .Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention..l..
Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act of 1~70, (PL 91-616) .31
Under this law the prevention of alcoholism was given a high
priority by the federal government.

Their t·7illingness to

financially support alcohol education programs encouraged
the California Office of Alcoholism to allocate $85,000 to
the State Department of Education.
~~J_ifQ.D).ia

StatE2__P.lan on

Al~ohol.

According to the

Abuse and Alcoholi.§m, these

funds tvill be used to "develop and implement a statewide
alcohol education project to increase emphasis on prevention
of alcohol abuse and alcoholisrn .. 11 32
31

Other important

Public Lav; 91-616, 9lst Congress, S. 3835,
Als:_oho 1 Ab'.!_~.nd_ Al.cohoU:.?rn. J?..re;y~'l.t.iq_n_,_

_go~prehensive

T£...<?..§J:m~pt, and

Re.h~]JtJita!i.Q!l.A.£!....9_U970 o

3 2state of California, Human Relations Agency,
.Q.§..lifQ_rnia St;;ate._Plan _for Compr~hensiye Alcohol Ab~.§i)._an<,!
AJE~oholis~ Prevent~iol}, Tre.~~rnent ,_an£._B£1§bilitat.i9_g
(Sacramento: State Printing Office, 1972), p. 47.
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legislation dealing with alcohol education in the schools
includes the McAteer Alc.oholism Act-1962,3 3 and The Drug
4

Education Act of 1971.34

Each of these supports and expands

the use of the schools and hence the teachers in preventing
alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

~~~~~-e." .i.urs---arrd-lt-yp:ot-h-e-s-e-sc---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The present study was designed to meet the
following four principal
1.

objectives~

To test the following hypotheses:
General Hypothesis 1.

·r

Secondary teachers who

have taught an identifiable unit on
alcohol education (alcohol educators) will have different views
from those teachers who have never
taught alcohol education (nonalcohol educators).
Specific Hypothesis la.

Alcohol educa-

tors and non-alcohol educators will
differ in their choice of the

33welfar.e and Institutions Code, Chapter 8,
McAteer l)Jc9_ho1.ism Act (1969).
34 california Education Code, Article 5, Chapter 3
of Divis~on 7 (Commencing with Section 8751), The...J?.r.ug
~ducation Act of 191.1.
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"Values Clarification Hodel"35 of
alcohol education.
Specific Hypothesis lb.

Alcohol educa-

tors t.;rill differ from non-alcohol
educators regarding the frequency
of having Low-None Drinking Patterns.

tors will less often find it somewhat or very important to drink when
tense, to relax, or to forget
worries than will non-alcohol educators~

Specific Hypothesis ld.

Alcohol educa-

tors will more often than nonalcohol educators have knolft7ledge of
a friend or a relative who has a
serious drinking p·roblem.
Specific Hypothesis le.

Alcohol educa-

tors'will differ from non-alcohol
educators regarding how often they
attribute alcoholism to moral weakness.

35The "Values Clarification Hodel" is operationally defined by Model D of the DrinkingJ..!::§:Etice§._,.§;pd Alcohol.
Ed~:ation Questionnaii§_ found in Appendix A.
See also
Chapter II for a discussion on the Values Clarification
Approach toward alcohol education.
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Female teachers will

General Hypothesis 2.

differ from male teachers in their

-----------

drinking patterns and views on teenage drinking.
Specific Hypothesis 2a.

Female teachers

will have Low-·None Drinking Patterns
more

o~ten

than wiLL male teachers.

Specific Hypothesis 2b.

Male and female

teachers will differ on how conservative they are about teenage
drinking.
2o

To ascertain the amount of secondary teacher
support for each of the four types of school
alcohol

3.

e.~ducation

models;

To explore various questions about or related
to alcohol education in the schools; and

4.

To explore relationships among the secondary
teacher's:

1) choice of alcohol education

models; 2) drinking practices; and 3) socialdemographic variables.

The major efforts of this study were:

First

'

to

investigate the previously stated hypotheses; second, to
describe teac.her opinions toward alcohol education; third,
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to describe the drinking practices of teachers; and fourth,
to provide an exploratory analysis of the interrelationships
of these variables with selected social-demographic characteristics.

The following assumptions and -theoretical

framework are related to the hypotheses of the study.
The first general hypothesis suggests that alcoho

educators will differ from non-alcohol educators in

their choice of alcohol education models, their drinking
patterns, their knowledge of a friend or relative with a
drinking problem, and their opinions about what causes
alcoholism.

Those who teach an identifiable unit on alco-

hol education will be likely to have more exposure to accu. f orrnat1.on
.
rate- .J.n

h. h

~'ll.J_c _

Wl.. 11

valties, and behavior than

. d.r1.n
. k. ~1.ng
.
• .
a ff ec t t he1.r
op1.n1.ons,

~;o;rill

non-alcohol educators.

This

increased .exposure will have L"esulted in part from the
effects of the State Department of Education.

During the

last Fiscal Year (1971-72) the Drug Task Force of that
Department presented thirty-four training sessions on drug
(alcohol) education.

Forty-Four percent of the total 1,070

elementary, secondary, and unified school districts in
California were exposed to the training.36

Each of these

four-day training sessions presented to the participants

_____ ___..___

the "values" approach toward alcohol education.
...

,

36Evaluat_j.on __gf___th~. _g_aliJorn_i§__l2.!..'=lli Educa..t_ion
TrainJ.lJE. Pro_gi_am 1970-TJc:., Unpublished Report, Drug Education Task Force, California State Department of Education,
p. 2.

~

---

____- __-_-_-_

- 16 Approximately 1,600 educators interested in drug and alcohol
'

education learned about this relatively new approach.

At

the same time as this extensive training was taking place,
alcohol (and drug) educators were encouraged by state consultants to read recently published books whi.ch emphasized
the "values" approach to teaching and education. 37 '38' 39 ,t~O
us l.t was hypothesized that the net result of this widespread emphasis will be that alcohol educators are more
likely than non-alcohol educators to choose a
clarification" model of alcohol education.

11

values

It was further

anticipated that exposure to such materials and workshops
have also affected drinking opinions and behavior so that
alcohol edilcators will differ in how much they drink, the
reasons they give for drinking, their aljt,1areness of people
who have drinking problems, and their opinions about tvha.t
causes alcoholism.

37w. Ray Rucker, V. Clyde Arnspiger, and Arthur .J.
Brodbeck, Human Values in Educat~.QD. (Dubuque, Iowa~ vlm. C.
Brown Company, Inc., 1969).
38v. Clyde Arnspiger, James A. Brill, and H'. Ray
Rucker, JltQA.?.:!l...Y~l~J.es Series (Austin, Texas: Steck·. Vaughn
Company, 1969).
39
V. Clyde Arnspiger, W. Ray Rucker, and Mary E.
Preas, Pe.rsQn~~.lit_y_jn_e_.Qill]._..Px.qs~ (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C.
Brown Company, Inc., 1969).

l~OLouis E. Raths, Herrill Harmin, and Sidney B.
Simon, .Y~~:U.~§.._~pd T~.a.c_hing: _workigg__ With_ Va_lues.i!L_ tl;w
Classroom (Colwnbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,
1966). ..
'

- 17 The second general hypothesis suggests that the
sex of the teacher will make a difference in the amounts and
frequency of alcoholic beverage consumption.

Support for

this hypothesis was derived from general population surveys
completed by Cahalan, et al.,41 Jessor,42 and Harris43
which indicate that as a total group men drink more than
women.

It was also hypothesized that sex will be a factor

in teachers' views on teenage drinking.

Cahalan's national

survey44 indicated a much greater percentage of females find
"nothing good" about drinking than do males (40 percent to
28 percent male).

Jessor45 found in his community survey

tha.t adult.?males are significantly more pennissive than
females

ar.~

i.n their attitudes toward deviance.

Both of

these studies indicated that females tend to be more conservative than males in their attitudes tovmrd drinking and
related activities.

4lnon Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
American Drinking, Pr.§£!ices (New Brunsv7ick: Rutgers Center
of Alcohol Studies, 1969), pp. 21-22.
42Richard Jessor, Theodore D. Graves, Robert C~
Hanson, and Shirley L • .Jesser) .§.Q£...~.~.tY.~~~onality and
.Pevia!}t Jlehavior (Ne~v York: Holt, Rinehart, and ~{inston,
Inc., 1968), p. 182.
13
+ Louis Harris and Associates, A!·!l.~rica~\_f\tt_ituqes.
Toward Alcohol and Alcoholics, a survey of public opinion
prepared for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 3.
44non Cahalan, Ibid., p. 134.
45Richa.rd Jessor, I12_id...!.., p. 318.
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Belmv- are four general assumptions which underlie
the stated hypotheses:
Assumption 1.

Alcohol educators and non-alcohol

educators have answered the

Q~inking

Practices and Alcohol Education Oues!Jom.l§.i!§.
t-1ith the same degree of honesty and lack of
~as.

Assumption 2-.

The control sample selected for

Hypotheses la thru le was representative of
high school teachers working in mid-size to
large-size school districts in California.
Assumption 3.

The teacher who is teaching alco-

hol education is in part doing so because of
his interest in the field.
Assumption 4.

The ovcrsample of 121 alcohol edu-

cators did not bias the outcomes of
Hypotheses 2a and 2b.

ABSTAINER.

One who has never ha.d an alcoholic beverage, or
who has alcoholic beverages less than once a
year. L~6

The term "abstainer" is not necessarily

LJ.6Don Cahalan, Ir::t H. Cis in, and Helen N. CLoss ley,
(New Brunswick, Ne\\7 Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), p. 14.

Ameri~__prinlsil),&_.Practices

- 19 equated

~vith

people who do not drink on moral

groun~s.

It includes those who do not drink

because:

they do not like the taste, it makes

them ill, it is not readily available, etc.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE.

Any beverage which contains ethyl

alcohol (ethanol CH3CH20H).

Alcoholic beverages

tvine, beer, and distilled spirits.

Since a glass

of wine, a can of beer, and a highball or other
mixed drink contain approximately the same amount
of ethyl alcohol, they will, for purposes of this
study, be considered to have equal strength and
effect.
ALCOHOLISH.

11

Alcoholic.s are those excessive drinkers

~vhose

dependence upon alcohol has attained such a degree
that it shows a noticeable mental disturbance or
an interference with their bodily and mental
health, their. interpersonal relations, and their
smooth social and economic functioning; or li'7ho
show the prodromal signs of such developments. 11 47
Although alcoholics are sometimes differentiated

47wor.ld Health Organization, Expert Committee on
¥ental Health, Alcoholism Subcommittee, fl..~£o.n.d..K~J2ort,
HoH.O. Technical Report Series, Number l-r8, August, 1962.
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from "problem drinkers, "l~8 for purposes of the
present study they will be used interchangeably.
APPROACHES TOWARD ALCOHOL EDUCATION.

Four approaches toward

alcohol education are studied:

Temperance,

Objective Facts, Responsible Drinking, and Values
Clarification.

Each of these has been described

and operationally defined in Chapter II.
ATTITUDE.

"An enduring system of positive or negative
evaluation, emotional feelings, and pro or con
action tendencies with respect to a social
object." 49

DRINKER.

One who

part~kes

once a year • .SO

of alcoholic beverages at least
Table 1 classifies drinkers into

five categories according to the frequency of
using any alcoholic beverage and according to the
frequency of drinking large quantities of alcoholic
beverages (five or more drinks per occasion).

1

•8Don Cahalan, Probl€2rn Drin.kef..§_ (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1970), pp. 1-17.
lJ. 9David Krech, Richard S. Crutchfield, and Egerton
L. Ballachey, Individual in Soci_?_ty (New York: NcGraw-H:i.ll
Book Company, Inc., 1962), p. 177.
5°non Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
(New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Cen.ter of Alcohol Studies, 1969), p. 14.

_Amet;i.<:::_~!}_I),rinking P~!is:~
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TABLE 1
CLASSIFICATION OF DRINKERS BY
FREQUENCY A~~ QUANTI1Y

Category

Frequency

Quantitya

Heavy
Drinkers

A. Three or more times
a day
B. Twice a day

Heavy, Hoderate, Light

{}------------r--c .

Heavy, Moderate, Light

&-.,re-ry-d-a-y----oL.----ne-a-r-1-y- -H-e-avy-,------lvf-o,-1-era-t-e•--------------

every day

· D. Three or four times

a week
E. Once or twice a weeK
F. 1'wo oli three times a
month
Moderate
Drinkers

Light
Drinkers

Heavy, Moderate
Heavy
Heavy

A. Every day or nearly
every day
B. Three or four times
a week
or twice a ~7eek
Once
c.
or
three times a
D. T~w
month
E. About once a month

Light

A. Once or twice a week

Light
Light

B. Two or three times a
month
c. About once a month

Light
Heavy, Moderate
Heavy, Moderate
Heavy

Moderate, Light

Infrequent Drink less than once a month but at least
Drinkers
once a year.
Abstainers Drink no alcoholic beverages as often as
- - - - - · · · once a _year (see d_efinition for "abstainer'~--0__
a.Qll.§])ti.:tY refers to the number of times the individu.a 1 drinks five or more drinks. H~avy quantity is defined
as drinking five or more drinks more often than "once in a
whi.le 11 ; }'1od~rate quantity is defined as drinking five or more
drinks "once in a while"; and Light quantit(. is defined as
drinking five or more drinks "almost never. 1
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DRY.

One who is opposed to drinking or to the promotion of
the use of alcoholic beverages.51

This is con-

trasted to the label "wet" which is given to one
who promotes or advocates or would permit the use
of alcoholic beverages.
HIGH-HODERATE DRINKING PATTERN.

Heavy or mo9erate drinking

as defined in Table 1.
LOW-NONE DRINKING PATTERN.

Light, infrequent, or abstinent

drinking as defined in Table 1.
OPINIONS.

"A conclusion or knowledge held tvith confidence,
but falling short of positive knowledge."S2
"Opinions," "views,'' and "judgments" ate used
interchangeably.

PROTESTANT RELIGIOUS CATEGORIES.

Protestant Denominations

have been divided into three categories according
to the proportion of abstainers in each group.
These are:

1) Low

Abstin~nce

Protestants -- Episco-

palians, Presbyterians, other liberals (Quaker,
Unitarian, Universalists, and Connnunity Church);
2)

,M~dium

Abstinep_se

PrQ~:...ants

-- Lutheran,

Protestant (no denomination) Hethodists (United

J_.angu~_g:.._Q

Sl:tvlark Keller and John R. Seeley. The Alcohol
(Toronto, Canada: University of TorOl1toPress,

1958)' p. 21.
5 2Funk and Hagnalls, Funk anq WagrJalJ.:...~-~-tan~a~.Q
College Dict~g_nary (New York: Funk and Wagnalls Publishing
Company, Inc • , 19 68) , p. 9!.~ 7 •
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Church of Christ, Congregationalists, Disciples
of Christ, First Christian Church); and 3) High
Abstinence Protestants -- Baptists, all other
denominations and fundamentalists sects (Mormon,
Christian Scientist, Church of God, Church of New
Jerusalem, Unity, Nazarene, Seventh Day Adventists,
lf---------------:-Jeh-ovah_Ls-W-:i:-tne-s-se-s-,-Horavi--an--,-t.fennon-f-t-e--,-ATr:h;-h-,---------

Sanctified Advent, Christian, Pentacostal).53
TEMPEP~\NCE.

Although temperance by strict definition means

moderation,54 it is commonly associated with the
Temperance Movement as described by Ferrier.55
In this Hovcment, temperance became associated
;~

!·

with total abstinence.

When used in the present

study, '·temperance will be defined as total abstinence.

53Ann M. Seifert, Religious_~ffilit~tigQ_§pd
Belief_in j:_Q.~ Epig_£mo1pgy of Problem prinJs.iqg, University
of California, Berkeley: Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,
1972). pp. 50-55.
54Funk and lvagnalls, Funk andJi§K.~Jls_.~.talJE_<!_rd.
Funk and Wagnalls Publishing
Company, Inc., 1968), p. 1378.
55
11
w. Kenneth Ferrier,
Alcohol Education in the
11
Public School Curriculum, Alcohol Education for Classroom
2BdSomml::!_Ili-.tY, ed. by RaymoriCfc-:-McCarthy-;··~c't\fev:i--Y.orit:
HcGraw-·Hill Book Company, Inc., 196L~), p. 52.
~CoJJ.~ge_ Di.<;_t,:_t<?l§.!-"..Y (New York:

[_j

~---

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The present investigation of teacher opinions
about alcohol education and the interrelations of the
opinions with teacher drinking practices and teacher socialdemographic variables, suggests the review of three areas of
literature.

These are:

1) the literature on opinions about

alcohol education; 2) the literature on four perspectives
. tm•7ard teaching about alcohol -- Temperance, Responsible
Drinking, Objective Facts, and Values Clarification; and
3) the literature on the

corr~lates

of drinking practices.

·Each of these areas is presented in a section of this chapter •

.QQi,niops About Alcohol Educati;.Q!},
Although numerous expository articles and books
have been written about alcohol education in the schools,
research on the subject appears less plentiful.

In

1966~

Maddox stated that a review of research relating to alcohol
education led him to the straight-forward conclus:i.on: "There
hasbeen very little research .on who has been saying what,

-
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about alcohol to whom, how and v7ith what effect ."1
three reasons for this lack of research:

He gave

1) the emotional

nature or controversialness of the subject; 2) the difficulty
of evaluating alcohol education programs; and 3) the fact
that public education in this country "voluntarily does very
little pioneering on the frontier of social change." 2
·urnough not designed to support or

~efute

these reasons,

the present investigation should increase knowledge about
current (1972) teacher opinions about the controversialness
as well as the value of alcohol education.

Since teachers

are the conveyors of alcohol education, knowing their attitudes and views is important for planning future alcohol
education researcho
Of the·research which has been completed, Russell
suggested that

11

the most extensive and intensive continuing

research program directly related to alcohol has been directed
by Windham and Globetti. in Mississippi. " 3 This section is
limited to the relevant studies of the Mississippi Demonstration Proje'ct and to other research studies

~.vhich

investigate

---·-----· ---·----lGeorge L. Maddox, "Alcohol Education: Clues for
Research," }}]:~_g_]Jgl Educat~g~_f.§r~nce Proceedings_
(Hq.sh:Lngton,, D. C.: U. So Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1966), p. 20.
2Ibid., pp. 20-21.
3Rohert D. Russell, "Education About Alcohol for
Real Ameriean Youth, 11 Journa1~_9f ~Jcohg.l._Ecl~ion, Volume 14,
Number 3, (Spring, 1966), p. 18.
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the attitudes or views of various populations toward alcohol
education in the schools.

Important expository writings on

the subject will be reviewed in the next section,which
discusses four approaches to teaching about alcohol.
One of the earlier studies released by the
Mississippi Demonstration Project was completed by Pomeroy
Toward Alcohol Education. 4

Designed to determine the factors

that would contribute to or retard the implementation of an
alcohol education program, Pomeroy's study selected 115
adults on the basis of their possible involvement in an
alcohol education program.,

Five adult groups from two

Mississippi communities .were represented:

clergy, school

teachers, school administrators, school board members, and
public health personnel.
not given.

The sample size for each group was

However, since there were only 115 participants,

it can be assumed that no group was very large.

Each group

was administered a general open-ended schedule which contained.questions concerning the background·of the respondent, whether or not he used beverage alcohol). his knowledge
of alcohol and alcoholism, his attitudes toward the alcoholic,
and the needs which he perceived in the area of alcoholism and

4Grace S. Pomeroy and Gerald 0. Windham, Attitude§.
Ed_':!CC;ltio.n (State
College, Mississippi: Mississippi State University, Sociology and Anthropology Report Numb~~r 4, August, 1966).
o..L?~tesLAdt~J.. t ..Q.:f.oups To~a:t;:s!_&lcohol

~..- - - ~ :,_::::::~---=:::.-:='=-,-~=-=-7=-~-=

'·
;:::..: __________

_
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alcohol education.

Through personal interviews, each of

the five groups was then given a supplementary open-ended
schedule designed specifically for that group.

The supple-

mentary schedule was developed to determine the respondent's
involvement in alcohol education and his perception of
current problems and future needs.

analyzed by sub-groups except in a general narrative form.
However, concerning the responses of the entire 115 participants, several findings are pertinent to the present investigation of.teacher opinions about alcohol education:
1.

The majority responded that alcoholism was
caused by a combination of psychological
factors~

About one-fourth thought it was

caused by moral weakness and another fourth
attributed it to "social incompetence."

2.

Regarding the school's role in alcohol education, 47 percent thought the school should
"teach the effects of the use of alcohol -physical, social, psychological, and moral."
Forty-four percent felt that the "facts
about alcohol" should be presented.

3.

Over half of the respondents (55 percent) felt
alcohol education should be combined with the
regular curriculum. Twenty-four percent thought

~
t-~----
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it should be introduced as a new course and
about 18 percent felt it should be a combi=-----

nation of planned programs and/or outstanding

""---

speakers.s
(

From the narrative describing the results of the
supplemental schedule for teachers, several findings are
extracted:
L

Three-quarters of the teachers favored including alcohol education in the science curricu""
lum and.one-quarter recommended incorporating
it within physical education.

).

2.

Opinion about how much time in each course
should be a.llocated to alcohol education was
divided between one-two week period and fivesix week units.

3.

Two-fifths of the teachers felt that alcohol
education should begin in the seventh grade.

I+.

A majority of those surveyed did not consider
that there were adequate resource materials
available in their schools.6

SGrace S. Pomeroy and Gerald 0. ·windham, Attitude~
~of Selecteg Adult Grol;;l.Jl.§.._'I'ow~C!_~sl Alcohol._.f2~o-q (State
College, Mississippi: Mississippi State University,
Sociology and Anthropology Report Number ft., August, 1966).
6rbi~, pp. 12-13.

;
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It is suggested that ·each of these findings has
'

relevance to a study of teacher opinions about alcohol education.

However, because of the small Southern sample and

rather vaguely reported results; the ability to generalize
from this study, especially to gain knowledge about the
opinions of California teachers, appears to be limited.

Demonstration Project also gathered data from two
Mississippi communities, Tupelo and Clarksdale.7

Globetti,

as principal investigator, and his staff have completed
numerous reports and articles from this inforrnation.8

Of

these, the most comprehensive and perhaps the most relevant

Wfor

purposes of this literature

re~iew

is Globetti, Pomeroy,

':,;; and Bennett~ s A~titudes Toward Alcohol ~ducati£!1. 9

A review

of this study follows.

7Grace S. Pomeroy and Gerald Globetti, The
Demonstration Project in Alcohol Education (State Colle.ge, Mississippi: Mississippi State University, Administrative Report Number 1, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, July, 1968), p. 22.
8The author is aware of at least fourteen reports
issued by the Project and over thirty articles published in
journals and workshop proceedings bet\IJeen 1966 and 1969.

Ni~si.ssippi S~oty,

9Gerald Globetti, Grace s. Pomeroy, and Walter
Bennett, _8.ttitudes Towa?.;_d Alcohol It~uc_llQ.!l (State College,
Hississippi: Mississippi State University, Sociology and
Anthropology Report Number 14, August, 1969), pp. 1.-33.
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A simple random sample consisting of 452 household heads or homemakers was taken from the 1965 city
directories of the two Mississippi communities.
n~~ber,

Of this

319 (71 perGent) were contacted by personal visi-

tation and interviewed using a pre-tested schedule composed
of both closed and open-ended questions.
to delineate some

of~he

The purpose of
sociai and

cui~urai'-----------------

factors associated with a favorable attitude toward alcohol
education.

To operationalize the degree of favorability

toward alcohol education, seven dichotomously scored items
were combined into an index.

These items measured attitudes

about public info1."n1ati.on and school programs on alcohol eduo;at:i.on, the financial support of such programs, and the
p'bssible effects these programs may have.lO

The authors

controlled the factors of community of residence and social
affiliation in order to determine their influence on the
original relationships.
Of particular relevance to the present study on
teacher opinions about alcohol education are Globetti's
findings regarding the social and demographic variables
associated with favorability

to~1ard

alcohol education.

The investigations of organizational structures and
10Gerald Globetti, Grace S. Pomeroy, and \valter

Bennett, A_tt!tudes Toward Alcohol Educ<U:ion (State College,
Mississippi: Mississippi State University, Sociology and
Anthropology Report Number 14, August, 1969), p. 12.
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knowledge concerning alcohol and alcoholism are not as
relevant and, therefore, will not be reviewed here.

The

social-demographic factors of age, sex, education, race,
and social-demographic status are discussed belmv.

Age
Although differences were not statistically significant, the percentages of favorability toward alcohol education tended to decrease with age. 11

Sex
No difference between males and females regarding
~the degree of favora.bility toward alcohol education ware

found. 12

Education
Education of the respondents was divided into three
categories based on the number of years of formal schooling
completed:

Primary (zero to eight years), Secondary (nine

llcerald Globetti, Grace s. Pomeroy, and Walter
Bennett, Attitudes Tow_?.rd Alcohol Educatio11 (State College,
Mississippi: Mississippi State University, .Sociology and·
Anthropology Report Number 14, August, 1969), pp. 20··21.
12 Ibido p. 16.
1
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to twelve years), and College (thirteen years and over).
Percentages of high favorability toward alcohol education
for the three categories were respectively, 61 percent; 82
percent, and 94 percent.

g

~-----:--c---

The chi-square test of differences

was significant at the .001 level.

It was concluded that in-

creased levels of formal education are associated with a high
degree of favorab rtliy toward----a-l;-c-o-ho-1-----e-due-a-E-i-en.-..~1=3_____________
Race
Globett.i found considerable differences between
'the respondents of the Black and White races with respect
'to .favorability toward alcohol education.

Eighty-four

·'«::percent of the WhJ.te respondents favored alcohol education
:/Jcoinpared to 66 percent of the Black.

These differences,

however, appeared to be a function of the educational
levels and socio-economic groups and not of race. 14
Socio··Economic Status
Using education level and the Warner Meeker .. Ellis
Revised Scale of Occupational Ranking, an index of socio-

13Gerald Globetti, Grace S. Pomeroy, and Walter
Bennett, j\.ttituqes Toward Alcohol Eslucation (State College,
Mississippi: Mississippi State University, Sociology and
Anthropology Report Number 14, August, 1969), p. 15.
14rb5d~, pp. 19-20.
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economic status was developed.

By dichotomizing the socio-

economic status into high and low categories, it was found
that 68 percent of the low status respondents had a high
degree of favorability toward alcohol education.

This was

compared to 89 percent of the high status respondents.
Differences betvreen the high and lm\1 status groups as
measured by the chi-square test of differences v.1e;r.·e signil:icant at the .001 level.
Of the five social-demographic variables studied
by Globetti, age and sex have the most relevance for the
present investigation.

The findings on the other variables,

c'l~spite their statistical significance, are less importaht

.;:r
13;ecause of the homogeneity of the teacher sample (primarily
:~ ~'

'White, middle class, and having a high educational level).
From Globetti' s findings on age and sex, it was
anticipated.for the present study that differences between
male and female teachers and older and younger teachers

~vould

not be significant with respect to their views on alcohol
education.

Hmvever, as mentioned with regard to the Pomeroy

and Windham study, caution must be exercised in generalizing
the findings of a random sample from two Mississippi commu··
nities to that of an urban California teacher.population.

15Gerald Globetti, Grace S. Pomeroy, and Walter
Bennett, [lttitudes_ Tmv_ard Alcohol Edu~iqn. (State College,
Mississippi: Mississippi State University, Sociology and
Anthropology ·Report Number 14, August, 1969), pp. 19-20.
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To fi.nd out if teachers were prepared to take· on
the responsibility of modifying excessive drinking habits,
Muftoz and Parada conducted a survey covering a representative sample of teachers in primary, secondary, and technicalprofessional schools as well as in higher education in
Greater Santiago, Chile.l6

The random sample was stratified

-----a:n-d-i-ne-l:utle-a-i--~e-t."G-S-R-t-O-f-~ 1-Lte_achers___in~t~h=a'-'t..____.a=r..._,e=a~.-~T_._.h._...e'----'~--------

relevant findings of this study are summarized as follows:
1.

Teacher information about problems of alcohol.
Concerning knowledge about excessive drinking,
alcoholism and treatment, 62 percent of the
teachers did not have any information on the
subject, 32 percent had very little, and only
6 percent has some kn.owledge.l7

Muffoz and Parada reported that the form of
drinking most acceptable by the teachers was
moderate, with some acceptance of excessive
drinkingo

The study indicated that the atti-

tude of "tolerence tmvar.ds excessive drinking"
was not related to sex, subject matter taught,
16Luis C. Munoz and Aida Parada, "Teaching About
Alcoholism i.n Schools, 11 f\lcohol an<L~lcoholl§m, ed. by
Robert E. Popham (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1970), pp. 360-367.
17IQido, pp. 362-363.
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or degree of information about alcoholism.
Regarding this lack of relationship, Munoz
pointed out that mere information may not
promote a change j_n attitudes regarding
excessive drinking.l8
3o

Teachers' acceptance of erroneous beliefs.
Severa

questions were asked

teacl~le~r~sa.o~nn---------------~-----

erroneous beliefs about alcohol.

Fifty-seven

percent of the teachers rejected erroneous
beliefs, while 43 percent accepted them.l9
This investigator feels that several of the
six questions presented would be highly debated
by some ex.pertso

For instance, one

71

erroneous 11

belief is "give alcohol to children so they
can learn to drinko tl

Chafetz r11ould argue that

this may not be an "erroneous" belief since in
some countries

~>1here

this is a common practice,

the frequency of alcoholism is less than in
countries which do not accept this practice .20

- - - · -18- - - -

Lui.s c. Munoz and A{da Parada, "Teaching About
Alcoholism in Schools," A1s-_ghol and Al.coholi,_~,!!!, ed. by
Robert E. Popham (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1970), p. 363.
19 rbid., p. 363.
2 C\1orris Chafetz, "The Prevention of Alcoholism,"
Int_§rnational Journal of Pw~hiat~:y, Volume 9 ( 1970-1971),
pp. 329.
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4.

Teacher's willingnes~~~~ti£~pate i~~
,Yention J!f.O_grarn.

Only 28 percent of the teach-

ers indicated they would be willing to personally participate in a preventive programe
Willingness to participate was not l'inked
either to sex or subject matter.21
------------------~lthough

Munoz suggested the importance of prevent-

ing "excessive drinking" and not the preventing of "all
drinking, 11 his report did not differentiate between the

~

!
!

t~7o ~

This is a serious oversight since one is not sure when social
drinking leaves off and "excessive drinking" begins.

Also

without a clear differentiation, the prevention program
bec~mes

one of preventing all use of alcohol, i.e., pro-

hibition.

This may in part account for the apparently lovl

interest of the Chilean teachers becom-ing involved in the
alcoholism prevention program as described by Munoz.
The Mu'Uoz and Parada study is the only known study
which has been designed solely for purposes of investigating
teache~

knowledge and attitudes about alcohol.

however, is limited.

Its scope,

No exploration of different approaches

toward alcohol education was presented.

Also, ·it is unlikely

that the attitudes and behaviors of the Ch:llean teachers are

---·--21Luis c. Mufioz

and Aida Parada, "Teaching About
Alcoholism in Schools, 11 Alcg_hol._..§l}_sl Alcoholism, ed. by
Robert E. Popham (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1970), p. 363.
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representative of the California teacher population of the
present investigation

since

they are from a different

~

- - -

~__:__:___ _ _ __

-

culture and region of the world.
Perhaps the study which has the most relevance to
the present investigation was conducted by Harris and
Associates in December, 1971. 22 In the introduction to
t1e~r

report they stated:

In the long roster of American health problems perhaps none is more pervasive than the
use and abuse of alcohol. But because it is so
often hidden from public view, much remains to
be knmvn about the scope of the problem, and
about the attitudes of ~~st citizens toward
alcohol and alcoholism.
·
.··:,•

To find out how the general population

fel~

about

a1.cohol and alcoholism, 2,131 Americans aged eighteen and
over were talked·to by field interviewers.

The instrument

used was an hour-long questionnaire designed with the assis.,.
t.snce of project officers from the National Institute of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.,
The subjects were selected from across the nation
on a random area probability basis.

A special oversample

was also conducted among 385 Blacks, in order to assure an
adequate basis for studying any attitudinal variations

22Louis Harris and Associates, f\merican Attitudes
C!;p.d Alcol].olt..£..~, a survey of public opinion
prepared for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Washington, D.C.,: Study Number 2138 9 December,
1971), pp. 1-202.

.'r.ml.~rd_Alcohol

2.31Qid.' p. 1.

-------

---

--

~-------------
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The findings of the study were

presented'in simple tabulated form and divided into five
--------

parts.

In this section, Part 3, "Awareness and Attit:udes
Toward Alcohol Education" will be reviewea. 24 Other findings of the Harris study will be reviewed later under the
heading, "Correlates of Drinking Practices."
farris and Associates found strong pub1ic endorsement for alcohol education programs at the high school level.
Eighty-nine percent of the respondents approved of such
courses, and only 8 percent were opposed.

The younger, more

affluent, better educated, single, light or moderate drinker,
and those living in cities or suburbs provided the most
support for such programs. 25
,:}, , In

ans~vering

questions about what should be taught

in alcohol education courses, most people (54 percent) felt
that the goal of such courses should be "to give the medical
facts and avoid moral judgments."

Another 22 percent felt

that they should "teach moderate or social drinking, 11 v7hile
only 20 percent said that the goal of alcohol education
should be to teach people not to drink at all.

Harris

stated:

--........,.------·
2 L~I

• Harr1s
. an d A ssoc1a
. t:es, --~±£.<!!l
A
•
.,._ • d ~
"ouJ.s
__A;!:_~tu
Toward AJ:.~ohq_];...1Uld Alcoh0.:_ics, a survey of public opinion
prepared for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Washington, D.C.: Study Number 2138, December,
1971), p. 98b.

25J)iJh

~

-----=-=--=="-=--'-==--o_-'--=
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Predictably, more m~mbers of those groups
that tend to oppose drinking--Southerners, the
elderly, those with low income and little education, abstainers, Blacks, and those dwelling in
towns and rural areas--all feel that the aim of
such instruction should be to teach people not
to drink. However, in no case does ghat attitude constitute a majority opinion. 2
In response to the question,

'~hen

~

----'-~

~
~------

should young

people start to drink?" some 4 0 percent of the p=--=u=b=---1=--~...,·c-:____'f=-e=-l...._t=---------young people should never begin.

Among those who :felt it

was safe and proper for young people to begin drinking, 31
percent said that a young man should wait until age twentyone or over, but 14 percent went as low as sixteen to
eighteen, and another 10 percent selected nineteen to
twenty.

The figures for young women

than those··;·for young men.

~vere

not different

With regard to young people

(eighteen· years or less) drinking at hop:le under parental
supervision, 46 percent felt it was a good idea, but another
48 percent said it was not.

Again the young, affluent,

educated, drinkers, and residents of both coastal regions
were more permissive than others on these matters.27

26Louis Harris and Associates, ~~eri~~~At~it~£~~
Toward Alcohol and Alcoholism, a survey of publ.ic op~n~on
prepared for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Washington, D.C.: Study Number 2138, December,
1971), p. 99.
27
Ibid., p. 112.
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Surnnary of Research
~-

The research on opinions about alcohol education in
the schools is limited in amount and applicability.

Of the

four studies reviewed, two were conducted in Mississippi (one
of these studied only a general population sample), one was
-jf--------"--......_..,__~ie_d_nut

in Ghi_Le_,_and___the_£o_ur_th_wa..q_____a__na t_io_n:-_wLd_e_s_t_u_dy'_________

of the general public.

None of these studies broadly investi-

gated teacher opinions about alcohol education in the schools.
Despite the fact that teachers have been asked to teach about
alcohol since 1882, 28 there are no known studies which attempt
to explore teacher opinions of what and hm-1 this should be
done.·

It ·would appear that the

revie~>7

of research related to

o·pini.ons about alcohol education indicates the existing gap
·in knowledge and thus supports the present investigation.

Four Perspectives on Alcohol Education in the Schools
To provide a background for the present investiga ..
tion, the literature on four perspectives of alcohol educa.ti.on
is presented.

The four perspectives are:

The Temperance

(Abstinence) Approach, the Objective Facts App1;oach, the
Responsible Drinking Approach, and the Values Clarification

28w. Kenneth Ferrier, "Alcohol Education in the
Public School Curriculum, 11 Alcoho.Ud.ucation for Q].as~.E.QQ!!!
_and Cm!!!n£nit.Y, ed. by Raymond G. McCarthy {New York:
NcGra~v-Hill Book Company, Inc o, 196Lt-) , p. 64.
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Although not necessarily all-inclusive, these

four approaches seem to represent the major positions in
modern alcohol education.

In addition to the review of the

literature, ·each perspective has been operationally defined.

The Temperance (Abstinence) Approach
The history of alcohol education in the schools is
closely related to the development of the Alcohol Temperance
Movement. Ferrier, 29 Bacon, 3 Kelly, 31 and Gus field, 32 among

°

others, have discussed this development in detail.

In his

writing about the history of alcohol education, Ferrier said
that early .Americ.:m temperance leaders believed that "the
education 6£ the young would be of more consequence in achieving sobriety than

~t\fould

an attempt to reform the inebriate."

29w. Kenneth Ferrier, "Alcohol Education in the
Public School Curriculum," Alcohol Edt.lcaJ;:.ion fo_l;'__Qj~a_sg_o.o..m
_and Commgg_it.Y,, ed~ by Raymond G. McCarthy (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1964), pp. 51-56.
30seldon D. Bacon, "The Classic Temperance Movement
of the USA: Impact Today in Attitudes, Action, and Research
Britisl;t Journal of Addiction, Volume LXII, pp. 7··11.
31Norbert L. Kelly, Alcoh.9_1 Eduq_9._t_ior!.. for.. Cl,?ssm_o_g!_
i!_nd_Q.9mmunity, ed. by Raymond G. McCarthy (New York: HcGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1964), pp. 11-31.
32 Joseph L. Gusfield, "Status Conflicts and the
Changing Ideologies of the American Temperance Novement,"
Cultl!,re and Drinking Patterns, ed. by David J. Pittman and
Charles R. Snyder (New York: John \vi ley and Sons, Inc.,
1962), pp. 101-120.

=-·--c-----==-===--:-=--=~

r-:

The founding of the "Homen's Christian Temperance
Union OiTCTU) in 1874 strengthened the temperance leaders'
desire to educate the young.

The objectives of the WCTU

to teach all children with information, not mere exhortation, shows this emphasis on education against the. evils
of alcohol •.""'
:u

In the period between 187A and 1920, the

WCTu-cleveloped graded lessons, leaflets, posters, and other
literature for use within the schools.

Essay and drawing

contests for youth were :initiated to prevent the evils· of
drinking.

Several hundred thousand pupils participated in

these contests annually. 34
Today the WCTU is still actively promoting absti·'·

. t.e
h sc h oo 1 s.-J
-~~
nence ~n

According to A.j?vlla.bus

.i..!l

Al_s9h!?l

]:duca..ti.9.fl., 36 the· objectives of alcohol education are to
enhance personal health and to present scientific facts
that v-lil1 uprovide an influence which 'V7ill spread from the
class room to the home, and

~vhich

will discourage the serving

------·---3b.·w. Kenneth Ferrier, "Alcohol Education in the
Public School Curriculum," AJ.:.goqol Ed1d_cation fc~.r Cl<!§.~_!:.Q_om
and Com~:l:t.n.tt.Y.., edo by Raymond G. McCarthy (New York: McGraw·uifl Book Company, Inc., 196L~), p. 53.
35 rn response to his request for temperance materials used in the schools, this investigator received different packets for·the primary, intermediate, and high school
levels. In addition, special packets \<7ere received for high
school science courses, health courses, English courses,
social studies courses, and driver education courseso
36Bertha Rachel Palmer, _b._§_yl_labus in Alcghol
Educ§..tiQ!! (Evanston, Illinois: The Signal Press, 1962).

------~-~"
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of beer, t-7ine, or mixed alcoholic drinks."

Student activi-

ties such as comparing the actions of tvater and diluted
alcohol on growing plants or gold fish to show how "alcohol
interferes with the life functions" are encouraged.

It

appears that these experiments are designed to scare youth
into avoiding alcohol.

One pamphlet distributed by the

importance of fearing alcohol:
There are times when it takes great courage
to be afraid. Fear is a safety guard set in
each of us for our protection~ Fear alcohol!
Fear it because using it threatens the clarity
of your mind and the control of your bodyo Make
no mistake about this. 7t does NOT make you
quick, alert, accurate. 3
Other wr.·iters who support this approach toward
alcohol education include: Allen, 38 Hamlin, 3 9 and Seliger .40

3 7Angelo Patri, Hhy HgJZ,LYouJ~.lf? (Evanston,
Illinois: The Signal Press).
38 Helen M. Allen, §om~_JUnt~~-Jor P.}!blic~~.ol
, Teac_hers: _ Vit~l Reasons ~2.r 1:?~hi!1g t:h.~_}i:ffects of f,J..£2.h9..1..
Tobac~_?-'1.-.-,.and J~a!:_~Qtics ill_ t.he_~.l~s~_room 1,.Evans ton, Illinois:
The S1gnal PressJ.
39Howard E. Hamlin, Al~g_hq.l_ TaJJ~s to Youth
(Evanston, Illinois: School and College Service, 1969) ,,
L,.QRobert V. Seliger and Lloyd N. Shupe, Alcohol at
the Wheel (Evanston, Illinois: School and College Service,

1967}~----

~'---

- 44 For purpqses of this investigation, the Temperance
Approach toward alcohol education is operationally defined

t_j

~
- - -

~__:____:___ _ _ __

as follows:

~----"----=-=---=--=----'-"--'"-=-=--

Alcohol education consists of imparting
information about the nature of ethyl alcohol,
its uses outsid~ the body, the scientific
facts of its effects upon the mind and upon
the body tissues when insid~ the body, and
the desirability of enjoying the fullness

il----------~·o-f-l-i-:E-~·J-i.t-lle-u-~-1-e-e-Pre-~s-El-e-ee-p-t:-i-"Yv-e-:i:-n-£~1:-tl

·---------------c----

ences. Alcohol education should create in
the pupils a desire to prevent effects from
drink and to help change prevailing sentiment
as to the use of ethyl alcohol as a beverage.
The first effect of a drink is deceptive, the
temptations to drink are many, and alcohol is
habit forming. Therefore, the attitude to
"refuse the first drink" and 11 to stop now
while you can" should be developed. Experience today shows that many of our most talented people are hurt~ others suffer severely,
while many are completely ruined by the use
of alcohol. These people were deceived, as
children wil~ be if they are n~£ taught the
facts about alcohol in school. ·

The Objective Facts Approach
The Objective Facts Approach toward alcohol
education appears to have developed from a general unhappiness with the temperance instruction and materials used in
the schools.

The development of this new approach has been

identified with the establishment of the Yale Center of
Alcohol Studies in 1940, seven years after the repeal of
the Eighteenth Amendment.

With the efforts of this Center,

-----·-----

L~ 1see Appendix A, DEinkJ.....!lKJ:ract~£.1?...£.. and Alcohol

Education

Questionn~i!e,

Model A.
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a "more objective approach, based on new physiological knowledge and modern methods of instruction, was developed."4Z
Globetti, et al, in 1969, referred to this approach as the
"modern alcohol education movement."

He

stated:

Unlike the educational emphasis of the prohibition model, this approach maintains a neutral
stand ne'ither pleading for nor against the practice of drinking. Rather, it endeavors to pre*---------~s~e=nc=-~dispas s ion ate ly the growing body of-dat~a;;:--------------about alcohol in order to assist all citizens
to formulate for themselves acceptable standards of conduct regarding alcohol use. In this
way, it is hoped that the problems arising out
of the misu~3 and abuse of beverage alcohol will
be reduced.
This method of alcohol education allows the youth
to make his decisions about drinking on knowledge rather than
on outside pressures and the advice of friends. q.l~
ri;l.ents on this in her book, Jeachigg Abou!

Todd com-

Alcohol~

Effective alcohol education should enable
each teenager to form his own set of judgments,
attitudes, and behavior concerning alcohol by
combining two influences: first the values of
his home, church, and community; and second,
scient~fically valid, non-judgmental infonnation.4.:>

4 2w. Kenneth Ferrier, "Alcohol Education in the
Public School Curriculum," A~coho_LE¢-uc§.tion for Cl_as.g:Q_9m
and Co...!!!!_lUnit_y, edo by Raymond G. NcCarthy (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1964.), p. 58.
4 3 Gerald Globetti, Grace S. Pomeroy, and Walter
Bennett, !).ttitlf_<f.§.s Toward Alcoho 1 E;ducatio12 (Mississippi
State University~ State College, Mississippi., 1969).
I+L~ _:~;._~·
Ib. d
p. 58 •

45 Frances Todd, Teaching_About Alcohol (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc :-;--1961+). - - - - - -
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A review of several curriculum guides indicates the
type of facts that Todd, Ferrier, and others have recommended.
These facts can be classified as:

1) the chemistry of alco-

E

-

r. ___ -__c_o_-_ _o_--=----==--'--'--~

holic beverages; 2) the physiological effects of alcohol on
the human body; 3) the history of alcohol use; 4) why people
drink or do not drink; 5) alcoholism -- causes, treatment,
and rehab i 1 ita t ion ; 6 )alco h:o t----1~-gi.---s-htt-:i:-on-;---ancl.----'7-j-~he-Gli-fee-ts~~~~~~~
of alcohol on youth. Dimas, 46 McCarthy, 47 and others48 ,49
offer suggestions on classifying facts about alcohol.
Although the stated aim of presenting these facts
is to allow the student to make a "better 11 judgment about the
·{·use of alcohol, it should be noted that quite often the underlying goal is to present facts which persuade him to abstain.
;i.;Sometimes this is done subtly by focusing on alcoholism,
traffic deaths, etc~; other times it is more direct.

Todd's

four goals for alcohol education illustrate this:
46 George C. Dimas, Alcohol Education in Ore~~TI
Schools: A Topic. Outline and Resou~£e Unit for Teach~rs
(Portland: Alcohol and Drug Section, Mental Health Division,
Board of Control, 1968), pp. 10-11.
47 Raymond G. McCarthy, fact_!?._Abou.LAls.Qhol (Chicago:
Science Research Associates, Inc., 1951), p. 3.
l~8Heal th: An Instructior.tal _Guide _f._Q,t_ Sel}ior Hiy.J!
School (Los Angeles: Los Angeles City Schools) Division of
Instruc t:i.onal Services, Publication Number SC~· 617, 1966),
pp • 16 2 -·19 3 ~
19
+ A Preliminary_ Guide to Hect.lth 2nd F'ami.lY.._Life
Educatio~1:
Grades k-1?: (San Francisco: San Francisco
Unified School District, 1968), pp. 229-234.
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1. Each pupil should understand why it is
desirable that he abstain from drinking until he
reaches legal age.
2. Each student should develop sound criteria upon which to make his own decision whether
to drink or not when he reaches legal age.
3. Each student should develop a critical
understanding of the personal, inter-personal,
family, and community problems related to drunkenness.
4. Each student should develop a critical
understanding of the personal, inter-personal,

~------ht"!and-ly-,-------and.55-omi.nuB.-i-'E-y-p~l:"Bb-1em-s~e-1at-eCl~to,_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - c - - _ - - - - - - -

alcoholism.
The

Obje~tive

Facts Approach toward alcohol' educa-

tion, for purposes of this investigation, has been operation··
ally defined as follows:

-

;

i

:-:...

The goal of alcohol education is to provide
factual information, without judgment, on several
topics related to the use and abuse of alcoholic
beverageso Presentations should include materials
on the nature of alcoholic beverages, such as
their chemistry and production; consumption rates
and drinking patterns of various cultures; and
metabolism of alcohol in the body. In addition,
information regarding both the 11 positive" and
"negative" effects of alcoholic beverages should
be provided. Differentiations should be made
among social drinking, problem drinking, and
alcoholism. Common problems associated with
misuse of alcoholic beverages, such as traffic
accidents, body damage, and economic losses should
be presented. Special emphasis should be given to
the disease concept of alcoholism. Identification
is made of the current treatment programs for the
various aspects of alcoholism, including Alcoholics
Anonymous, outpa§ient and inpatient programs, and
recovery houses.

----------------------

5°Frances Todd, 1~~~Rg Ab.qg!_AJ~~ohol (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1964)) pp. 18-19.
51 see Appendix A, D~i.!lk:i.:.p._g__]J;..§lc!:J.:S.£§._a~1..£. Alcohol
Edu_c.~ti~m Ouestionnai;:g_, Mpdel C.
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The Responsible Drinking Approach
The evolvement of the Responsible Drinking Approach

=
;=::

toward alcohol education gained impetus in the late 1950's
with an article by Ullman.52 Expressing dissatisfaction with
the physiological and psychological interpretations of the
causes of alcoholism, Ullman suggested looking at the sociocultural backgrounds of drinking to isolate those factors
associated with high or low rates of alcoholism.

Drawing on

his own and previous research, he tentatively concluded that
members of high alcoholism groups,

as are the Irish-Americans,

have conflicting attitudes toward drinking.
':iflict, or
~re

11

This inner con··

ambivalence"53 results from drink:i.ng customs which

not integrated with the rest of the culture.

He stated:

• • .• in a.ny group or society in ~·7hich the drinking
customs, values, and sanctions --· together ~;vith the
attitudes of all se~nents of the group or society -are well established, known to and agreed upon by
all, and are consistent with the rest of the culture, the rate of alcoholism will be low. Hmvever,
under conditions in which the individual drinker
does not know what is expected or when the .expectation in ~;me situation differs fror:n that in another,
it can be assured that he will have ambivalent feelings

52Albert D. Ullman, "Sociocultural Backgrounds of
Alcoholism," The Anna)-s_QLttJe Arnerican:....i}cadef!'l._Ot..fol:i.tical
and S<;>.s..ial Science lhlder.§_t;:anding Alcoholism, Volume Number
315(January, 1958), pp. 48··54.
53For classification of the term "ambivalence" the
reader is referred to Paul Verden, "The Concept of Ambivalence
with Reference to Alcohol Use and Misuse in American Cult\ll."e, 11
Interna~ournal of _Social J1..§..Yclb.Lg]..:.:y, Volume 14, Number4
(Autumn, 1968), pp. 252-259.

·- "- ··- ·-----

- 49 about drinking. This, ambivalence is the psychological product of unintegrated drinking customs,54
The integrative drinking customs suggested by

Tn~n

are illustrated by the Italians and Italian-Americans, the
Orthodox Jews, and the Chinese.

Each group starts to use

alcohol in childhood, they drink with relatively great frequency, they exhibit little or no drunkenness (except the
Chinese who may frequently exhibit drunkenness with celebra·"
tions), they drink in clear-cut situations with no immoral
connotations; and "everyone feels the same way· about drinking, .
and there is no clash with other elements of the culture. 1155
In listing the characteristics of unintegrated
:, drinking customs, Ullman reported studies by Bales 56 and
!:··Glad 57 which compare drinking by Jewish-·Amerieans with
<:Irish-Americans.

Generally, it was found that unlike the

Jewibh drinker, the Irish-American "drinks to get drunk. 11
Other unintegrative characteristics of this grotlp offered

54Albert D. Ullman, "Sociocultural Backgrounds of
Alcoholism, 11 Jhe Anna"l:_s. of_!b._?__An~~yicarl:... i\cad§_~_Q.f Polij:ical
a!!d Social Science U:!!d~standj.nz_ Alc.9holisrq, Volume Number
315 (January, 1958T: p. SO.

SSJbi~, p • .51.
56Robert F. Bales, "Cultural Differences in Rates
of Alcoholism, II .Quarterly__.]o}J.rn§!-.1 ~f. s_t_gd:L~Q._QJ]. Alc_g.hQ1,
Volume 6 (~larch, 1946), pp. L~80-·L~99.
57 Donald D. Glad, "Attitudes and Experiences of
Ameriean-Je~qish and American-Irish Male Youth as Related to
Differences in Adult Rates of Inebriety," .Quar~_erl_y .Journal
pf Studies ..Q.'Jl_J}).cohol, Volume 8 (December, 194 7), pp. l~06-lf72.

- so by Ullman were:

1) the Irish-American takes his first

drink under unfamiliar circumstances, outside the home,

~~
::-----

and in the presence of companions who associate heavy

g_:_:_:_:_~_::_:_

drinking with "manliness"; 2) the Irish-American has
more frequent contact with alcoholism due to its higher
prevalence among his friends and family.

This must result

in formal and informal sanctions a-g-cri:ust--dr±nki-ng.

"The:-----------

person t<7ho violates these sanctions must enter the drinking
situation with high ambivalence."58
Although he cautioned that the amount of
information in the field is inadequate for validating
<.:this theory of causes of

alcoholism~

.;,."nonetheless, appears to serve
t"

Ullman's study,

as the foundation for.

the Responsible Drinking Approach to alcohol education.
Morris Chafetz, MoD., the present Director of the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse· and Alcoholism,
the leading proponent of this approach.
decade he
integrative

has

For the past

been discussing the importance of

or responsible drinking

-----·~--_,....-~

is perhaps

...

for

those

---

58Albert D. Ullman, "Sociocultural Backgrounds
of Alcoholism," J.h~ An~§:.}~. of the_ Ameri~..Acaden'\):_2£
Political an..d S_Q_s:_ial Sci~Ace Ull.ders.t_and~pg,__Alcoholisr!!,
·volume 315(January> 1.958}, po 53.

- 51 who use or will us~ alcoholic beverages.59,60,61,62,63,64,65
In these writings, his philosophy of alcoholism prevention
has been well describedo . The following summary is from his
article in the International Journal of Psvchiatry:

~-----~-.

This preventative approach aims to inculcate
societies with responsible drinking behavior and
to interlard alcohol use with all ordinary social
behavior by teaching young people how to drink
f--~~~~~----~:.·l"'i-~9.----r-e-s-p-eR-&.:i:-94..-1-i-b-:?-,-tv-r-i---t-R-e-1l-t-i-1-l-e-f-f-s-G-t-s--,-----a-P.-d-f--G-ri---~~~~~~~~~~

benefit only. This learning experience for those
who will choose to drink and those who will not
provides factual information about alcohol use
during hygiene instruction at school and college
levels. This instruction emphasizes the differing
59Morris E. Chafetz and Harold W. Demone, Alcoh2lism
and Society (Ne~J York: Oxford University Press, 1962),
pp . 17 5 -191.
i.;·
60Morris E. Chafetz, Liquor: The Servant of Nan
(Boston: Little, Brmvn, and Company, 1965).
6lMorris E. Ch!lfetz, "Alcoholism Prevention and
Reality," .Q_yarterly -I_ournal of Studies on Alcohol, Volume 28,
Number 2 (June, 1967), pp. 345-348.
·
62Morris E. Chafetz, Howard T. Blane, and Marjorie
Hill, Fro_n_tiers of. Alcoholism (New York: Science House, 1970),
pp. 257-26"7.
63 Morris E. Chafetz, "The Prevention of Alcoholism,"
The Inte~national Journal of Psychiatry, Volume 9 (1970-71),
pp. 329-3Lt8.
6!1-u. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
_r._trst _Special .B_eport to the U. S. Government on Alcohol and
Health (Washington, D. Co: u. s. Government Printing OLfTc-e,
1971f: p. 4.
65 Morris E. Chafetz, "Problems of Reaching Youth,"
Speech presented at the Session on Alcohol and the Adolescent,
14th Annual American Medical Association -- American School
Health Association Session on School Health, Hilton Hotel,
San Francisco, California, June 18, 1972, (Mimeographed).

- 52 effects between drinking rapidly versus sipping
slowly; consuming liquor with food in the stomach
versus drinking on an empty stomach; drinking
under tense circumstances alone or drinking while
relaxed, with people and communicating; how intoxication is sickness and is unhealthy behavior. By
providing on a voluntary basis group experiences
with alcohol under supervision, young people may
familiarize themselves with their own responses
to alcohol under variable conditions and learn
hmv to avoid disastrous, unhealthy episodes.
Finally,·I would make alcohol available to all

~~~~~~~~QG-~h~~~hS-~~~~a&~ie£-p~e~~la~~-ay-~aaE-~h~~h~--~~~~~~~~~~~~--

is forbidden will be removed.
Thomas Plaut, reflecting the opinions of the
Cooperative Commission on the Study of Alcoholism suggested
four goals for prevention which adhere to Ullman's and
Chafetz's suggestions:
~

1. Reduce the emotionalism associated with
alcoholic beverages.
2. Clarify and emphasize the distinction
between acceptable drinking and unacceptable
drinking.
3. Discourage drinking for its own sake,
and encourage the integration of drinking with
other activities.
4. Assist young people to adapt themselves
rea~istig,lly to a predominantly "drinking"
soc~ety.

Rupert Wilkinson, also an advocate of the Responsible

Dr~nking

Approach toward alcohol education, suggested

that classroom education on alcohol should:

1) inform and

---------------66

Horris E. Chafetz, "The Prevention of Alcoholism,"
The __Internati..Q.D.al JournaJ_of.. Psychiatr_y, Volume 9 (1970-71),
p. 348. .

67Thomas F. A . Plaut, Alcohol Prol?J.§I!l~..!...__A_RepCJ.Tt
to_ the Nation___Q_y the_ Cooperative. Comn!_is~ion of the S_t:udy___Q:E
Alcoholism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967),

pp-:136-1.52.
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debate rather than preach; 2) present moderation in drinking rather than drinking per se as a sign of maturity; and
3) suggest that the host and party-goer respect the abstainer.

He also parenthetically suggested that the present system of
alcohol education in many American schools may do more harm
than good.

"A few tvords by 'Coach' about unhealthy aspects

erate drinking, he made the following suggestions:
That drinking moderately is nearly always more
enjoyable than getting heavily drunk.
That getting drunk is not a sign of maturity,
but quite the opposite, and that a person who does
so usually makes more of a fool of himself than he
reali.z.es •
. That people who frequently get drunk should
not be:: ridiculed; such people may have psychological di~orders which require professional help.
That a responsible host who serves alcoholic
drink~ also serves non-alcoholic drinks, as well
as some kind of food; and that even when a friend
just stops by for ~ drink, the host should always
have suitable food (crackars, nuts, etc.) on hand
to go with it.
That making the abstaining guest feel an
outsider is inconsiderate and ignorant.
That parents who drink, and ~xpect their
children to drink when they grow up, should let
their children taste alcohol at an early age;
and that they should convey the idea that alcohol
is one of the pleasant things of life: ~t can be
abused, but there is no magic about it. 6

----·---·---·--.68 Rupert Wilkinson, TQ.e Prevention. qf D·rin_kigg_
Problems (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 105.
69

rbid~~ pp. 120-121.

~

-
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Other writers who completely or partially support
this approach are Russell,70 Robinson,71 and Unterberger.7 2
The operational definition of this approach,
developed for the present investigation, serves as a
summary of what is meant by the Responsible Drinking
Approach toward alcohol education:

..,. ·

Klcoho1Ed.ucafion shoula provfaetheoretical
· information about alcohol and its use with emphasis··
on the benefits as well as the disadvantages of
alcohol. Since 70 percent of the students do drink
or will drink, they should be told how to drink
responsibly. They should be taught how different
the response will be when drink is consumed with
food and while sitting in a relaxed atmosphere,
in contrast to drinking without food and standing
in tense circumstances; how the use of alcohol
provides meaningful experience ~vhen partaking vlith
another, while a drink alone is as uncommunicative
as talking to oneself; ~nd how intoxication is sickness and not strength~ An undesi:i:able characteristic
of American drinking patterns is the social pressure
to drink or to drink more. This should be reduced
with complete social acceptance of the 30 percent of
the populati9~ who choose to abstain or who drink
very little.

7°Robert D. Russell, "Education About Alcohol ••.
For Real American Youth," Jol.!.rnal of Alcol~..Q.LEdu_cation,
Volmne 14, Number 3 (Spring, 1969).
71Robert R. Robinson, "The Prospect of Adequate
Education About Alcohol and Alcoholism, 11 J~mrnal q_f Alco~pl:,
Education, Volume 14, Number 2 (Winter, 19690 •.
72 nilma Unterberger and Lena Di Cicco, "Alcohol
Education Re~·Evaluated, 11 The BulJ.§J::in of the National
Assoc:i.ation of SecS;mda:c_y Schoo.l!i, Volume 52, Number 326
(March, 1968).
73see Appendix A, prigking_pract:Lces and Alcohol
Model B.

.~ducation Que~tionn<'!:,ire,

- 55 The Values Clarification Approach
Although the field of education has always been
=·--=-=--..o.....==---=-----'-=-

concerned with the values of society and individuals, only
recently has there existed a wide-spread interest in clarifying values as a method for helping youth make decisions
which will enhance them rather than harm them.74

Much of

this current interest in "values" and 1 'valuing" appears to
stem from the writings of Raths, Harmin, and Simon.

In

discussing value clarification techniques they said:
The evidence already in shows that the
reported procedures have helped many students
change patterns of behavior that were characterized by apathy, drift, conformity, and
underachievement. In different words, many
stud'ents have been helped to become more
purposeful, mor·e enthusiastic~ more positive, and more aware of what.is worth striving for. This, of course, is the kind of
behavior teachers and parents have wanted
to promote for some time but, until recently,
clear procedures based on adequate theory
have not been available.IS

74It should be noted that unlike the other three
approaches toward alcohol education, this approach was not
originally developed for the purpose of preventing alcoholism. Rather, it seems to have grmvn out of a general
desire to help youth develop meaning, purpose, and direction in their lives through the assessment of needs and
the clarification of values.

751~ou1.s
. E • Ra t•ns, Merr1.·11 Harm1.n)
.
s·d
1. ney B. S,.1.mon,
Values <!!nd
(Columbus:

1'~..:ing:

\~or.king With .Val.u.~§_:i.n tlt~Cl§!.2._~room
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1966), p. 12.

~-
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Their writings have indicated that they are not concerned
with the particular value which emerges from a person's

[j
~

_-

-

·-

experience, as they are t-7ith the processes that he uses to

~_:_-~~-:.:__~.:_

obtain his values.
)

They reserved the term "value" for those individual beliefs, attitudes, activities, or feelings that $thrry
f.--------~~L

~
11
•
·~
•
~-----------------------------------------------------CTre-.r:-O-J.-.LOW~~n-g-e-rt-c-6-r-:ta

;

1. Choosin~ freely. Values must be freely
selected if they are to be really valued by the
individual.
2. Choosi11g from among alteJ~nati~o Only
when a choice is possible, when there is more than
one alternative from ~vhich to choose, do we say a
value can result.
3. yhoosing after thoughtful consideration
of the conse_guences of each alternative.
4. PrizJng an~ __cheris_hiTIE.· In ou.r defi.nition, values flow from choices that v:e are glad
to make. \-le prize and cherish the guides to life
that we call values.
5. Affi.rmiqg. We are willing to publically
affirm our values.
6. Acting upon choices. • •• for a value
to be present, life itself must be affected.
Nothing can be a value that does not, in fact,
give direction to actual living.
7o Re~eatil}go Where something reaches
the stag~ of a value, it is very likely to
reappear on a number of occasions in the life of
the person who holds ito Values tend to have '
persistency, tend to make a pattern in a life. 6
In summarizing their theory Raths, Harmin, and
Simon suggested that it is the teacher's responsibility to
help students use these processes to "raise to the value
76Louis E. Raths, lvf.errill Harmin, Sidney B. Simon,
yalu_~_s a.nc!__Tea_<;~ing: ._Wqrking. v.rith Ve!_1w,~s in the_g).as_E_>..EP.i~m
(Columbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co~, 1966T:
pp. 28-29.

.. 57 level the beliefs, feelings, interests, and activities
children bring with them."77
A second major

th~ory

of values was adopted by

Ray Rucker, et a1,78 from the values framework of the noted
political scientist, Harold D. Lasswell.79

Essentially they

have developed their theory of values in education on a
five-point philosophy which may be stated as follmvs:

1. The overriding objective of the school
is the realization of human worth and dignity in
theory and in fact.
2. The school which is oriented toward
human dignity is one in which human values are
widely spread and shared.
3. In such a school the formation of mature
personalities whose value demands and capabilities
are compatible with this ideal i.s essential.
4. Hence, the long-range goal of the school
is_to provide opportunities for as many human
· beings as possible to ad1ieve their highest poten-·
tials.
5. Thus, the school must provide an environment in which the individual can seek human values
for himself, but with minimum damage to ts freedom of choice and value assets of others.v 0

77Louis E. Raths, Merrill Harmin, Sidney B. Simon,
Values and Teaching: -~~J<in~ Valu~s i.n the CJ:assroom
{C:olumbus: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1966),
pp. 28-29.
78 Ray Rucker, V. Clyde Arnspiger, and Arthur J.
Brodbeck, flulJ!an Values in Educatj:Q.!l (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C.
Brown Company, Inc., 1969), p. 6.
79For a brief discussion of his values see: H:lro1d
Dwight Lass~vell, _p_~..JinU~onalit_y (New York: W. W.
Norton Company,· Inc., ).948), pp. 16-19.
80v. Clyde Arnspiger, .James A. Brill, and ~1. Ray
Rucker, Valtt?~o Learn CK?.ache~~s Edjj::i.g_gl_::.:_Th_~gumcrr'~YalU£:~§.
§..§£ies (Austin, Texas: Steck-Vaughn Company, 1967), p. 1.
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In this theory of values, there is little concern for differentiating values.from drives, needs, wants, attitudes, interests, etc.

The distinction among these terms were labeled

by Rucker as "technical" and "often confusing."

~

5_ __
~

....

--·------····

He defined

"value" as follows:
A v§:..."tl:le is simp_ly a prefer:;-ed event. To
describe a value, therefore, vle have not only
~-------tD_BAy_JWlLax_is__di_~tinc~JLv~__ah~_ux__the__paLtern~-------------
that embodies it but, as part of that, what
it is being preferred to in terms of alternatives. In short, if we are to describe a value
pattern operation in any practice, we have systematically to utilize all the value categories
to find t.;rhich one or more of these is receiving
high emphasis in the event being scrutinized.
We are engaged in describing "preferences" and
not mere "physicst pushes and pulls" when dealing with values.
.
In contrast to Raths, et al, the proponents of this
·theory seemed to be more interested in "categorizing values"
than in the "process of valuing.n

They have developed and

defined Lasswell's eight value categories as follows:
Affection refers to the degree of love and
friendship of persons in primary and secondary
relationships.
Bes2ec~ refers to the degree of recognition
given to persons in their capacity as human beings •
.§_ki.lJ~ refers to the degree of development of
talent.
En~ightenment may be identified as the knowledge necessary to make important decisions.
pow~L refers to the degree to which a person
participates in the process of making important
decisions.

81w. Ray Rucker, V. Clyde Arnspi.ger, and Arthur J.
Brodbeck, Human Value§_ in Edu:£.C!..t~on.
.
(Dubuque, Iowa: Kendill/
Hunt Publishing Company, 1969), pp. 88~· 91.

- 59 li§!altb refers to the degree to which individuals have access to goods and services.
Well-being refers to the degree of one's
mental and physical healtho
Rectitude refers to the ~egree or moral practices and ethical standards. 8
An adaption of the Rucker Theory of Human Values
in Education to the prevention of drug abuse (including the
abuse of alcohol) was developed by Herbert 0. Brayer and
ZeiTer-w--:--cteary. &.'L_They sugge s te d-e-n-e-un-d~-y·tyi.-ug-c-au-s-et3---------
of drug abuse include:

curiosity; peer group pressure;

insecurity--desire for affection, identity, low self-esteem;
boredom--lack of excitement, zest and challenge in contrast
with study,

~vork,

escape-,~ from

routine; affluence and permissiveness;

problems of home, school and society; rebellion

asains t;r authority; failure' absence of standards and ethics-lack cfmoclels; and mental and physical problems.

According

to Br1tyer each of these "causes" has to do with the affective
domain, personal feelings and reactions, and has little to do
with

11

facts 11 about drugs.

Since all the

b~:'!havior

results

from "deprivations or enhancements" in one or more of the
eight "basic needs and wants" (affect:i,.on, respect, well-being
etc.), the misuse of alcohol or drugs must also result from

82v. Clyde Arnspiger, James A. Brill, and W. Ray
Rucker, Val'd_<;?_$ to,_l.earn (J.'eacher 1 s E;dt_tig_rD. --The Human Value~.
_Series (Austin, Texas: Steck-Vaughn Company, 1967), pp. 2-4.
83 Herbert 0. Brayer and Zeller W. Cleary, Val.1~
in the Family: -.A-..Jvorksho.£_Guide fo:r_ Par£;pts (San Diego:
Pennant Press, 1972).
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these "needso"

To illustrate this Brayer took .each of the

underlying causes of drug abuse and listed the anticipated
gains and possible losses using the eight value categories.
For example:
Underlying ca~ses of drug abuse··-Peer Group Pressure.
Anticipated Gains: Power, Respect, and even Affsationo
Possible Losses: Rectitude, Respect, and Power.
+---~~~~--AA 11

itnp-oJ..--t-a-n-t----a-f-f-~-s-h-e.;e-t--a-f-t-h±s------t-h-e-Gr-y-e-f-v~-1-u-e-s-h-a-s-b-e-e-a-----tb~-t:.------~~~~~~~

the "causes" of drug abuse are the same as the causes for all
other behaviors that get young people into trouble.

Brayer's

rationale was that if you cannot satisfy your basic needs in
normal ways, you will use an alternative method even if it
is not acceptable to others.85
To help prevent drug abuse or alcohol abuse or.
any other behavioral problem in youth, Brayer further suggested that teachers "must both understand the needs of the
student and assist him to develop coping behaviors which he
accepts as more effective for handling the 'need or want'
that could lead to dangerous, high-risk, or anti-social
86
The teacher gives this assistance through
behavior."

84Herbert . 0. Brayer and Zeller W. Cleary, Values
in the Family: _ _A_}JorkshoP.....Quid0or Parer1ts (San Diego:
Pennant Press, 1972~, p. xxiii.
85_J_._!...,
rb"d
..
p. X~~.
86Herbert 0. Brayer, "v;aluing Approach to Drug
Abuse Prevention Education," Santa Ana, California: Center
for Drug Education, Orange County Department of Education
(Mimeographed), p. 2.

- 61 what Brayer referred to as "value education" and "value
centered curriculumo"

These are described as:

Value Education: to educate for values is
to provide the stude~t with value alternatives
to analyze and explore for himself. (Valuing.)
It also suggests providing the students with
.abilities--skill--or strategies for conducting
value analysis in their own lives. Both of
these facets are process oriented. If there
is any "end" value, it is the existence of

4\--~~~~~~~un~iEtae---ancl-pe-rs-ona~l-va~l-u-e-c-1---ar:tf:tc-a.-t~ic..o~n..---.o""n...--~~~~~~~~~~---'-~~-

the part of each individual student.
Value Centered Curriculum: where classroom activities and daily interaction of participants are planned by both teachers and students
in terms of a value-oriented approach to all
areas of study and play. Values are individually identified and shared at all times.
Damage to, or deprivation of, individual
values is recognized, clarified, and minimized. Responsibility is encouraged through
active participation by students in planning
and conducting classroom activities. Ordinary
needs and objectives of all classroom P~?.tici
pants are shared and each i:s respected. ·
In summary, the Valnes.Clarification Approach to
alcohol education has recently developed from an awareness
that students were failing to make decisions that would
enhance their livese

The rational clarification of values

by teachers and parents is designed to help students weigh
the "benefits" and "risks" of certain behaviors in terms of
meeting their needs.

As in other approaches toward preventing

------·---~-

87H.erbert 0. Brayer~ "Valuing Approach to Drug
Abuse Prevention Education," Santa Ana, California:
Center.for Drug Education, Orange County Department of
Educat1.on (Himeographed), p. 2.
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alcoholism, this one is not without criticism.

The pres-

tigious Ford Foundation Drug Abuse Survey Project reported,
"But no one knows how students come to hold certain values,
or why some values are more prevalent than others.

This

may explain the adamant refusal of many schools to consider
adoption of the value-clarifying curriculum until more
concrete data are made available." 8 8
For purposes of this investigation, the value
clarification technique is operationally defined as follmvs:

,'_,.

Alcohol education should provide a small
amount of cognitive information on the nature of
alcohol and its effects. Emphasis, hmvever, is
not on information, but on a joining of information with the student's feeling and experiences.
Each student is seen as a person who has values,
needs, and emotions ~vhich play an important
part in his behavior. An attempt is made through
open-ended discussions (inquiry type teaching) to
provide the student with value alternatives to
analyze and explore for himself. This value
education suggests providi~g the strident with
abilities, skills, and strategies for conducting
value analysis in their own lives. To reduce ,the
misuse of alcoholic beverages, the educator must
understand the needs of the student and assist
him to develop coping behaviors which are not
self-destructive. This development of construe~·
tive coping behavior is a ~~int effort of the
students and the educator.
.

88
rhe Drug Abuse Survey Project, Dealin~i~h Dr~g
_Abu_§e ~ A .Report to _the Ford Foundatio1J. (New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1972), p. 159.
89see Appendix A, Drinking P~a_c tis;~es and Alcohol
Education Q.ll§ll tionnaj:!.§., Mode 1 D.
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Summary of Literature
Four major approaches toward alcohol education in

~

·--~---:----

___

the schools were identified, described, and operationally

;:=:=-=-=--=--'-=--'-=-=-=-=--=------_-_

'-~

defined in this section.

These were:

The Temperance

Approach, The Objective Facts Approach, The Responsible
Drinking Approach, and The Values Clarification Approach.
As was seen, the first three approaches, Temperance, Objective Facts, and Responsible Drinking, emphasized presenting
cognitive

in~ormation

as a deterrant to alcohol abuse.

The

Values Clarification Approach, however, focused on attitudes
and needs or what was described as the ."underlying causes" of
alcohol abuse.
~used

The writings presented in this section were

to develop the operational definitions of the four

~tbdels..

Correlates of Drinki"Q.g Practices
The present investigation considers the drinking
practices of teachers as one of the independent variables
that may affect which model of alcohol education they will
prefer.

This suggests a review

of~two

important drinking

practice studies which have been reported within the last
three years:

Don Cahalan's ,bmef~san Drinking ~:r. §:.ct,ic_§§_90

and Louis Harris 1 American Attitu4.§§.... To~~.!:"d... A}cohol...§:.nq
90Don Cahalan, Ira. H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
b,..rgerican..J2r.inli_t_~!.&-.R-ract~g~ (New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969).
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Alcoholics.• 91

Subjects for each of these surveys were

selected from across the nation on a random probability

!_j

~
- - -

basis with the Harris study interviewing 2,131 respondents,

;;_______:__:_::_·--=-:....:=.__:

eighteen years or older, and Cahalan interviewing 2,746
respondents, twenty-one years or older.92

In addition, the

Harris study conducted a special oversample among 385 Blacks,

tudinal variation relating to race.''

Both studies created

similar, five category, drinker typologies based on quantity
and frequency of drinking.

Table 2 presents this typology

and the findings related to it.

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF CAHALAN'S AND HARRIS' FINDINGS
BY DRINKER CATEGORY, IN PERCENT.

Drinker
Category
Heavy
Moderate
Light
Infrequent
Abstainer
Total

Cahalan's Study
(N = 2, 746)

Harris' Study
(N = 2,131)

~r;

11
28
10

r2

37

13
28
15
32.

100%

100%

·----~'------4------·

--------------------~----------~-----4~----------------

9 1Louis Harris and Associates, f.uneric'l!!, Attitudes
Tow~~d AlcqJlOl and Alcoholics, a survey of public opinion
for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(Washington, D.C.: Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p.l.
92This difference in lower age levels probably
reflects the lowering of the legal adult age from twentyone to eighteen, which took place in 1971.

.----------=-~----

--~--
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The relationships of basic social demographic variables to
alcohol usage as reported by these two studies are presented
next.

Sex and Age
Generally men tended to drink more often and
heavier than women. 9~~9

Cahalan reported that only 23

percent of the males abstained compared to 40 percent of
the females.

Of the males that drank alcoholic beverages,

28 percent were heavy drinkers compared to only 8 percent
among the female drinkers. 95
Older people tended to drink less than those
~; aged fifty or less. 96 , 97 The largest difference occurred
between younger males and older females.

Only 12 percent

of the males between thirty and thirty-four abstained
··while 60 percent of the females above sixty-five abstained..58
93 Louis Harris and Associates, kne~~iG3JL_Att~~ud~~
Toward Alcohol an_9. Alcohqlics, a survey of public opinions
for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(Washington, D. C. : Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 3.
94n-on Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
American ~r.J.nk:Lng Practices (New Brunsvdck, New .Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), pp. 21··22.
95
-non Cahalan, Ibid., pp. 21-22.
96Louis Harris, Ibid~, p. 3.
>

97 non Cahalan, Ibid., pp. 21-22.
98 non Cahalan, Ibi.£~, pp. 21··22.
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Social Status
Using the Hollingshead Index of Social Position
(ISP),99 Cahalan suggested that'' • • • those of highest
~---

status are much more likely to be drinkers (i.e., nonabstainers) and, if drinkers, somewhat less likely to be
heavy drinkers than are those of lower status." 10
Cahalan

°

also found that differences in the proportions of men and
women drinkers were generally smaller in the upper ISP
group than in the lotver.

Occupation
Harris differentiated executives, white collar
.

/''~and
.~age

blue collar v.Jorkers and found that the greatest percentof abstainers were among the blue collar

~vorkers

least number belonged to the executive group. 101

and the

Cahalan,

looking at various occupations found that the largest proportion of abstainers was found among the farm-ovmer group.
The largest proportion of drinkers (non-abstainers)

~vere

in

--------------- -----

99A. B. Hollingshead, T~w Factor Index of Social
Position (New Haven: Mimeographec(l9si)·-:··-----

100non Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
American D:rinkip_g_f.t§ctiq~ (NevJ Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), p. 26.
10 1Louis Harris and Associates, _bn~r.ican Atti_tudes
Tot<Jard Alcohol and Al_s_ohC?li£.?.,, a survey of public opinions
for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(Washington, D.C.: Study Number. 2138, December, 1971), p. 3.
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the professional, ·semi-professional and technical roles,
and managerial groups. 10 2
~

..- - -

~

Education
The greatest number of abstainers were among those
with an education of eighth grade or less (60 percent); those

with some college , or college gra-du-a-t-e::;----we-re-1--e-a-s-t---t±-ki;:-l-r-"t-e--------abstain (27 percent). 103 Homen college graduates were much
more likely than other women to be drinkers, but they were
much less likely to be heavy drinkers if they drank.l04

Harital Status
Cahalan reported that the single and the divorced

"(;.

¥or separated had a higher proportion of heavy drinkers on the
average than the married or widowed.
se~,

By controlling for age,

and social position, he found that '' • • • the connection

between heavy· drinking and being single or divorced or separated holds true to a marked degree only in men and women
of lower socio-economic status under age forty-five.lOS
102non Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
American Dr.i_nk:i.:.!l&_.Eractice~ (New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcoho 1 Studies, 1969) , pp. 29-· 30.
103 Louis Harris and Associates, AmericC!_p Attitudes_
Toward Alcohol and Alcoholics, a survey of public opinions
for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(\Vashington, D.C .. : Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 3.
101fDon Cahalan, IQ.J..:...<.h, p. 31. 105 non Cahalan, Th:id~ p.32.

- 68 Region of Country
The Harris survey suggested that the percentage of
abstainers varied among the South (52 percent), Midwest (35
percent), West (31 percent), and the Ea~t (27 percent).l 06
Cahalan explained the lower than average proportion of
drinking in the "South:

"The South is relatively less urban

and less well-to-do than the other regions
factor is religion:

~rsrns

Another

the more conservative Protestant denomi-

nations (which frown upon alcohol) are more prevalent in the
South than elsewhere.rrl07

Degree of Urbanization
Generally the more urban the area ·the higher the
' proportion of heavy drinkers.

However, the suburbs rather
than the cities had the least number of abstainers. 108

Cahalan suggested that the same general patterns of dif-:ferences in the incidence of drinking by degree of urbaniza··
tion held for both men and women.l09
10

~ouis Harris and Associates, Anl~!'i~an_~j:ti~~ges
Toward Al.cob-ol and Al:_~oh_oligs, a survey of public opinions
for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(Washington, D.C.: Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 3.
107Don Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M:. Crossley,
j\.merica!! Drinking Practices (Ne~J Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), pp. 37-38.
1081 ou1.s
. HLarr1s,
.
I' . d
3•
.:.J2..~, p.
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Harris reported that although Blacks abstained
more than Whites (44 percent to 37 percent), those that did
drink did so more heavily (21 percent heavy Black drinkers
to 13 percent heavy White drinkers).110

Cahalan's findings

indicated that most of these differences were due to the
different drinking rates of Black women opposed to White
women:

"Negro women differed from White women both in their

much higher proportions of abstainers and in their higher
rate of heavy drinkers."lll

Ancestors
Those
~Arily

r~spondents

origi~

Italian in

identifying themselves as pri-

had the highest proportion of

;

drinkers (91 percent).

Those of Russian, Polish, or Baltic

origin were next (86 percent).

Of all national affiliations,

the highest proportion of abstainers were found in the ScotchIrish (50 percent) and in the Scotch and English (40 percent).112

llOLouis Harris and Associates, American Attitude§_
Toward Alcohol and Alcoholics, a survey of public opinions
fortl·1.e Nationar Institute- on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(Washington, DoC.: Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 3.
lllDon Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
Practice£_ (New Brunst·lick, Ne~v Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), p. 48.

Am~.E..:hs:.an D_~i.nkj..:ng_

112D on Ca h a 1 an, ~2-~,
11 •
p. lo8
o •
l
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Children in the Horne
Cahalan did not find significant differences betvtren
the drinking practices of adults with children in the horne and
adults tvithout children in the home.

HovJever, he cUd find

that " • • • a slightly higher proportion of the women with
children at home proved t<::> be heavy drinkers than of women
who were married but had no children at home. "I1-3

Income
The proportion of people who drank increased as
their family income rose (within the limits:
i,$5,000" and "more than $15,000").

"less than

Harris reported 86 per-

. ~cent of those making more than $15,000 drank alcoholic
beverages while only 48.percent of those making less than
114
$5,000 did.

Religion
Of any of the religious groups the least likely
to abstain were the Jews and the Episcopalians (less than

ll3Don Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
(New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), p. 33.
114 Louis Harris and Associates, .Arl1eri_s_?n __At~.i_tu~.es
Toward Alcohol and Alcoholics, a survey of public opinions
for the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(Washington, D.C.: Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 3.

Ameri~ai]__J)ripking__x_~,~£!iceE._

- 71 10 percent each).

Conservative Protestant denominations had

a relatively high proportion of abstainers (48 percent) and
relatively few heavy drinkers (7 percentr.

Catholics had

~--:---

----~-------

:..:::;

above average proportions of drinkers (83 percent) and heavy
115
drinkers ( 19 percent).

+--------·~JromAry_of_R~n~~n~S----------------------------------------------------------

The social demographic correlates of drinking
recently reported by Cahalan and Harris have been reviewed
in this section.

It is noted that neither of these studies

spec-ifically studied the drinking practices of teachers; .
nor'>did they correlate drinker categories (heavy, moderate,
light, etc.) with the teachers' alcohol education· model
pre:ference.

HolfJever, the findings o :E Cahalan and of Harris

provide an excellent foundation for investigating the relationship of teacher dri.nking practices and their selection
of alcohol educati.on models.

Additionally, their findings

will be of value as a referant for the teachers' drinking
practices to be briefly described in Chapter IV of the prerent
study.

It appears that the findings in this area of the

literature support and enhance the present investigation.

------------ - -

1 15 non Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossle~
Ameriean J)~rinktn.&.L~~c:;tic~~ (N~v7 Br~nsvJick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcoho 1 S tudH~s, L969) , p. 188.
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Summary of Chapter II
Three areas of literature have been reviewed in
this Chapter.

First, studies which investigated general

attitudes and opinions about alcohol education in the
schools were reviewed.

For the most part, these studies

sampled the general population and, therefore, did not focus
on teacher opinions.

Where teachers were sampled, the

characteristics of the geographical location (Mississippi,
and Chile) seemed to disallmq any generalizations about the
teachers of California.

Second, a description of the four

perspectives' toward alcohol education was presented.
per spec tiv.es reviewed included:

The

1) The Temperance Approach,

2) The ObJective Facts Approach, 3) The Responsible Drinking
(

Approach, and

l~)

The Values Clarification Approaeh.

An

operational definition of each of these perspectives was
presented.

Third, two important studies which correlated

drinking practices with social-demographic variables were
revievJecl.

These studies provided a background for under-

standing one of the important independent variables to be
considered in the present investigation, namely, teacher
drinking practices.
The review of these areas of literature supports
th£

in~estigation

of the Problem presented in Chapter I •.

No studies seem to exist

~vhich

have attempted to investigate

alcohol education from the perspective of teacher opinions
and the correlation of these opinions 'Nith drinking

pract:k~e.s
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and social-demographic variables.

However, studies and

expository writings reviewed do provide the information
~

~

necessary for·. giving direction and support to the present

..

- - -

=·-

-~·--·

investigation.

'-'

H

··---

-----·~

~----

~--

---------

CHAPTER III
}lliTHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
The present study wa.s designed to investigate
seven hypotheses related to alcohol education and to
describe certain social-demographic variables of high
school teachers, their opinions toward alcohol education,

'('

and their drinking practices.

In this chapter the method-·

ology for the study is given.

Following are discussions

of the sample, the instrumentation, and the method of
analysis.

The population from tvhich the sample was

d1~mvn

consisted of California high school teachers who are fulltime ins true tors representing a complete range of subj t~c t
matter taught.
teachers~

Counselors, department heads,

and administrators \<7ere not sampled.

part·~ti.me

Tvm moder-

ate to large size school districts from each of three
geographical areas (Southern Californ{a~ San Francisco Bay,
and Central Valley) were selected.
districts was based on two criteria:

The selection of these
district size and

g--~--- -====--~-_:___""""-=---
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district location.

Moderate to large school districts are

more likely to have a number of educators teaching units on
alcohol education and thus afford a better opportunity for
study than do smaller districts.

Choosing districts that

reflect geographic and regional patterns representative of
most of the population of the State of California allows

respectfully declined to participate in the study stating,
"Because of the possible misunderstanding tvhich could result
from our participation in the survey which you propose, we
do not feel that it is in the best interests of this disII

~'

trict to participate ••

''~·

then chosen ir•. the same geographical area.

•

•

A substitute district tvas

Out of the possible forty-six high schools in these

:'~

· six districts, twenty-two tvere randomly selected using tables
of random numbers 1 with one additional school selected on the
basi.s of its inner city location. 2 In the twenty-three high
schools, there were a total of 1,681 full-time teachers. Of
these, 121

~wre

identified by the high school principals as

1nerbert Arkin and Raymond R. Colton, Tabl,;_~s _for
Statisticians (New York: Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1950),
pp~142-TZJ. 5 ;:·.
2The wr:Lter plans a future study investigating
differences between alcohol educators in city schools and
alcohol educators in suburban schools. To ensure an ade~
quate sample for this future study, he deviated from the
random sampling to select an inner-city schoolo

~---.:_-

_o=-o.------==

__-_o-_
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educators who

~;o1ere

teaching a unit on alcohol

~ducation.

Each of these "alcohol educators" were included in the sample.

;;

G

,

-_

__ _ __

~1ho

Of the remaining 1, 560 teachers

were not currently teaching

alcohol education units, 475 ware randomly selected.

The com-

bined sample of 121 alcohol educators and 475 non-alcohol educators yielded a total N of 596.

The data were gathered by using a preceded, structured questionnaire which was developed by the investigator
·ror the present study. 3
~'Dr!_nki,!1g_

The questionnaire, entitled the

Pract:i&§§..._and Alcpl}_ol·

Ed~cat~n Questionnair~,

'(DPAEQ) is self-adrninistering and has twenty-five major
~questions

parts.

with eleven subquestions of from one to eight

The DPAEQ had seven major revisions, each one having

been "tested 11 or tried out by teachers, counselors, and office
personnel.
uals

The final revision was "pretested" by ten indi v:i.d··

each of whom followed the directions without error.

The. average completion time was seventeen minutes

~1ith

a

range from thirteen to twenty-two minutes.
The questionnaire has thirteen pages and asks ques-

tions which may be placed into three categories:

social-

demographic questions, questions about alcohol education, and

3rhe ·reader is referred to Apper.1dix A, Q_rink~ng
Pr...§!ft?.c!?-s......§lld Alcohol Edtl_q_atio.n_~es_g_Ql'!nat~:~.~

~

- 77 drinking practices ·questions.

With the exceptions of the

questions relating to teaching (such as the number of years
taught, major teaching area, etc.), the social-demographic

~--=--=---'-=----=---'-'--"==--'--=------'

~

questions are standard questions covering sex, age, marital
status, children, race, religion, and ancestry.

The questions

on alcohol education can be separated into two t:>arts:
relating to different models of alcohol

educa~ion

those

and those

pertaining to the value and scope of alcohol education in the
classroom.

Each model of alcohol education is described in a

paragraph of approximately 160

words~

models represent and may be labeled as:

The alcohol education
1) The Temperance

.fApproach, 2) The Responsible Drinking Approach, 3) The

Objec~

J~:f;\ive Facts Approach, and 4) The values Cla:cification Approach. 4
The models, as presented on the questionnaire, were
'constructed from the literature on or related to alcohol education.s

In addition, on each model, experts who advocate

or are very familiar with that model reviewed the paragraph
and agreed that it represented their particular viewpoint.
For example, the Temperance Model (Model A) 'to7as presented to
the Northern California President of the Women's Christian
Temperance Union who under objective conditions. agreed that
it was an accurate reflection of the temperance view toward
alcohol education.

4The act.ual paragraphs describing th.e models may be
found in Appendix A, Models A, B, c; and D.
Ssee Chapter II of the present study.

-

- 78 The third category of questions, those on drinking
practices, are similar to and in some cases exactly those
used by various national drinking practices studies developed by Cahalan and others. 6 These questions, having been
identified as yielding pertinent and valuabl'e information
from a general population, are assumed to be suitable to

of the most serious problems of self-administered questionnaires is the possible misunderstanding of the directions
for the questions asked.

This problem is not as important

in the present study since the respondents are part of a
highly literate group (high school teachers).
. ;~ . ·:.

It was felt

that the "strt.1ctt1red11ess" of the question·nai.:r:e m.i.ght bec!on1e

quite frustrating for some respondents,

To help alleviate

thi.s possibility and to increase motivation a comments.page
was added.

Other than noting what percentage of the respon-

. dents made use of this page, no effort was made to code or
caf:'egorize the comments •

.£Jon

Qy,.£~tj.::.:IQ~~

is designed to be self··administered, the

packaging and delivery of it seemed of such importance that
two major precautions \\rere taken.
·-------·~

There were: 1) orientation

6non Cahalan) Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
_Ameri£§E... Dl:_.i-r!ldD.&_P_~ctic~. (New Brunswick, New Je:r:sey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), pp. 231-253.

"'

i~-=~~=~--=~~-=--~~~
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meetings were held

~..lith

various levels of school officials to

establish a clear understanding of the intent and purposes of
the research study, and 2) procedures for distribution and
collection of the Questionnaire were simplified as much as
;:::: _ _ _ _ _

possible.
Regarding the first precaution, meetings '><7ere held ,
in each of the geographical areas with the drug coordinator
or the health consultant of the Office of the County Superintendent of Schools, with a designated representative of each
of. the six school districts (hereafter called the "District
Liaison"), 7 and with principals of twenty-one of the twentythree high schools involved in the study.
p;~i.nc ipa 1 B

were given an orientation by

The other

phone~

t~vo

At eaeh meet-

ing_, the school officials expressed a strong support for the
study.

The writer believes that discussions of topics con-

cerning the usefulness of data, confidentiality and anonymity,
and a general organization of the project were instrumental
factors in gainingcoope:r.ation from these administrators.
The second precautionary action, which was to establish clear distribution and collection procedures, involved
~ -~-o---:-~-----'==-=-

utilizing the existing school district and high school

resour~

ces as well as extem.dve preparation at the investigator 1 s
7of the six District Liaison, two held positions as
head of research, one was a drug education coordinator, one
was a supe1~isor of health educators, one was the executive
secretary for the teacher's association in the school district,
and one was in charge of p~pil personnel and guidance.
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office.

The following procedures were carried out for each

of the six school districts:

~-----

~-

1.

A preliminary memorandum was sent to every
teacher

i~

the twenty-three schools stating

that some of them would be·asked to participate in the study by anonymously completing

by the District Liaison under the school
district letterhead.8
2.

The name of each participating teacher and
his high school was typed on a large envelope
that contained a Questionnaire and instructions> a pre-addressed pos.tcard indicating a
completed Questionnaire, and a return enve.
.
. .
') • 9
L1a1son
1 ope ( a dd resse d to t h e D1str1ct

3.

The appropriate large envelopes were then
either personally taken or. mailed to the
District Liaison, who in turn sent them
through the inter-school mail system to the
respective

~igh

schools.

The mail clerk at

the high school distributed them using the
teacher's mail boxes.

---- --...

... ~---.,

8

See Appendix B.

9see Appendix B.

~-===~
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Upon completing the anonymous Questionnaire, the
teacher sealed it in the return envelope and
~

returned it through the school mail system to

__, - - ~--=-=--------::-=------

F.

~

the school district liaison.

At the same

time~

---=------'=-=-=--=-----=-o=-..o
-

c; _ _ _ _

:the teacher mailed directly to the investigator
the postcard which stated that he had filled out
the Questionnaire.

5.

Records were kept of those who had and had not
returned postcards.

Two weeks after the initial

distribution, follow-up letterslO and Question~
naire packets were sent to those who had not
returned their postcards.

6.

The entire distribtition and collection of the
Quest~onnaires,

including the follow-up, tvas

completed t-Jithin the seven week period between
n;d.d-April and early June, 1972.

-==
The data received from the .Questionnaire were proc··

essed according to procedures outlined by Hyman. 11
Questionnaire was hand edited and coded.
coding were reviewed by checkers.

Each

The editing and

Where the checker did not

lOsee Appendix E.
Illinois:

llHerbert Hyman, _['Y.;rv~,Desigg_§.nd_Ana'!.Y.sis (Glencoe,

The Free Press, Publishers, 195.5), pp. 381··388.
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agree with the coder, the investigator was consulted.

A

random check of ten percent of the Questionnaires indicated
a coding error percentage of less than .001.

The ·question-

naires were then key punched and verified.
Seven specific null hypotheses (Ho) were tested
using the chi-square test of independence.

These were:

educators and non-alcohol educatois regarding their preference for the Values Clarification Model of alcohol education.
,

Ho (2)

There is no difference between alcohol
educators and non-alcohol educators regardi.ng the frequency of having Low-None Drink<

Ho (3)

ing Patterns.
There is no difference between alcohol
educators and non-alcohol educa.to:rs regarding how often they find it somewhat or very
important to drink when tense, to relax,
or to forget worries.

Ho

(L~)

There is no difference between alcohol
educators and non-alcohol educators regarding their knowledge of a friend or relative
~vho

Ho (5)

has a serious drinking problem.

TherE~

is no difference between alcohol

educators and non-alcohol educators
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concerning hov7 often they attribute
alcoholism to moral weakness.
Ho (6)

There .is no difference between male and
female teachers regarding the

f~equency

of having Lmv-None Drinking Patterns.
Ho (7)

There is no difference bet~7een mal~ and
female teachers concerning their views
on teenage drinking•

For each of these hypotheses the .05 level of significance
was used to detennine differences.
In addi.tion, standard survey.research techniques
~·

.~

were used in the analysis of other data obtained from the
DPAEQ.

Briefly, this involved the examinat:i.on of single

distributions of all variables and the cross··tabulation
·\

of these variables with categories of one or more independent variables.

Chi-square tests of independence were

·generally used to guide the analysis.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The results of the study are presented in six
major sections of this Chapter.
tled:

These sections are enti-

1) Characteristics of the Teacher Sample; 2) Testing

of the Hypotheses; 3) Teacher Support for Various Models of
Alcohol Education; 4) Teacher Drinking Practices and Their
Views About Drinking; 5) Teacher Opinions on Various Ques~~

tions About Alcohol Education; and 6) Cross-Tabulations of

>i;

Teacher Characteristics and Preferences for Alcohol Education Modelss
These results are based on data from 550 high
school teachers (92 percent) who completed the Drinkil}g
Practices and Alcghol_t;ducation__Quest:i:onnaire o

Infonnation

from the remaining forty-six teachers was not received for

·

various reasons which are g:i.ven in Table 3.
TABLE 3

~-~-~=--=---~---

REASONS FOR NON-COMPLETION OF QUESTIONNAIRE

·-=========
..•
-

----··~

Nymber.

Reasons for Non-Completion
No. longer t:ea.iling --~Questionnaire lost in editing process
Questionnaire returned incomplete
Questionnaire not returned
Total

·---·----·-·-·-------·
-·--

l=

·----------..

1

1
7

37

~~6-~_.I

Percent
:z-~-

.2
1. 2
6.2

_-_ 7-.~~=
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Characteristics of th.e Teacher Sample
In this section the social and demographic charac~-

teristics of the respondents are given.

\.J'here it is felt to
~

be of interest and/or analytical value, the characteristics
were separated by sex.
include:

Teacher characteri.stics summarized

age, sex, marital status, age of children, racial

group, religious affiliation, ancestry, length of teaching
career, teaching area, number of alcohol educators, and
subjects in which educators teach alcohol education.

Age and Sex
,['he teachers as a group were relatively young.,
Table 4 indicates that about 44 percent were under thirtyfive and only 17 perceut were fifty or above.

With the

exception of the higher percentage of young female teachers
in the twenty-f.ive to twenty-nine age bracket and an almost
comparable higher rate of men in the thirty-five to fortyfour age bracket, males and females aw=ared similar in age.
Most of the teachers (62 percent) were men while only about
38 percent were women.

Th:i.s predominance of males can be
'

attributed in part to the fact that about 80 percent of the
alcohol educators
th~

~vere

men (see Table 1.2) and that all of

alcohol educators (from the twenty-three high schools)

were included i.n the present study.

------~-

However, even among the

non-alcohol educators who were randomly drmvn from the hvmty-

~--

- 86 three high schools there were

l+

percent more male teachers

than females.

~-

TABLE 4

AGES OF TEACHERS BY SEX

=========:::-:.;=::::::==::::-·--·--·- -

----

1"•-

----------

---------

--------

Sex of Teachers
~------------~----------~-----------·----

Years
of
Age

Male

--

-

No.

%

No ..

2

1

-:r-

49
76

15
23
19
17
10
9
4
4

1--·

~

Both Sexes

~---------4--------....!·---·----

. 2o-::-- 24
'25 - 29
l 30
34
,;• 35 - 39

) ltO

Female

6l~

58
32
31
13
12
3

L~4

\45
49
..
50
54
55 - 59
\60 +
.·No Information

..

Totalb

---·-·---.;-8

______
340

.._.

100

.._____

85
73

11
9

49

54

100

st.~s

10
9
4

21
Lt.
3
19
.
4
1
-~ ---·-----·- _.....
l~

7
1
L205

21
22
16
14

116
119

7

8

---

%

r--s-----r-

1
33
21
10

67
43
21
15
22
18

1

No.

%

---·-

.....

··~-

>-·-

lOOc
___

__,

Less than one percent

bnoes not include five cases of no information on
gender.
cPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

Marital Status
Almost three out of every four teachers here married

with male teachers more likely to be married than female
teachers (84 percent to

58 percent).

Th~~

proportion of single

'

·.-----·------

- 87 females was more than one out of four compared to the proportion of single male teachers. which was about one out of
t~1elve.

.::; - - '"
----------

The data on marital status is found in Table 5$

-~---··-·----·-

~---------

TABLE 5.
MARITAL STATUS OF TEACHERS

Hale

Harital
Status

No.

Female

'84- .118

~--~---------------~-~~--~
28"6
Harried

58
.3

No.

%

-

74

1
28
2.5

a

7

8
_ 8

25

12

404
8
53

..2.2.__11_ ._80 _ _12..__

.1.}1+0

100

205

100

54·5

Widowed
D:Lvorced or Separated
~Never :Harried
•(•l

-.-..-----~--·-·-·- · - - ' ' -

8 Less

%

No.

%

All Teachers

_L

I.

2

10

lOOc

-

than one percent.

bDoes not include five cases of no information.
Cpercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

Teachers with Children
The high percentage of unmarried female teachers
(see Table 5) understandably increased the percentage of
teachers tvho did not have children.

Table 6 shows th.at one-

third o.f all ter:tcherr. did not have children.
that did have children,

a.ge of ttve lve •

Most of those

had young ones tv hie h ranged up to the
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TABLE 6

_________________
__
___
-----,...-·TEACHERS WITH CHILDRENa
.....,....

,

Male

Female

.

.

~

=---~---==---"--~---=""--"--co

All Teachers

Item
No.

No children-

·-

_

_

'1_r"!!_o _ _ .-_,_

Children 13 to 20

Childr~21_Q!._Q.Y,er

87

l~8

%

trcr-s-n
Jj':J

-n--rr

l!------·eh-1--"1-dren-12---ur-urra~r
1. ':J L

No.

%
.) o.

26
___ll!

1
_

I

No.
1s3

#':'!t,________r.._t_.______L\_1_..,

36

28_

L'+

18

%

3,_~

L'+ l . ' ' +
,4\------------

123

23

_1~,--~--..:..7..:;;.6_ _,;1=-4.:....._

aTeachers may have several children which represent more than one age group; numbers and percentages are
therefore not additive. Percentages are based on 340 male
teachers, 205 female teachers, and 545 "All Teachers."

· Racial Group
As can be seen iri Table 7, the teachers sampled
· wei:e primarily o:f the White racial group.

The minority groups

represented only about 8 percent of the respondents.
these groups

~<Jtere

Since

of approximately the same economic class

and the same educational level as their White colleagues, it
is assumed that generally the sample of 550 teachers v.1as
culturally homogeneous.

~~-·----

,...,------------
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TABLE 7
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF·TEACHERS
IN VARIOUS RACIAL GROUPS

!_~

~·~g_:_..::..::::_:_:_:_-==-------_

Rae ia 1 Group

Number

Percent.age

~~-----------------~----------·----- ~------~~~----White
10
2
Mexican/American
14
3
Black
J

.~----e~-i~nE8~~------------I!-----------!'~'------~~--------~1~-------------------------

3

Indian
Other
No Information

1

8.

2

t--·-----.:::6_ _ _ •_______:1=-----

_________ ______ ___

Total

....._.

~----------------8 Percentages

550 .

.

.,__

lOOa

,

may not add up to 100 as a result of

rounding procedures.

Religious Affiliation
Over half of the teachers were of the Protestant
Religion with most of these representing the Baptist or
Methodist denominations.

About one out of every five

teachers was a Catholic.

Perhaps most surprising W3S the

large percentage of teachers who stated they had no religious affiliation.

Table 8 indicates that about one out

of every six teachers

did not have a religion.

- 90 TABLE 8
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS AFFILIATING .
WITH VARIOUS RELIGIONS

~
,--~-

·- ' - - - ' = = =
~---'--'-'-'------'-~---=--

=======-== ::::::::::::::=================----·

N~-=-[ P~~c:ntage

Religion

173
7
293

Ca tho lie
Jewish
Protestant (total)

-

2"2 - - · 1
53

~~~~~r~~s~~~L~an~-----------------~------~c4--~----~--.'~··----------------~----

Presbyterian
Lutheran
Baptist, Methodist
Congregationalist
Other Liberal Protestants
Other Fundamental Protestants
All Other
Other Religions
No Religion
No Information
Total

16

49
22
81
21
10
10
22

9
4
'15
4
2
2
l.

J:l___

3
. 17
3

550

1.00::.1

93

.

- - - - - -_j _____L _____

a Percentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

Ancestry
The ancestry or the national identity of the respondents is given in Table 9.

About 60 percent of the teachers

stated that their ancestors came from Great Britain, Western
Europe, or the United States or Canada.

Very few people

(twenty-five teachers) gave places other than Europe or the
United States as the country of their origin.

- 91 TABLE 9
THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS
WHOSE ANCESTORS COME FROM VARIOUS
COtn~TRIES OR AFEAS

Country of Ancestors
United States or Canada
Central Europe

~

c
~---

~-- - ~----------

Number

Percentage

--ss-

10

18

3

~--~wB-~~ern-Ruruv-----------•---~~1~~-----!---~ls----------~---

Scandinavia
Southern Europe
Ireland
Great Britian
Russia
Someplace other than Europe
of the United States
No Informationa
Total
)~\"---~------··-

....... ~ ...·--··~-·· ...··.-.,.._,.,

______ ___
,

4.S
46
39
161
6
19
49

sso

8
8
7
29
1

4
_

.. :;.,9_ __

1oob

-----·---

.

a"No Information" includes a number of areas
.·reported which lacked specificity and thus did not fit in
·
· -·
·
e "
· the ab ove c 1 ass1· f 1cat1ons,
e.g., "Europ.
bPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

Length of Teaching Career
The data in Table 10 shows the ntunber of years
~ --~=--~==- ~=

during vJhich teachers had taught in school.

As might be

expected from the data in Table 4 (Age of Teachers by Sex)
there were more female teachers just beginning their educational career than there

vJere

males.

The highest percentage

of teachers had been teaching for five to seven years (22
percent).
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TABLE 10
THE NUMBER OF YEARS IN WHICH TEACHERS HAVE
TAUGHT SCHOOL BY SEX

~

--

~ ...

---·-

=-==-=-=======-=·=::._-__.__-_.

. ._-_-_-_---_------------· ..

-;-_-_-:_-_-:_~-;.-=._-

Sex
r---------~~----------~------------------------

Years
Taught

Hale

1
2 - 4

5 - 7
8 - 10

·%

No.

%

_,_---r-4
58
67
54

4
17
20
16

1s
54
49
20

7
27
24
10

-zg
112
116
74

· s
21
22
14

68

20

28

14

96

18

44
13
16
24
7
9
4
1
8
2
1
4
.....__:.;..__ _;;;,___.._

8
4
4
2

16 - 20
21 - 25

26 . . .:. 30

:.

. .%

No.

11 -· 15

~r

-Total Hale and !Female 8

Female

41~

1

No.

..

60
11
33
6
12 ...... 2 ..
6
1--->----

--...:--..;;;........~----

"~'-·----~~tal___ ~~3.5 -~loo_.l_?_~o_3__. ···-100·--~--- s3_s_._·~~~~--aDoes not include five cases which did not give
their sex and seven cases which did not give infonnation
on the number of years for which they have taught.
bPercentages may not add up to 100 as a :result of
rounding procedures.

Teaching Area
Physical Education, Language Arts, and History,
each mancl<:rted by State law, were the most prevalent major
teaching areas as indicated by Table
sented areas

~e

or Homemaking.

11~

Other well repre-

the Physical Sciences and Industrial Arts

~

:;_

-
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TABLE 11
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS IN
THE :t-'fAJOR TEACHING AREAS BY SEX

=========-========

----·========:;::=:.:=====--=~·

Sex

Teaching
Area

r-----~------~-------·--~~·~-----8

Mal~

Female

Total Male and Females

No.

% No.

Arf--~-<-·-n---z
Business, Economics
16
5
Driver Education
12
l~
Foreign Language
12
4
Health Education,
12
4
State Requirements
5ll
16
History, Social
Studies, Civics
32 10
Industrial Arts,
Homemaking
31
9
Language Arts ,
Literature
35 11
Mathematics
2
8
Music
64 19
Physical Education
1
4
Psychology, Guidance
3
9
Sciences - Biological
32 10
Sciences - Physical
1
4
Speech
2
1
Special Education
Other
No Information

4~
13

%

·-r--·

No.

%

IO

2

8
2

29
13
29
16

4

16

8

70

16

13

6

l~5

10

6l~

31

95

21

8

4

1

43

1

10
2
23
1

6

1

1

17
4

5

104
6
10
43

2

8

3

7

L~o

20

2

1
1

1
11
4

5

9

-

- ---

7
3
7

2

10
2
2

"

8 Does

not include five cases r:Jhere informr.-ttion about
gender was not given.
bPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

'
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Number of Alcohol Educators
All of the known alcohol educators i.n the twenty-

Of

three high schools studied were included in the sample.
these, 207 responded:

165 (80 percent) males and 42 (20 per-

cent) females (see Table 12).

The 207 alcohol educators rep-

resented 38 percent of the respondents tvith the

r~maining

62

percent having been non-alcohol educators.

TABLE 12
NID1BER AND PERCENTAGE OF lviALE AND FEMALE ALCOHOL
EDUCATORS AND NON-ALCOHOL EDUCATORS

rt=----------··--------------·-·~. =~=====:;::::::.::::-:======:::::;::=======

I

Educators

Hale

Total a

Female

~-------- ~-----------§----------

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

l"b58o
422o--w--roo
Non-Alcphol_Edu~~;;..;o:;;...;r;;.;;.s:..._-A..-__1Z2
51 ---J.--1....;..6..;..3_ 49
337 1.00
Alcohol Educators

aDoes not include six cases of no information.

~-

-

- - -

i:!-

-----

~=-~---~~~-~.-~
~

--
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Testin;; of the Hy:gotheses
As part of the present descriptive study of
teacher views toward alcohol education, seven hypotheses
were developed.

In the next two subsections each of these

are presented in formal statistical terms as suggested by
Runyan and Haber, 1
of the results.

and followed by a tabular presentation

All hypotheses were tested at the .05 level

of significance using the chi-square test of independence.
The first five hypotheses are concerned with predicting
differences between alcohol educators and non-alcohol edu~

cators on selected variables.

Hypotheses six and seven

tvere designed to measure differences between male and female
't

educators with regard to two selected variables.

Comparison of Alcohol Educators and
Non-Alcohol Educators by Selected Variables
It was hypothesized in Chapter I that alcohol
educators would differ from non-a.lcohol educators with
regard to:

1) their preference for the Values Clarification

Approach toward alcohol education; 2) their drinking pat:ten1s;
3) their reasons for drinking; 4) their. having a friend or
relative with a drinking problem; and 5) their views on what
1Richard P. Runyan and Audrey Haber, fY.ndai!!§_ptals

of_!Le_h_ayi.or.al~..§_t;.at_istics (Menlo Park, California: _ AddisonWesley Publishing Company, 1967), p. 207o
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alcoholism~

This subsection presents the findings

relevant to these hypotheses.
Pref~rence
Hypothesis_O_n~.

for the Values Clarific..£!ion Model-

~--- · - -

In statistical terms Hypothesis One is

described as follows:
A.

Null Hypothesis (Ho 1 ):

There is no differ-

!---------------e-ne-e-be-tween-a-'l:-ee>he-1-e-dttc-a-tcl.cs-and--non=-ci.tc-oho-l·--------

educators regarding their preference for the
Values Clarification Model of alcohol education,.
B.

Alternative

Hypoth~sis

(H 1 ):

Alcohol educa-

tors and non-alcohol educators will differ in
their choice of the Values Clarification Model
of alcohol Education (two-tailed).
In Table 13 and Table 14 several findings
related to this hypothesis are reported. · Table 13 shows
that generally alcohol educators more than non-alcohol
educators favored the Objective Facts Model.

The other

Models, however, received more support from the

non·~

alcohol educators.
S:i.nce almost half of the respondents tvho taught
alcohol education did'so more than a year ago, differences
between alcohol educators who are currently teaching about
alcohol and those who had taught it in the past were
u red¢

meas~

Table 14 indicates that the differences between

current and past·alcohol educators were small.

TABLE 13
PREFERENCE FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION MODELS BY
TYPE OF EDUCATOR Al~D SEX, IN PERCENT
I.

Type of Educator

N

Temperance
Hodel
.~..,.

Total Samn1e
Alcohol Educator
Non-Alcohol Educator
Men
Alcohol Educator
Non-Alcohol Educator
Women
- Alcohol Educator
Non-Alcohol Educator

496
184

Responsible
Drinking
Model

312

10
12

16
12
18

145
159

16

10

13
19

11

39

8

8

153

7

16

C~bjective

Facts
Model
---z;:3 -

48

Values
Clarification
Hodel
---~--~--31

40

30
31

49
39

26

44
41

28

L•l
36

\.0
-....)

TABLE 14
PREFERENCE FOR ALCOHOL EDUCATION MODELS BY RECE:NCY -OF TEACHING ABOUT ALCOHOL, IN PERCENT

When Taught
About Alcohol
Total Sample
Current Year
Previous Years

N

184
94
90

Temperance
Model
10
10
10

Responsible
Drinking
Model
11
13
10

~

.
Clb.Ject~ve
.1

Facts
Model
49
50
48

Values
Clarification
Model
30
28
32
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In Tables 15 and 16,

th~

findings presented in

Tables 13 and 14 were collapsed into a two by two format
~---

for the purpose of statistically testing Hypothesis One.
In no case were differences found to he significant.

The

null hypothesis was accepted that there was no difference
between alcohol educators and non-alcohol educators

Model of alcohol education.
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TABLE 15
PREFERENCE FOR THE VALUES CLARIFICATION.NODEL BY
TYPE OF EDUCATOR &~D SEX, IN PERCENT

~
- - -

========~~==================~==~=====-=·

Type of Educator

Total Sample

_obol EdnCJ.l_t_o r

N

Values
Clarification
Model

496

31

18L~

69

7_

30

Non-Alcohol Educator
312
Chi square = • 031

31

df = 1

Men

Alcohol Educator
145
Non-Alcohol. Educator
159
Chi square - .129
Women
Alcohol Educator
39
Non Alcohol Educator
153
__ Chi_~l?re = .166

All
Other
Models

p

> .OS

28
26

df =- 1

p

> • 05

41
36

~.f.....::__L__JL.2

.OS

69
72
74
59
64

TABLE 16
PREFERENCE FOR THE VALUES CLARIFICATION MODEL BY RECENCY
OF TEACHING ABOUT ALCOHOL, IN PERCENT

When Taught
About Alcohol

N

184
1-'otal S ar.!!J21e
94
Current Yea!:
90
Previous Years
· - Chi stl_g.are ""' • 26L~

All
Other
Models

Values
Clarification
Model

30
28
32
df = 1

--~-

70
72

68

•. I?.

.> .OS ·----

- - - -
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Educator's D:(_inking Patterns - Hypothesis Tt-70.
In statistical terms Hypothesis Two is described as follows:
A.

Null Hypothesis (Hoz):
bet~qeen

There is no difference

alcohol educators and non-alcohol edu-

caters regarding the frequency of having LowNone Patterns of Drinking.

tors will differ from non-alcohol educators
regarding the frequency of having Low-None
Drinking Patterns (two-tailed).
Tables 17 and 18 indicate the findings related to
r/,

this hypothesis.

From Table 17 it can be seen that about

88 percent of the

teachl~rs

in this sample drink beverage

alcohol with most of them drinking lightly (35 percent).
Table 1.8 gives the results of dividing the five ch:·lnking
categories into a High-Moderate Drinking Pattern and a
Low-None Drinking Pattern.

From this division) :tt is seen

that alcohol educators in this sample

~1ere

more frequently

heavier drinkers than were the non-alcohol educators.
Differences between these educators were significant and,
therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.

It is noted,

however, that when sex was controlled, the differences
between alcohol educators and non-alcohol educators were
not statistically significant.

u

~,_~- -

....::;.-

- - -

""' -----="-'--"--""""-'-'--'-="-

c
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TABLE 17
PERCENTAGE OF ALCOHOL EDUCATORS AJ\lD NON-ALCOHOL
EDUCATORS· BY DRINKER CATEGORY AND s·Ex
~

~
~------

·N
Total SarrlJ.~le
Alcohol
Educator

538

16

31

35

7

12

2061

17

35

31

5

12

332

1.5

27

38

8

11

i

164

17

40

29

3

10

-

171

20

27

33

6

ll~

Women
---Alcohol
Educator f 42
Non-Alcohol,
Educator I, 161

14

17

38

12

19

11.

28

... _4_?__L.

11

7

"Non·:Alc~ohol.

Educator
Hen

/ ..

Heavy Hoderate Light Infrequent Abstainer

Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

..- - - - - - ...-..-4..

I

·-
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TABLE 18
PERCENTAGE OF ALCOHOL EDUCATORS AND NON-ALCOHOL
EDUCATORS BY DRI~1<ING PATTERN AND SEX
s'--'----'--=='---=--=

Educator

N

High-Moderate
Drinking Pattern

Low-None
Drinking Pattern

~--------

j'otal Samg'lfl
538
46
54
Alcohol
Educator
20 6,___________.52--------------~4~~--------------~--Non-Alcohol
Educator
332
43
57
Chi square = 3.97
df = 1
p L... • 05
Men
Alcohol
Educator
164
57
43
Non-Alcohol
Educator
171
47
53
Chi square = 3.295
df = 1
p
.05
\vomen
--·-Alcohol
Educator
·42
31
69
Non··Alcohol.
Educator
161
39
61
--~----~c~,r~t1~· squa;~·e~~--~·~5~1~4______d~f~=~l
· -E-2~·~0~5_________

>
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In
statistical terms Hypothesis Three is described as follows:
A.

N~ll

Hypothesis (Ho 3 ): There is no difference
bet~;oJeen alcohol educators and non-alcohol

educators regarding how often they find it
somewhat or very important to drink when
-.'Ee-:t"e-1-a-x--,-----e>-r--t-o-fo--.cget-worr±es •

~~r--~~~~~~~~~~~-ren-s-e-,

B.

Alternative Hypothesj_&

(H~)

:

tors will less often find it

Alcohol educasomet~Jhat

or very

important to drink when tense, to relax, or
to forget worries than will non-alcohol educators (one-tailed).
·~·
t~~.k.

Table 1.9 presents four common reasons for dr:i.nk:i..ng a11cl the :.frequencies that

educatot~·s

are very or someNhat important.

felt tl1ese reasons

The first reason is

included for perspective, while Reasons 2, 3, and 4 relate
directly to Hypothesis Three.

For all reasons, alcohol

educators in this sample stated that drinking is very or
somewhat important les§._oft.en than did non;·alcohol educators.

However, none of these differences were statisti-

cally significant.

Therefore~

the null hypothesis wa.s

affinned.
By separating the males and females it was
observed that female alcohol educators statistically
differed from female non.:.·alcohol educators for Reason 1

TABLE 19
REASONS FOR DRINKING BY ALCOHOL
EDUCATORS AND NON-ALCOHOL
EDUCATORS AND SEX,
IN PERCENT

Educator

T.I

Tc>t"al Sample
Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

~
- -

="----"--==~=...=_-_-_-=._

,_

Reason 1
Hakes Social Occasions More Enjoyable
Very or Somewhat
Important

195

Not At All
Important

64

36--

63

37

313
65
Chi square -- .129

d£

=1

35
p

Men

Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator
Women
-Alcohol
Educator
Non·· Alcohol
Educator

Jotal Sampl~
Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

157

66

159
Chi square =

62

38

>

.05

31.~

d£

=

38
1

p

53

47

r·

Reason 2

155

---·---44-------

56"'

L~ 7

53

192

313
Chi square

Helps to Relax

=

58
~690

df -· 1

4.3

57

160
58
Chi square - .01/

42
p ) .05

d£

==

1.

42
p ) .05

Y;Jomen

Alcohol
Educator
Non·-Alcoho1
Educator

.OS

32
154
68
Chi s 911are =_.. .:.4. '!. '-=-4: : . .36.:.:..----:::d:..:::.f =.--=1- p_~.Q_5__

Men
Alcohol
Educator
Non-·Alcohol
Educator

~525

>

37

59
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~
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TABLE 19 CONTINUED

Educator

l~~np~e

Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

Men
Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

N

T

Reason 3

Need It Hhen Tense

Very or Somewhat
Important

Not At All
Important

504

21

79

192

17

83

312
23
Chi square -- 2.587
155
159
Chi square

Women
-Alcob.ol
Educator
37
Non-Alcohol!
Educator
153

df - 1

16
25

= 3~380

77
p

> • 05

84
df "" 1

75
p

19

81

21

79

<.

.05

~h.~ ~uar~ =---:•:...::0:;..;:0:.::1=-----___;d::..::.f:::..... =--·-==1~._ _.r:::P___.>:;....:.•.:::.0:::..5_

Women
----Alcohol
89
11
37
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator
154
11
.
89
- . - - .-----·-~ _yh~~-=-·. OO.Q_ __~__gf_.::__L._...1L2:....&L-

106 (Makes Social Occasions More Enjoyable) and Reason 2 (Helps
to Relax).

There were no statistical differences between
--~~~

male alcohol educators and male non-alcohol educators

!--:'l

'"·--'---"--=-=

except for Reason 3 (Helps to Forget Worries).
Friend or

R~la_!:ive

lem - Hypothesis Four o
Jt---~~~-F-ifYtl-r

.l•lith a Serious Drinking Prob:

Tn statistical terms Hypothesis

:i:-s------cl-e-s-~e---i:-6-e-cl:--a-s-:E-e-l~l-ew-s :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

A.

Null Hypothesis (Ho4):

There is no differ-

ence between alcohol educators and nonalcohol educators regarding their knowledge of a friend or relative who has a
serious problem with drinking.
B.

Alternatj_v_e
tm:.~s ~vill

Hy12o_t..~est§.

(H4 ): .Alcohol educamore often than non-alcohol educa-

tors have knowledge of a friend or a x•elative
who has a serious drinking problem

(one-tRiled~

Tables 20 and 21 indicate no significant differences between alcohol educators and non-alcohol educators
t-.rith regard to having known a friend or a relative who has
a serious drinking problem.
was therefore accepted.

The fourth null hypothesis
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TABLE 20
ALCOHOL EDUCATOR Ar~D NON~ALCOHOL EDUCATOR
BY FRIEhm WITH A SERIOUS DRINKING
PROBLEM AND BY SEX, IN PERCENT

.•

~

-

-

~

~-

----

Educator
Total Sample
1-Ucohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator
Men

Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

Women
--Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

N

Friend With
Drinking Problem

No Friend With
Drinking Problem

539

58

42

206

58

42

58
333
Chi-square = • 003
164

lf2.

161
Chi-·s9E~

42

df = 1

62
=:

.l~ 73

df

>

• 05

=

38
1

60

P/ o05

40

53

= .270

p

43

57

172

Chi square

-

d.£

- 1

47
E.2_~95_
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TABLE 21
RELATIVE WITH A SERIOUS DRI1TKING PROBLEM
BY ALCOHOL EDUCATOR AND NON-ALCOHOL
EDUCATOR AND BY SEX, IN PERCENT

Educator-

N

Relative With
Drinking Problem

No Relative 'Ylith
Drinking Problem

49

51

48

52

207
335
Chi-square
Men
Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator
Homen
---Alcohol
Educator
Non-Alcohol
Educator

165

=

50
.256

42

=

1

df = 1

45

163
47
Chi-square - .000

50
p ') • 05

51

49

172
54
Chi-square "" .835

L- ·

df

46
p (.05

55
___§1_= 1

53

___R 7 • Q5

Table 22 indicates that there were no significant
differences between educators currently teaching about alcohol and those who had taught it in the past regarding their
knowledge of a friend with a serious drink:i.ng problem.
Table 23, however, indicates that significant differences
did

exist concerning knowledge of relatives_ with drinking

problems o
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·TABLE 22
FRIEND WITH A SERIOUS DRINKING PROBLEM BY RECENCY
. OF TEACHING ABOUT ALCOHOL
AND BY SEX, IN PERCENT

~- - - - --~--~--

::::; __

----

~

When Taught
About Alcohol
Tot<!.U~!!TI?Je

N

Friend With
No Friend With
Drinking Problem. Drinking Problem

206

58

--

42
'-1

Jl-'------------.-.urrent-'fei:l-r-'-t-cJo----s-~-----------;

Past Year

100
Chi-square

56
= .133

44
df

=

1

p)

• 05

) .05

z . 05

---------

----·

-----

-

·- - - · -

'
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TABLE 23
RELATIVE WITH A.SERIOUS DRINKING PROBLE"N BY
RECENCY OF TEACHING ABOUT ALCOHOL
AND BY SEX, IN PERCENT

When Taught
About Alcohol

N

Relative ..With
Drinking Problem

=---

No Relative With
Drinking Problem

In statistical terms Hypothesis Five is described as follows:
A.

Null.Jiy,Rothesis (Hci 5 ) : There is no difference
between alcohol educators and non-alcohol
educators concerning how often they attribute
alcoholism to moral weakness.

B.

Alternatiy..§_ Hypothesis (H ) : Alcohol educators
5
will differ from non-alcohol educators regardh1g
how often they attribute .slcoholism to moral
vJeakness

(t~vo-tailed).

.:---
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Table 24 indicates the frequency lidth which educators in the sample agreed with each of the presented causes

co---

of alcoholism.

s:-:-:---

No significant differences were found l::etWeen-

::::=---==-.:__-:.:___ =

alcohol educators and non-alcohol educators with regard to
their preference for the moral weakness cause of alcoholism
(Table 25).

Therefore, the fifth· null hypothesis

t•7as

aff:irmro·,, ..

TABLE 2!+
CAUSES OF ALCOHOLISM BY ALCOHOL EDUCATOR AND
NON~ALCOHOL EDUCATOR AND BY SEX, IN PERCENT

Educate"!:" -

N

PhysicaliMent~oral Social

·Total Samnle - - - - - - Io6sa --"~fz---t---~.~-3
--~--Alc.oh~Educator
417
30
4q
Non-Alcohol Educator
651
33
43
Men

15 --·-r-o
1.7 1 10
14 l 10

Alcohol Educator
Non-Alcohol Educator

332
324

30
30

46
44

19
16

8
10

Women
Alcohol Educator
Non··A.lcohol, Educator

84
322

37

L~O

8

14

36_ __,.__41
11 '--·--11
_..;;.....;;.
8 Each of the 550 educators could agree with more
than one cause of alcoholism.
~-----.i-----:----

;------·
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TABLE 25
PREFERENCE FOR THE NORAL HEAKNESS CAUSE OF
ALCOHOLISM BY ALCOHOL EDUCATOR AND
NON-ALCOHOL EDUCATOR AND BY
SEX, IN PERCENT

Educator

.

Moral Heakness
Cause

~--p----~-~

r

,.

~---

;::_-_-:: -

-:-_::_--=----~::;::;-_

All Other
Causes

[
·~~~~------------ _ f6B
' '
it----------'To_.t_al_S_anln_le
15,_______
81),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alcohol--Educator
417
17
83
Non-Alcohol Educator
651
14
86
Chi-square=l.624 df=l p).05
Men
Alcohol Educator
332
19
81
Non-Alcohol Educator
324
16
84
Chi-square=.610
df=l p).OS
Women
---xlcohcl Educator
83
8
92
322
11
89
-"- Non-Alcohol Educator
--~C~h=i_-~s~al=J.a=·~~~e~~--~·3~0~9~-~d~f~=~l-~~-~-·~0~5~--

'';/'•

-~----

Comparison of Male and Female Educators
on Ttvo Selected Variables
It was also hypothesized in Chapter I that male
and female educators would differ with regard to: 1) their
patterns of drinking, and 2) their views on teenage drinking.
This subsection formally presents these hypotheses and the
-----~--

--

=---~----

findings related to

them~

_Nale ...§!Ed Fetl}ale Patterns of
P-,.i~.

Drin~in_g_:_Ji.Y.£Oth§.S.i.fi

In statistical terms Hypothesis Six is described as

follows:

- 113 A.

Null Hypothe..§..:f:.::~ (Ho 6) : There is no difference
between male and female teachers regarding the

d

f2---=----

frequency of having Low-Norte Drinking Patterns.
B.

----

Alt_ernative Hypothesis (H 6 ): Female teachers
will have Low-None Drinking Patterns significantly more frequently than will male teachers
(one-tailed).

Table 26 indicates that male educators were less
likely to have Low-None Drinking Patterns than t-;ere female
educators (48 percent to 63 percent).

The differences

between males and females vvrere significant.

The sixth null

hypothesis v7as, therefore, rejected.

TABLE 26
DRINKING PATTERNS BY HALE AND FEMALE
TEACHERS, IN PERCENT

=============================================' ·:::----.:
Educator
Total Sample

N

Low-None
Drinking Pattern
54

High-Noderate
Drinking Pattern

-----4u----

Male Teachers
335
48
52
Female Teachers
203
63
37
Cht_-sguare = !0_.__8_2__ df = .1___l?_~~-l._ _

;----

-

lll~

-

Male and Female Views on Teenagg_]rinking -.
Hypothesis

In statistical terms Hypothesis Seven

Seve~.

"'r=e----~-----------~

is described as follows:

A.

Null Hypothesis

(~o ):

7

There is no difference

between male and female teachers concerning
their views on teenage drinking.
:s-.-k1rern~iye-Hypofhests-(H )

7

:

J:t'emal--e-teachers

will be significantly more conservative in their
,----------------

vievvs on teenage drinking than will male teachers

(one-tailed)~

Table 27 indicates male and female educators' views
orr'teenage drinking.
v.Je.v.k\

Differences between males and females

not significant and:, therefore, the null hypothesis

r~1as

affirmed.

TABLE 27
VIEWS ON TEENAGE DRIIDCING BY MALE AND
FEMALE TEACHERS, IN PERCENT

--Teachers
Total Sample
Male Teachers
Female Teachers

----

·--·

----

H

Teenage
Drinking
Permissible

No
Teenage
Drinking

-527

39

61

333
194

l~2

37

63
58
_ _ _ _ ___:;;.;Cl)i.- s 9:-.::.:~;.;;.:;a=re.;:;..__==_...:;lo:..::. 0 OL_...M__= _1_ "J?...2....!.0::..:::5::...-_ _ __
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- 115 Teacher's SuRport for Various_Jjpdels of Alcoho_l Education
Teachers were asked to specify the extent of agreement they had for four different models of alcohol education
(Temperance, Responsible Drinking, Objective Facts, and
Values Clarification).

Their responses to these questions·

indicate that teacher support for alcohol education varied
according to the model

~7hich

tvas being considered.

Data which

indicated this variability are presented in Tables 28 thru
31.

By adding the categories of Strongly Agree and Hoder-

ately Agree for each model it is seen that the Objective
F ac:ts Hodel

~

supported by 89 percent of the teachers t-7hile

only< LJ.Q percent of the teachers supported the Temperance
Mod~l.

In between these two extremes t-7ere the Values

Cla'ttification Hodel and the. Responsible Drinking Hodel,
which received support from 66 percent and 62 percent,
respectively, of the teachers.
Table 28, which presents the teachersr response to
the Temperance philosophy of alcohol education, indicates
that almost 14 percent of the teachers strongly

agre~that
-------------

=--~---~·-

students should be taught the deceptiveness and ruinous
effects of alcohol.

Although th:i.s model had .the least support

of the four models, it :ls noteworthy that there remained a
large percentage (40 percent) of teachers tvho agreed (either
strongly or moderately)
ance alcohol education.

~lith

this updated version of temper-

- 116 TABLE 28
.AMOUNT OF TEACHER AGREENENT WITH THE TEMPERANCE
APPROACH TO'iJARD ALCOHOL EDUCATI,ONa
~........

I

a

•• .._.

----

----

••

------~

Teachers .
Amount of
Agreement

~----------------~-----------~~----------Number
Percentage

f------"Strongty-Ag-r;-::""'"'""'-........-.. . .,....__,....,._t~~
.
. . . . .~J...,i"h'-b~"·~·.................="*~==. -=. trl;""~~-...........................______~------------Moderately Agree
Don't Know
Moderately Disagree
Strongly Disagree

143
50

167

.....-w.ll?

26
9
30
_l..Q_ _ _ _ ~

Totalb

--·. . . . ---·--·-11,..._.._______. . . . .___________-'------·-----~

8
.

The Temoerance Appro.ach toward alcohol education
has ;p-een operati.onally defined by Hodel A of the D_r).nkigg
Pracittces and Alcohg_l_Educat_~on .Q_ue.~tiorl!J§.j.re (see Appendix
'V .

A).

~bDoes not include two cases for which there was no
info·rmation available.
Cpercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

The Responsible Drinking Model was strongly sup-·
ported by 20 percent of the teachers while an additional
42 percent moderately agreed with it (see Table 29 below).

Unlike the Temperance Hodel which had more people disagreeing
with it, this Model had 62 percent agreeing and 29 percent
disagreeing.

Although this c.:ontroversial model 2 had a strong

majority of teachers agreeing with it, it was also the Hodel

------ -·---...-........
r)

...Articles by Edwards and HE:mdelson in the International .Journ?._l__ of F.:_sych:i~ai~£.Y,- Volume 9 (1970-·71). pp-:--354 ...358 and ·368-371. -

-------

- 117 perceived by teachers as the most likely to be disliked by
.. 3

the students' parents and the districts' school boards.

Therefore; it was assumed that teachers tended to agree with
the idea of teaching responsible drinking (which includes ·

!--------

abstinence .for those who choose it) but did not feel the
community or the school board would allow it.

TABLE 29
AMOUNT OF TEACHER AGREEHENT WITH THE
RESPONSIBLE DRINKING MODEL
OF ALCOHOL EDUCATIONa

---

=======~ ·~=========r================================-=-===

Amo~nt Of

Agl.'·eemen t

Teachers

-----·---·----r----------Number

strongly Agree---Moderately Agree
Don't Knmv
Moderately Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Totalb

Percent

·-1T2.
229

2o

42
10

52
87

16

12

68

·-----·-

lOOc

548

--------·-----'-

---------

aThe Responsible Drinking Model of alcohol education has been operationally defined by Model B of the
.PJ:i.n!sJ_gg_Practic~§. and Al_~phol Education Qll;~~§._!:iongaire
(see Appendix A).
bDoes not include two cases for which there was no
information available.
cPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

·------3

see.~ Tables 61 and 62 in Appendix C.

;:::;----

- 118 Of the four models of alcohol education, the
Objective Facts Model received the greatest support.

Table

~---

30 indicates that about nine out of every ten teachers either
strongly or moderately agreedwith this approach.
that in this sensitive area teachers
presenting facts

~7hich

chemistry of alcohol

v;ere

It appeared

most comfortable in

were not controversial such as the
the number of traffic accidents ,_____,..o~r~--------

the various types of treatment programs available to the
alcoholic.

It is not incongruous that the teachers responded

to a later question by stating that their school board and
the parents of their students would be least negative toward
'" 4
this approach.
",:The Values Clarification Model of alcohol education

was

supported by 66 percent of the teachers sampled (see Table

· 31)"

Although the amount of agreement v.?ith this model v:as not

as high as the Objective Facts Model, it w::s higher than the
Responsible Drinking and Tempera.nce Models.

Only 17 percent

of the teachers stata:i they could not agree with the phi losaphy
of assisting students to explore effective ways of meeting
their needs and clarifying their values.

~-----------------

I

qSee Tables 61 and 62 in Appendix C.

,------

- 119 TABLE 30
AMOUNT OF TEACHER AGREEMENT \.<liTH THE
OBJECTIVE FACTS HODEL OF

ALCOHOL EDUCATIONa

:~----~~~

"'
~

====~~=:=======~========-==-~~---======-~-=-=

Teachers

Amount of
Agreement
Number

strongly Agree ·-- ....
280
- ,_..____ 51 Moderately Agree
211
39
Don't Knm-1
26
5
Moderat~ly Disagree
19
4
Strongly Disagree
-------·-1==1._ _ ·-t--------f-----

~--·-"----·-s_4_7__ _j_______.l_o__o_c__

___
To_t_a

-

... -

'·

~;The Obiective Facts Model of alcohol education
.. ~ h:-ts been o,~erationally defined by Hodel G of the I~rin!>i"Q.g
~~a£.tice.~,;f;(pd j\lco_hol Education Questionn~:i.re (see .Appendix
AJ.

~Does n~t include three cases for which there was
no information available.
cPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

----------

c--~---~
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TABLE 31
.AMOUNT OF TEACHER AGREEMENT WITH THE
VALu~S CLARIFICATION MODEL
OF ALCOHOL.EDUCATION 8

_________

..._,

'~---

--

--

-------

~--::- . . .

-

Teachers

Amount of
Agreement

--

-r

r----~=:=::::;:::=::;=:=:::::::::;:;;::;;::;:::=l=;;:;-=-=-=~'""ul'""'m9,...b4=e----.r~~-~~~=_Perce3.n5 tag e.
Strongly -Agree--Moderately Agree
Don't Know
Moderately Disagree
Strongly Disagree

168
90
57

31
16
10

_ _ _ _.;;.3§_____,

7

547

Totalb

- - · - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - · - - - - !-__,_ _ _ __

,: ?The Values Clarification Model· of alcohol education has been operationally defined by Model D of the
,!?ri~.K~:gg.::t:f..rae:tices and Alcohol Education Ouestiollil§i!§.
. (see Appendix A).
·
·. bnoes n,ot include three cases for which there was
·no information availabla.
cPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

In addition to allowing the teachers to state how
much they philosophically agreed with each of the four ·Hodels,
the

Q.rinkil!,&

Practi~~s-

and Alcohol Education

QuestiQ..illl..~Lr_g

gave them the opportunity to rank the Models from their First
Choice to their Fourth Choice.
of the teachers' preferences.
respondents chose
cho'ice.

Table 32 reflects the results
Forty-three percent of the

the Objective Frtcts Model as their first

About three out of ten teachers chose

the Values

------=-·--~
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Clarification Model, tvhile one out of six chose the Responsible Drinking Model and one out of ten chose the Temperance

1:-i
5~-~~-~-

Approach.

The chi-square test (Table 32) indicated that

the respondents-differed significantly in their preference

=-----~--

-------------------

for the four Models of alcohol education.

r---------------~------------~TfoRLE-32--------------------------------------~---

RANK ORDER OF TEACHER PREFERENCE FOR THE
FOUR NODELS OF ALCOHOl. EDUCATIONa
========~------=·=====

Teachers' Preference
Model

--------------~-------------

Number

Objective Facts110dlel
Values Clarification Model
Responsible Drinking Model
Temperance Mod~l
Totalb
Chi-square = 128.13

2.1Ll·

Percentage

--·43_,___
31
16

153

78

54

11
lQQC

498

df = 3

p

< . 001

aTeacher preference is defined as the teachers'
response to the question, "If you ~vere asked to teach
alcohol education, which of the above models would be
your first choice?"
bnoes not include fifty-two cases for which
there v7as no information available·.
crercentages may not add up to 100 as a result
of rounding procedures~

:-------
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Teach~r

Drinking Practices and

Vie~..;rs

About Drinking

Presented in this section are the results of ques~-----------

tions asked teachers about their

on drinking and about

These results are organized

their own drinking practices.
under subsections entitled:

vie~vs

11

Teenage Drinking,tt "Frequency

of Drinking (Any Amount)," "Frequency of Drinking (Larger

Drinking Problems," and "Statements About Alcoholism."

A

final subsection presents the frequencies and percentages of
teachers who exhibit heavy drinking, moderate drinking, light
drinking, infrequent drfnking, and no drinking (abstinence).
This typology i.Vas created through cross- tabulation of· Table 38
1; ..

and Table 39 according to definitions presented in Chapter I
(Page 20) o 5

Teenage Drinking
It might be expected that these teachers would be
more eonservative toward girls than boys tvhen considering
the appropriateness or inappropriateness of teenage drinking
(fifteen to seventeen years old).

This, however,

W2$

not

--------·--Sc·
'
·
u :1nce th
- e se ·are re 1 a t 'J.ve de f'
·J.nl.' t J.ons,
t h e rea der l.S
cautioned against making generalizations about the typology.
For instance, those teachers fitting into the. "heavy drinkirg 11
category based on a population of teachers would not necessarily fit in. a heavy drinking category based on a general
population sample.

-----------------
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supported by the results given in Table 33 which ir1dicate
that teacher opinions about teenage male drinking and teenage female drinking were the same.

Almost two out of three

respondents felt that laws against teenage drinking should
be more strictly enforced.

Sixty-one percent of the

teachers felt that teenagers should not be allowed to drink.
Only 15 percent felt they should be allowed to drink with

1-------~·

friends.
TABLE 33
TEACHER VIEWS ON TEENAGE DRINKING

--=========--- --- --::::::::::=============
Teacher Responsesa
Statement
',About Drinking

True for Male
Teenagers
No.

c-reenagers(t5-17 years
old) should not be allowed
to drink.
2. Teenagers (15-17 years
old) should be allmved to
get drunk once in a while.
3. Teenagers (15-17 years
old) should be allowed to
drink with friends the
same age.
4. Laws against teenage
drinking should be more
..e..!.!l.-.c t 1 y ~n f <2.!..£_e d '"----:----

True for Female
Teenagers

,-

---

I ~~~--i.--

324

%
61

62

12

59

12

77

15

76

15

340

65

- - - - ---- ----- ---

----

-.---.._~------

333

65

----

aT here were varying cases of no information for
each of the Statements About Drinking: for Statements 1
thru 4 made about male teenagers, there were, respectively,
19, 23, 23, and 25 cases of no infol.J.nation; for Statements
1 thru 4 made about female teenagers, there ~Jere, respectively, 32, 36, 35, and 38 cases of no information~

... 124 However, for teenagers over the age of eighteen,
most teachers in the sample felt they should have the right
to drink.

Table 34 indicates that 64 percent of the respon-

'-'::

~-~~
=!_-----~-~------

--

~---

dents felt drinking should be legal for eighteen year olds.

TABLE 34
TEACHERS' OPINIONS ABOUT LEGALIZING DRINKING

L---------~---FO~ETGHTEEN-YEKR-OLDS:~r__:-~~~~-------------

Teachers Answering "True"
Statement

·----~------~---------------

Number

Percent

------ ---·----1------·--should be legal
foi eighteen year olds.

Dr~nking

341

' •.1:-

-----·--·. ,,
.-:~

-----·------L.·~---------~--------

Views on Intoxication
Five statements about intoxication were given the
teachers.

Their responses are presented in Table 35.

More

than one out of three respondents felt that it is all ri.ght
to get drunk once in a while (however, only 6 percent felt
that it's all right to get drunk whenever one feels like it)
and one out of four said they do enjoy getting drunk once in
a while.
£P~~

In Table 35, 71 percent of the teachers said that

hate to see a person drunk, but of those same teachers,

57 percent ffiid that _theg friends do not mind a person

-------
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becoming drunk as long as he doesn't disturb
other:
people.
.
.
Apparently these teachers

vie~d

themselves as being less

tolerant of drunkenness than were their friends.
:::;:;~---

---

--~--------

TABLE 35

TEACHER VIEWS ON INTOXICATION

Teacher Response
Statement
About
Intoxication

True
No.

False
%

No.

l:It'.-s-a-fi-rig-hr-_-i:o-get----f--· 34___();......-r---5 oz;
drunk r.vhenev~?r you feel like
it.
2. It's all right to get
drunk once in a while as long
as it doesn't get to be a
habit.
3. No matter how much I like
a person, I hate to see him
drunk~

4.

187

35

348

65

382

71

159

29

137

26

L~oo

74

306

57

228

43

L

I enjoy getting drunk
once in a while.
5. Most of my friends don't
· mind a. person getting drunk
if he doesn't do things that
disturb o~g~q.J?.l~_.,'---------

%
94

-------·--""---···---·----·

Situational Drinkj_ng
Drinking, for the

respondents~

appearErl to be more

appropriate i.n some situations than others.

Table 36 indi ··

cates that small parties, a married couple having dinner, or

-

---~--

------~~-
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a person at a bar with friends of the same sex, were situations in

~vhich

teachers felt most free to drink.

On the
"~~

other hand, most teachers felt i.t is not appropriate to
drink when playing with their small children or when they
are about to drive. an automobile.

Very few teachers felt

free to become drunk in any of the situations presented.

when at a bar with friends, and six out of ten felt free
to have one or tt-w drinks
spouses.

~11hile

having dinner with their

It is noteworthy that only 2 percent of the

teachers felt it is permissible to be high when about to
drive and none of them felt it is all right to be drunk
in that situation.

~-------~----·

II

111[1[.[[

TABLE 36
THE h~OUNT WHICH TEACHERS FEEL FREE
TO DRINK IN VARIOUS SITUATIONS
".It

'.

Amount of Drinlking

I

l
The Teacher's
Drinking Situation

-72

13

--m

5Z

N+
178

331

61

201

37

12

Noo
host (hostess) of
a small party or get together
• • • a father (mother)
playing with his (her)
small kids
a husband (~.vife)
having dinner with his
~·life (husband)
• • • ~.man~ (woma-~) ;':t at
c; _bar w~t~ ~ome o~ h.,_::; male
<.female) .t.r~ends
• • • a rrian (woman). about
to d~ive his (her) car
j
•

•

0

~---~

I

-~--~:

·

1 One or two
!drinks
but not OK to be high ~etting ~runk
,~nough to make but not drunk~~s somet~mes
one high
all right

No Drinking

. . . tne

~-----

%

No.

%

No.

al

33

iT

-z

t--1

2

2

a

"

%

•0

l'V
I

60

11

51

9

368

67 ·

327

60

1318

25

21

4

1

260

48

20:5

38

30

6

I

170

31

9

2

0

0

I
i

aLess than one percento

1!.111,::1

Ill
1

1

1

IIi

I",,::

I

•

I

. 1.".-'1,

:1

- 128 As was briefly discussed in Chapter Two, several
authorities attribute a portion of drinking problems to
the ambivalence which people have toward consuming alcoholic beverage~'. 6

Although there is an appealing logic

this theory is minimal.

Part of the difficulty appears

This question arid the teacher's response

to it are presented in Table 37.

TABLE 37

TEACHER ANB IV ALENCE TO\•TARD DRINKING

:r.

Statement-

Teachers Anst-7ering "True"

Frequency of Drinking (Any Amount)
The frequency \A7ith which respondents drank any amount
of alcoholic beverages is presented in Table 38.
teachers (59 percent) drank

bet~veen

vJeek and two or three times a month.

- -6 - -

~=~-==-=:-:=-~--o=,--~~-~

::::::--=-~----=-=-=-=---

;::; -~---- -=:=-------.-:.=

to their arguments, the research which directly supports

toward drinking.

~

-----

Most of the

three or four times a
About 16 percent drank

see Pages 48 to 50 in Chapter II.

- 129 more often than this and 14 percent drank less frequently.
I

As a group, there were less abstainers among these teachers

:~
~---

than had been found in general population studies.
~1

Only

percent of the teacher respondents stated they did not

drink.

This is considerably less than the 32 percent found

by Cahalan 7 and the 37 percent reported by Harris.a

It is

doubtful, however, that the teaching occupation was the maj,_...o=r_________
determining variable.

Harris suggests that the young adult,

the better educated, men as a group, those living in cities

or suburbs, and the more affluent are all less likely to
'9

abstain.

Each of these variables were typical of the teacher

J3'ainple found in the present investigation.

Frequency of Drinkj_ng (Larger Amounts)
Table 39 shows the teachers' response to a question about drinking larger amounts of alcoholic beverages.
Although there are numerous other variables which determine drinking effect, such as body weight, food in stomach,
-mood, etc., in most cases the consumption of five drinks in
--------~-------

7non Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M~ Crossley,
~-~12~£:-?E.J?Yi:Q.kigg_ Pr_ac !:.i£EE.§!. (New Brunswick, N;w Je1~sey ~
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), p. 19,

~ouis Harris and Associates, j\m~:tz.i..~a!)__ll!=•.!).tude§_
Toward Alcohol and Alcoholics, a survey of public opinion
prei)ar'eii-for theNa-fio"nai-fnstitute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 2.
9

Ib id. , p. 2.

- 130 a short period of time wi 11 be related to a "high" or sl:ig1dy
intoxicated state.

Table 39 indicates that two-thirds of

the teachers almost never had larger amounts of alcoholic
beverages.

..,;j-

----------~------~-=

About 9 percent dhl have at least five drinks

more than "once in a li7hile."
with Table 38
~-------=o=n~P~a,ge

I~

Table 39

\vhen cross -tabulated

is used to create the Drinker Typology found

136.

TABLE 38

FREQUENCY OF DRINKING A~l A~OUNT OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES AMONG TEACHERS

Teacher Response
Frequen.:y of
Drinking (Any Amount)
'~.7'

r-·- Three
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7~

8.
9.
10~

11.
12~

or-ii1ore-tinie_s_a day
Two times a day
Once a day
Nearly every day
Three or four times a week
Once or twice a week
Two or three times a month
About once a month
Less than once a month, but
at least once a year
Less than once a year
I usE.'!d to drink, but do not
now
I have never had any beverages containing alcohol
Total a

--.. ---·-..--.. -.. .

.

~----·#<--~ -----~.-

. Percentage
Number
___
f ___________
i ___

5
31

1
6

46

8

91

17

139

16

39
40

7
7

22
18

4
3

23

. . -... --~- . ~-...,

I
.....

26

89

±

546

-.J~------·---

L.~
-------100b

·-,--..

--~-~

aDoeG not include four cases for \-<7hich there was
no information available.
bpercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

=------

-

-

------

-·--·------

- 131 TABLE 39
FREQUENCY OF DRINKING FIVE OR
MORE DRINKS AMONG TEACHERS

1-

1'

"' ___
""---·,_

----------------

Teacher Response

Frequency of
Drinking
(Five or More)

Number

Nearly every time
More than half the time
Less than half the time
Once in a while
Almost never
Total

·Percentage
a

1

16

3
6

30

120

24

335

67

502

lOOc

· aPercentage less than ., 5 percent.
bnoes not include forty-eight cases for which there
1;>7as no in forma. t ion.
·~
cPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
r~unding procedures.
Reasons for Drinking
The importance of studying reasons or motivation
10
for drinking are cited by Riley, et al.
Table 40 gives
reasons why teachers drink.

As Riley found in his nationwide

survey, ll most of the respondents in the present investi.gatim .·
-~·--"-

stated they drink for social reasons.

Personal reasons such

as "it helps me to relax" or "forget my worries" di.d not

ap~ar .

l

to be as important.

10John H. Riley, Jr., Charles F. Marden and Marcia
Lifshitz, "The Motivational Pattern of Drinldng, ;, ..Quarterl.Y.
J 01dE.!l_~l_.s> f S~y.d te S_9.!} Alc o1121, Vo 1 ume 9, Number 3, (Dec ember,
1948), pp. 353-362.
11_1bi.sL_

·'---
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TABLE 40
SELECTED REASONS TEACHERS GIVE FOR DRINKING
"'
'"'--

---:·-------·;---------

------------------·--------~--------------------------

Importance of Reason
Reason··
for
Drinking

_ ;::_-;T~~~~~l~~

-----------------!-~1'1.0 •

./o

l'lO •

all
at

· l o - -1'iUI~.-----'l/~;---------+-/- - !

·-sg-rz"-

r.-rCTri.nit-Secatise it
.~s·zmakes social occasions
more enjoyable.
2. I drink because it
48
9
237 47
helps me to relax.
3. I drink because I
12
2
93 18
need it when I am tense
and . nervous.
4. '' I drink because a
6
1
4.2
8
drink helps me to for,,
E£ti, .mY.3J..Q.r;:_t~.!..- ____L__·----"*"----

224

4/.J..

40Lf

79

·---'---------

Friends or Relatives with Drinking Problems
The number and percentage of teachers who had
friends or relatives with drinking problems was measured
by asking the question, "Have you ever had a relative (or
friend) vJith a serious drinking problem?"

Tt:1ble 41 shows
-------

that 50 percent of the teachers said they ha.ve

:::~

friend vlith

a drinking problem and 58 percent said they have a relative

with a drinking problem.

These percents are somewhat

higher than those found in other studies.
in surveys of members of

tt~o

Globetti found

i>Ussissippi communities

that 17 to 28 percent had friends or relatives with

- l33 -

problems related to drinking.lZ,l3,14

Harris in his national

survey

found 37 percent of his sample have friends with
problems. 15 This may in part be explained by the relatively
young age of the teachers.

Harris notes that in his survey

"youug people eighteen to twenty-nine and those thirty to
forty-nine years of age are far more likely to know someone
~-iffii

a drini<.lng prob-J.:-em-(-4-5-perc-ent-and-4-1-pe-!'s-en-t-)-than.---------older people." 16 Eighty-two percent of the teachers in the

present study fell into these two age groups.

12Gerald Globetti, "Attitudes Toward Educa.tion About
Alcohol and Alcoholism .A..m.ong Community Members in Clarksdale,
Mississippi" (State College, Mississippi: Mississippi State
University, 1967), p. 16.
13Gerald Globetti and Walter H. Bennett, "Attitudes
Toward Alcohol Education Among Community Members in Tupelo,
Mississippi" (State College, Mississippi: Mississippi State
University, 1967), p. 15c
F- ----

14Gerald Globetti, "Attitudes Toward Alcohol Educat:kn:
A Comparative Study of Negro and White Community Hembers, 11
(State College, Mississippi: Mississippi State University,
Augu. s t , 19 67) , p • 21.

l~jouis Harris and Associates, /@~ert£EP AttitUQ~~
_r_q_w,ard Alco,ho~ and i\lcoholics, a survey of public op:Lnions
prepared fOr the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Study Number 21..38, December, 1971), p. 18.
16---b.
:l
.!._g_..!.,
p. 20 .

-

=-~··--~
~------
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TABLE 41
TEACllliRS WHO HAVE FRIENDS OR RELf\TIVES
WITH SERIOUS DRINKING PROBLEMS

Teachers

Person With
Drinking Problem

Number

I

Percentage

-------=-==~~~----~~=--------~:r~~=====9~~~~==~------~------

Friend with drinking problem
Relative with drinking problem

273
314

I

so
58

Statements About Alcoholism
The problem of who is an alcoholic or what is
?alcoholism t·Jas presented to the teachers in the prinkigg
· Practices and Alcohol E_9:g_c;:_ation

~esti9nnaire.

As shown

in Table 27, 85 percent or more of the teachers agreed
that drinking more than a pint of v7hiskey a day makes
a person an alcoholic, or tb.at alcoholism is a mental
condition, or a failure of adjustment to life's circumstances.

r----

Only a few teachers felt one is born with
----------

.:----

---~~-

alcoholism.

More than a fourth of the teachers felt that

alcoholism is the result of moral weakness.

For the most

part, teachers strongly agrred with statements which link
alcoholism to the individual's failure to adjust and generally rejected those statements v1hich imply that alcoholism
results f:r.om conditions outside of the individual's control.

I'

I II '

.

- ·-

- - --

''-'-1--<C ·---·'-'-·~·-·-~---·--·--~---

TABLE.42
TEACHER VIEWS ON ALCOHOLISM STATEMENTS

-

·r.----- .

A person who drinks at least

a pint of whiskey a day should be
considered an alcoholic.
2. Alcoholism is a mental condition or mental illness.
3. Alcoholism is a physical condition or illness of the body.
4. Alcoholism is a result of
physical conditions or defects
people are born with.
5. Alcoholism is a failure of
adjustment to the circumstances
of one's life.
6. Alcoholism is the result of
social conditions outside the
individual's control.
7. Alcoholism is a sign of moral
weakness.

I~

il
II
II
:I

:,1,

i

---------.

Teachers. Responding "y)·es" to ~tatem:~--

Statements
~

I

I

~

Percentage

. Number

-s.s--

,---~52

I

463

85

342

64

''

14

76

·I
~

w

U1

I

462

86

108

20

157

29

d

I-\

--------
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Drinking Typology
By cross-tabulating the "Frequency of Drinking 11

"= - - - ~--~ ------~=---=- ---

categories of Table 38 and the "Frequency of Drinking Five

s-=-=----

~

or More Drinks" categories of Table 39 according to the
definitions given for "Heavy, Moderate, Light, Infrequent,
and

~o

Drinking (Abstinence)," (Chapter I, Page 21), a

drinking typology was developed.

This typology will be

used later in the cross-tabulations of teacher characteristics, drinking practices, and choices of alcohol education models.

The number and percentages of teachers fitting

into the various drinking categories are found in Table 43.

TABLE 43

THE CLASSIFICATION OF TEACHERS INTO
FIVE DRINKER CATEGORIES

Teacher

Drinker
Category
Number

Percentage

Heavy ·--------t------8:::-:7=-------+----16
Moderate
164
30
Light
192
36
Infrequent
37
7
Abstinent
--------~6~3--------·~------12~------Totalb
541
100c
......._..__
.

----·---------------

____ __

.___~

aThe five drinker categories are defined in
Chapter I, Page 21.
bnoes not include nine cases of no information.
Cpercentages may not add up to 100 as a result
of rounding procedures.

---------
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Questions About Alcohol Education
---------·--------------

·-:~~
..;----------~---

In planning alcohol education programs ·several
basic administrative questions become important. 1 7 The
Drinking Practices and Alcohol Education Questionnaire
presented a number of such questions to teachers who were

who have taught it in the past, and to those who have never
taught alcohol education.

Occasionally, there were slight

differences among the responses of these groups, but for
the most part these were not significant.

In Tables 44

through 51, the combined responses are presented.
As indicated by Teble 44, 96 percent of the high
'ischool teachers felt that alcohol education should be included.
·in the curriculum.

The 1971 Harris nationvd.d.e survey found

that 80 percent of the public endorsed high school courses
on alcohol and drinking problem~. 18

Globetti reported

17The investigator is aware of the possibility of
expending too much effort on administrative questions and
following Bacon's and Hochbaum's suggestions would caution
the interested reader to focus on '\vhat" he should be
teaching before he concerns himself with the 11 how." See
Unite.d S.tates Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Alcohol Education Conference Proceedings (Washington, D.C.:
u.-s·:--Governme~nftrrinffng-O'fiTce;'11arcn; 1966) t p. 13 and
p. 35.
18Louis Harris and Associates, _t.meri~?.!J._Atti~~~~~
Toward Alcohol and Alcoholics, a survey of public opinion
prepare~for-fhe Natfonar-Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (Study Number 2138, December, 1971), p. 98.

___, ___

------- - - - - - -

- 138 approximately the· same percentage in his study of Clarksdale,
Mississippi. 19 It is interesting to note that despite these

§_

teachers' awareness of crowded curricula, they appeared to
support the inclusion of alcohol education somewhat more
than the general public.

n-----------------------TAJ1LE-44~-------------------

Nill1BER AND PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS WHO STATE
THAT PJ..COHOL EDUCATION SHOULD BE PART OF
THE HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUH

Teacher Responsea
Alcohol
Education
Question

-----Yes

No.
Should alcohol education
be part of curriculum?

52.2

No

%
96

No.

%

23

4

aDoes not include five cases of no information.

Another indication of the high school teachers'
-

="-------o--·-~---~-o-.---=

support of alcohol education was their response to a question
about teaching a unit on alcohol educationo

Table 45 implies

that 83 percent of the respondents would not feel uncanfortable

19Gera1d Globetti, "Attitudes Tov.1ard Education About
Alcohol and Alcoholism Among Community Members in Clarksdale,
Missj_ssippi" (State College, Mississippi: Mississippi State
University, 1967), p. 14.

- 139 teaching about alcohol.

This is considerably higher than the

findings· of Muffoz and Parada in their study of Chilean
20
teachers of Greater Santiago.
In this study, Munoz
found that only 28 percent said they would be willing to
participate in an alcohol education program.

Of co.urse, the

differences between the two findings is most likely attribut{l------a!:tb-l-e-te-t-he-w-e-r-El-i-n-g-e-f~~Re-f!~ae-s-~i-e-a-s-a-a-cl-pe-r-h-a-p-s-~e-t-lle-e-u-1-----~-----------_~_-___-_

tural differences of the two groups of teachers.

·TABLE 45
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS WHO ARE OR
WOULD BE UNCOMFORTABLE ABOUT TEACHING
A UNIT ON ALCOHOL EDUCATION
l

-·----=~====~~==============================

:::~''=======
~

,. Teachers Answering "True"
Statement

I would be uncomfortable
about teaching a unit on
alcohol educationo

Number

PeD:"cent.

91

17

-------------;
--------

When asked which course should include a section
on alcohol education, most respondents (58 percent) felt it
belongs in a health course.

About 17 percent felt it should

20Luis C, Munoz and Ai'da Parada, "Teaching About
Alcoholism :i.n Schools," Alcohol ~and Al~coholisrn, edited by
Robert E. Popham (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1970), pp. 360-367.

- 140 be in some type of science course. 21

Table 46 shows the

number and percentages of the teachers' responses.

~

..
=

---

------

-~=o~~~~-=-=~=

-

-

:::-----:---:--:_-.----=___, __________ _

TABLE 46
TEACHER OPINION ON WHICH COURSE SHOULD INCLUDE
A MAJOR SECTION ON ALCOHOL EDUCATION

High School
Course

i

Biological Science
Driver's'Education
Health
Physical Education
Science - Other
Social Studies
GState Requirements Course
Other (Psychology, Civics, etc.)
Tota1

8

Teacher Response
~----------~------------

Number

Percent

26
21

5

258

58

5
50
54
23
29

1
11
12
5
7

6

~---~~-----+------~----

466

aDoes not include eighty-·four cases of no information.
bPercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding procedures.

21 This is contrasted to a Mississippi study conducted in 1966 by Pomeroy and Windham, where three-quarters
of the teachers favored including it in a science course.
The remaining teachers favored incorporating it in Physical
Education. See G. S. Pomeroy and G. 0. Windham, "Attitudes
of Selected Adult Groups Toward Alcohol Education' 1 (State
College, Hississippi: Mississippi State University, SO.-AN.
Report Number 4, August, 1966), p. 12.

.:----

-

- -------

·- 141 Tables 47 and 48 present data on the grade levels
and the number of classroom hours which would be appropriate·

~-

--

---

-----

-

=-·~=~~~~~~~--~

;-:

for teaching an alcohol education unit.

Thirty-two percent

of the teachers felt alcohol education should begin in the
seventh grade.

In the tenth grade, 63 percent felt alcohol

education should be included.

Although the teachers may have

level, most of them run not feel the elementary school is the
best level to teach about alcohol.

Table 48 shows that most

high school teachers felt eight to twenty hours per year
· should be spent on alcohol education.

TABLE 47
..,.
;;.i

THE GRADE LEVELS IN ~JHICH HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
FEEL ALCOHOL EDUCATION SHOULD BE INCLUDED

Teacher Response
Grade Levels
Number
Kindergarten
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Seventh Grade
Eighth Grade
Ninth Grade
Tenth Grade
Eleventh Grade
Twelfth Grade
A 11 Gr aq~~'!.JJ~.-1 ~ )__~_..._.
8

2
4

4

10
25
43

83

--

Percentage
a
1

1

2
5
8
15

176

219
286

32
40
52

347
256
267

63
47
49

~l------~----·--~8_______

Less than one percento

=----------

- 142 TABLE 48
THE NUMBER OF CLASSROOM HOURS PER YEAR
WHICH TEACHERS FEEL SHOULD BE
SPENT ON ALCOHOL EDUCATION

-

--

-----

--

~-~ --~-

================~======================·-

Teacher Response

Hours Per
Year

Number
One
Two to Four
Five to Seven
Eight to Ten
Eleven to Twenty
Twenty-On~ to Thirty
More than Thirty Hours

1

Percentage
a
7

36
84
141
138
69
41

17
28
27
14
8

510'

lOOc

---------~---------~------~--------

Totalb

~-----------------------·~------------------~---------------------'I,

aLess than one percent.
("-

bDoes not include forty cases of no information.
cpercentages may not add up to 100 as a result of
rounding pro9edures.

A question which is often discussed, concerns the
advantages and disadvantages of merging drug education and
alcohol education.22

Teachers were asked their opinion about
------·~-----

------------

this question.

Table 49 indicates that almost nine out of

ten felt alcohol education should be included with education
about other drugs.

22Godfrey Hochbaum, "Learning and Behavior -- Alcohol
Education for lvhat?" A~cohol Educatj,o,n Conference Proceedings
(Washington, D. C.: U. S. Department of Health, Education, arrl
Welfare), p. 35.

-

~~

~~~-

-~-~~

-~-

- 143 TABLE 49
TEACHERS' OPINION ABOUT COMBINING ALCOHOL EDUCATION
WITH EDUCATION ABOUT OTHER DRUGS
~=~--~===~~===--

-

;::;;:_-===-=-=---

Teachers Answeri!lg

11

True"

to-:-

Statement
Number

Percentage

------------------------------~---------------r-------------

Alcohol education should be
combined ~7ith education
about other drugs.

469

l

89

--

-

-

-

-

--

~

-------

-

-

.--

Some teachers seem quite concerned about not
having adequate equipment or materials, especially in diffi·d(llt subjects such as alcohoJ education.

Hochbaum suggests

that this concern may in part be related to improper or
incomplete training. 23 To obtain a perspective on this
aspect, teachers were asked if they were having or would
have difficulty in finding good alcohol education materials.
The results presented in Table 50 shmv that two-fifths of them
were concerned about finding materials.

A chi-square test of

independence between the alcohol educators and non-alcohol
~---

---

~=-~===-=----====--======

educators revea'k:rl no true differences.
seerred to be operating.

One or two factors

Either non-alcohol educators had

23Godfrey Hochbaum, "Learning and Behavior--Alcohol
Education for Hhat?" Alcohol F!.ducatio~rence -~roceeding_§.
(Washington, D.C.: U. S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare), p. 35.

=
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an awareness of the difficulty in obtaining alcohol education
materials whichwas similar to those teaching the

course~

or

more likely, there may have existed a feeling in about

===~=====~~
reo
-

two-fifths of the teachers that materials of any kind are
inadequate or not available.

What is being measured by the

question may not be the difficulty in finding alcohol educa-

of all materials.

More research is needed in this area.

TABLE 50

DIFFICULTY OF FINDING MATERIALS ON ALCOHOL
EDUCATION BY ALCOHOL EDUCATORS
AND NON-ALCOHOL EDUCATORS
.<,--

-

- :-=r=-.

Teacher Responsea

'·

S.tatement
About
Haterials

.
Alcohol
Educators

-No.

True, I have had (would
have) difficulty in
find in g appropriate
alcoho 1 education
rnateri.als.
False, I have not (would
not have)difficulty in
find in g appropriate
alcoho 1. education
~ateri als.o
'
-

Non-Alcohol
All
Educators Educators

77

%

No.

38-

120

%

4i

%

L}O
197--~-----

128

62

171

59

299

60

-·

>

mation.

No.

Chi-square = 1.92
df = 1
p
.05
a
Does not include fifty-three cases of no infor-
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Table 51 presents the responses to three questions
regarding the value of alcohol education.

About three-fourths

of the teachers felt that alcohol education is of value to

·--E~-~=~--o-:~~-=~--::7

:....1 _ _ _ _ _

--------

teenagers and just a little less felt it has an effect on
later adult drinking patterns o

~.Jhen

However,

asked whether

the requ{rement for alcohol educ_ation tvas an· effective policy
":--____.o_r_jus_t__a____s_y_mb_o_lie__ge_g_t_u_r_e__o_nly~_2_p_ercen t fe 1 t it was

effeoti--"w.~---~---

TABLE 51
TF.ACHER RESPONSES TO VALUE STATEMENTS
ABOUT ALCOHOL EDUCATION

l'

- ----- · -

-

-

-

Teacher Response 8

Statement

T'rue

.-

No.

r:- In

my experience, alcohol
educ at ion ha.s some good effects
on t eenage drinking.
2. In my experience, alcohol
educ at ion in high :3chool has
some good effects on later adult
drin king patterns.
3. State requirements for
alco hol education have been
more a symbolic gesture than
..illl....§ £f~ctive :Qolicy •
....

False
%

No.

%

355

74

128

26

325

71

136

29

437

88

62

12

---

aFor Statement 1, there were sixty-seven cases of
no information; for Statement 2, there were eighty-nine cases
of no information; and for Statement 3, there were fifty-one
cases of no information.

----·----·-

------
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Cross-Tabulations of Teacher Characteristics
and Preferences For Alcohol EducatrmoModels

~-~---~

- - -

In this section the results of cross-tabulating
-

--------~------

teacher characteristics with their preference for alcohol
education models are presented.
are described:

The following variables

Age and Sex, Harital Status, Respondents

i-------'"t·J-i-1;-h-G-h~-1El-ret1-,-Br-:i:I"rk-:i:ng-6-a-tego-r-:i:es--,-F-r:i:end-s-or-Re-1-at-:i:ve-s,-------_-_-~-=----=----

With Drinking Problems, Views on Teenage Drinking, Causes
of Alcoholism, and Religious Categories.

For each of these

variables sex is controlled alloli?.ing a more detailed analysis.

Age and Sex (Table 52)
Both male and female respondents most prefer.red ·the
Objective Facts Hodel and least preferred the Temperance Model.
Generally differences in preference between men and women
~un:m

only with the Values Clarification Model (37 percent

of the women

~rted

it compared with 27 percent of the men)

and with the Temperance Model (7 percent of the women

~ported

it compared with 13 percent of the men).
- - - - -

The younger teachers, aged twenty-four to twentynine most ·preferred the Values Clarification Model while those
in their forties gave the strongest support to the Objective
Facts Model.

Relative to the other age categories, the

Responsible Drinking Model

w~

supported by the young and

least supported by those in their forties.

For those aged
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twenty-four to twenty-nine the Te!'fiperance Model was the
least appealing. · Although not strongly supported by any

F'

~--·-· ~

age group those respondents aged fifty or more would be
'

'

;::;==--==

the least offended if they had to,use the Temperance Model.
Differences among age groups of the total sample were
statistically significant at the .01 level.
y controtring for sex

and~naiyz-i-rrg-the-var±ous:~--------

age groups it can be seen that most of the young respon-

•

dents' support for the Values.C\arification Model came
from the young women; that middle-aged women accounted
for much of the support for the Objective Facts Model;
''and that it was the men who accounted for the older teachers'
.relatively high preference for the.Temperance Model (more
;t,than one out of four men aged. fifty or more prefered the
Temperance Model).

-----.......l...--------:...~__.;...-----~~=,~~--·---·--·~·····--·-··--

TABLE 52
PREFERENCE FOR ~~COHOL EDUCATION MODELS
BY AGE AND SEX, IN PERCENT
-1,

N

Age and Sex

Objecth~e

Responsible
Drinking
Hodel

Temperance
Model

Facts
Model

Values
Clarification
Model

Total Sample

494

11

16

43

31

Men

302
192

13
7

16
15

44
41

27
37

109
185
119
81

.4
12
8
19
Chi-square

21
17

33
43

42
28
30
24

~.Jomen

Age 24 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50+
Men
Age 24 - 29
30 - 39
40 - L~9
50+

L~2

125
84
51

=

so·

11

-1

25.42

14

5
13
7
26
Chi-square = 24.40

31
17
11
14

3
10
11
7
Chi- Square -

15
17
11
13

df

d£

9

44
P < .. ~n

= 9

36
43
48
47
p < .01

29
27
35
14

31
43
57
40

51
30
20
40

=

f-l

~

(X)

Women
Age 24
30
40
50

- 29
- 39
- 49

67
60
35
30

+

'

lff~~"l

I

df - 9

p > .. ;...,..__ _ _ _ _ __

•

I
!

I

Ill

Marital Status (Table 53)
Most support for the Temperance Model came from

~-·-··_·_

those teachers who had. never married and the least support
from those teachers who w.ere divorced or separated.
respondents tenred

tD

Married

choose the Responsible Drinking Model

slightly more than those who were divorced and those who had
never married.

Both the Objective Facts and the Values

Clarification Models received the most support from teachers
who were divorced or separated.

Married respondents were the

least likely to prefer the Values Clarification

Model~

tvhile

least support for the Objective Facts Model came from those
who

had

never married.
When sex was controlled it was shown that almost

:·!no women who were divorced or separated supportEd the Temperance
Approach.

One out of tv70, however did support the Objective

Facts Hodel.

Men

~;v-ho ~:re

divorced or separated preferred either

the Values Clarification Approach or the Objective Facts
Approach~

and only a small percentage supported the Temperance

or Responsible Drinking Models.
=--------~----·~
~--------

----------------------------------------------------=======-~=========IL=====o-=-==~=-===-===-======P=========-=--=------------==-----------~

I l'i'l
I
,I
I

III,J
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- 151 Respondents with Children (Table 54)
Re~pondents

with teenage children were most com-

fortable using the Objective Facts Approach toward alcohol
education

and least likely to advocate the principl,es of

moderate or responsible drinking.

Although the differences

were not great there was a slight increase in support for
the Temperance Nodel as the teachers' children became
older. 24 The opposite was true for the Values Clarification
Nadel:

teachers were more likely to support it when their

children were young.
Analyzing differences between men with children
vi

and women with children, it tvas shown that more men sup-

1:

ported

the Temperance Approach than Has true for women..

'·' ·· Women with teenage children most frequently supported the
Objective Facts Approach and least often preferred the
Responsible Drinking Nadel.

----

24More in depth examination may reveal that it
is the age of the teachers and not the age of the~ children \vhich partially accounts for this situationo

--------------------------------------~~~~--------==--==-===-======--=-=='=-======================~========-==--=-----------===-=----------~

TABLE 54

PREFERENCE OF TEACHERS FOR EACH ALCOHOL EDUCATilON
MODEL BY RESPONDENTS WITH CHILDREN
AND SEX, IN PERCENT

No children
Children age ~ 12
Children age 13 - 20
Children age 21 ±_ __

101
48
34
26

10
6
6
b

13
19
9
15 __ _

38
42
62
39

40
33
2L~

46

aSome respondents have children in more than one agel category~
bToo few cases to analyze.

i,: 1:

I

I

I.
I
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Drinking Categories (Table 55)
·. As might be expected the less respondents drank

.

~~---

...,....,~-~~-~~-

r:

~-==-..o._~~~~=

the more frequently they supported the Temperance Model;
and, for the most part, the more teachers drank

th~

p~~

::::=-----====

more

likely they were to support the moderate or Responsible
Drinking Model.

With the exception of Heavy Drinkers, who

most preferred the Values Clarification Model, all other
categories of respondents most preferred the Objective
Facts Approach.

Differences among the five categories

of drinkers were significant at the .001 level.
It appears that the strongest supporters of the
Temperance Model of alcohol education were the women who
''abstained from drinking and the men who drank infrequently.
Women who ~vere heavy drinkers were most likely to prefer
the Values Clarification Model, and least likely to u&e
the Temperance Appraoch.

Those teachers who drank moder-

ately were most in favor of the Objective Facts Model and
least supportive of the Temperance Approach.
=------- -------

:-=---~=====----=-==-=--=.:=-=-

,_

-

--

TABLE 55

PREFERENCE OF TEACHERS FOR EACH ALCOHOL EDUCATlON
HODEL BY DRINKING CATEGORY A...l\ID SEX, IN PERCENT
•

I

I.

Drinking
Category

N

'T'otal Sample

492

Heavy
Moderate
Light
Infrequent
Abstainer

Temper~nce

Model

Responsible
Drinking
Model

10

16

74
3
146
5
176
10
18
34
62
29
Chi-square = 41.1

20
16
17
12
8

df = 12

Q~)jective
Facts
Model

Values
Clarification
Model

43

31

37
47
44
38
40

41
32
28
32
23

I

p L

.o 01

i-"'
V1

.p.

Hen
Heavy
Moderate
Light
Infrequent
Abstainer

52
96

4
6

14
99
14
36
41
27
Chi-square • 26.98

df = 12

19
17
18
7
12

p L. 01

40
52
43
21
39

37
25
24
36
22

27
38

50
46
34
30
24

w~

Heavy
Moderate
Light
Infrequent
Abstainer

22
50
77
20

21

a

2
5

5
33

23
14
17
15

l~4

50
43

a

aToo few cases to analyzeo

I,

I.
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Friends or Relatives With
Drinking Problems (Tables 56 and 57)
~---··_· _ ·

_·-

.:;;i~~- .... -~-=-<~,....~-

Having a friend or a relative with a serious
drinking problem did not appear to influence these
teacher's preference for alcohol education models.
Tables 56 and 57 indicate that in all cases differences r..vere not signrficant (at the .1-0-levei)oetween
the respondents who have friends or relatives with
serious drinking problems and those who do not.

l

'l

~~= ------==-~~~~=

II

I .. .

,,,,,,,,

TABLE 56

-

PREFERENCE OF TEACHERS FOR EACH ALCOHOL EDUCAT]~ON
MODEL BY RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE A FRIEND WITH
A DRI!:-.TJ.ZING PROBLEH, IN PERCENT

Friend 'VJith A
Drinking
Problem

N ,

Total Sample
Have friend with
drinking problem
Don't have friend
with drinking
problem

, Temperance· Responsible
Drinking
Model
Model

~lbjective

V~lues

Facts
Model

Clarification
Hodel

495

il

16

43

31

296

10

17

42

30

199

., ro

14

43

32

l..!.

Chi··square = • 80

df = 3

I

P 7 .10

t--1

l.•n

0\

Men
Have friend with
drinking problem
Don't have friend
with drinking
problem

188

14

18

45

24

116

12

15

41

32

Chi-square = 2e40

df = 3

I

p

> .10

Women
Have friend with
drinking problem
Don 1 t have friend
t·li th drinking
QEoblem

J,

I

108

5

16

38

42

83

11

13

45

31

Chi-~~~-

u.S2

d~

-. 3

1;:1
"II

.I

I p > .10

I!

1':1!1111

I

I

11"1

l,f
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Views on Teenage Drinking (Table 58)
Respondents who felt that it is permissible for
teenagers (aged fifteen to seventeen) to drink were inclined

~~---

--------

to choose the Values Clarification and Objective Facts
Models of alcohol education.

Those who did not feel teen-

agers should drink were considerably more likely to support
the Temperance Approach than were the respondents who felt
it was permissible for teenagers to drink (14 percent to 6
percent).

Differences between respondents of the total

sample who felt teenage drinking was permissible and those
-, who did not were significant at the • 01 level.
Controlling for sex it
~,, ~10men (1

~Jas

seen that almost no

percent) who think teenage drinking is permissible

'''(' p:t;eferred the Temperance Approach.

Forty-three percent of

the women who felt teenage drinking is
the Values Clarification Model.

pe~~issible

preferred

This is somewhat higher

than the percentage of men who chose the Values Clarification
Approach and felt teenagers should be allowed to drink.

The

differences among male respondents and the differences
o:; _ _ _ _ _
- ___ _____::_____:_

among female respondents regarding their views on teenage
drinking

~;rere

significant at the • 05 le-vel.

·-~--

-------------------------------------------------=-=============-=~===1===,-•===c~-=-======~=~~·=~==~=====p======~~

TABLE 58
PREFERENCE OF TEACHERS FOR EACH ALCOHOL EDUCAT'[ON
MODEL BY RESPO~"'DENTS ' VIEWS ON ·TEENAGE
DRINKING, IN PERCENT

I

Temperance
Model

Responsible orjective
Drinking · Facts
Model
Hodel

Values
Clarification
Hodel

Teenage
Drinking

N

Total Sample

484

11

15

43

31

191

6

16

40

39

45
• 01

26

40

37

18
df = 3

45
p 4.. OS

22

18

38

43

44
• 05

34

Teenage drinking
permissible
No teenage drinking

293

Chi-square

=

14
15.30

15

df = 3

p

j

~

Men
Teenage drinking
permissible
No teenage drinking

114

9

186

16
9.58

Chi-square
Women
Teenage drinking.
permissible
No teenage drink~ng

=

77
107

Chi-sauare

14

1

=

12
10.43

10

df

=3

1

l'

~~

j-o&

VI.

\.0

[·,-,

I
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Causes of Alcoholism (Table 59)
Comparing the four presented causes of alcoholism,
=

.._::

those who felt alcoholism is the result of a moral weakness

-~~==~~~~-

_ _ _ __

C-==-===-----==

most frequently chose the Temperance Approach and least
frequently chose the Values Clarification Approacho

Those

who felt alcoholism is attributable to social conditions
frequently preferred the Values Clarification Approach and
less frequently preferred the Temperance Model.

Sex did

·not appear to differentiate the causes except that, of the
men and women who chose the Temperance Model, women were
'"\less likely to attribute alcoholism to a moral cause (8
~"-·percent to 18 percent)~
~\(Values

Of the respo~dents who chose the

Clarification Approach, the

~·70men

were more li.kely

'·

to attribute alcoholism to a social cause than were male
teachers (40 percent to 32 percent).

=-

=

--------

-~-=--,-_,....,.

. ....,...'"._

-----------

I
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Religious Categories (Table 60)
Generally teachers in each of the religious cate~~-=---===---==-

gories favored the.Qbjective Facts Approach more than the
other models.

As might be expected the High Abstinent

Protestants25 approved of the Temperance Approach more
than other religions.

People of no religion were the least

likely to approve of the Temperance Approach. · The Responsible Drinking Model was most preferred by Catholics (20
percent) and least by the Low or Medium Abstinent Protestants

l

I

(12 percent).

j

Catholics frequently supported the Objective

1
~

·Facts Model (49 percent) while Baptists and other High
.~·

~

Abstinent Protestants less often supported this Model.

The

Values Clarification Model received the most frequent
approval from the people of no religion and the least
frequent support from Catholics.
Both Low Abstinent Protestant women and women
without a religious identification most often chose the
Values Clarification Approach.

This

~vas

not true for men

t-.;ho in every category most frequently preferred the Objective Facts Approach.

25Th

•
'
e P ro t ·es t ant Denom1nat1ons
are divided into
High) Medium, and Low Abstinent groups. See defintions
on Pages 22 and 23.

II

I ~ 111111

l '"

~-~

TABLE 60
PREFERENCE OF TEACHERS FOR EACH ALCOHOL EDUCATION
RELIGQOUS CATEGORY AND- SEX, IN PERCENT
,..---

Religious Category

N

Total-Samplea
Catholic
b
Lov.1 Abs t Prot.
MediQ~ Abst Prot.
High Abst. Prot.
None
0

Temperance

Model

Responsible
Drinking
Model

~ODEL

BY

O'~jective
Facts
Model

-·

420
113
75
49
98
85

11
11
12
10
19

4

-16
20
12
12
16
18

79
45
28
58
46

13
18
11
19
7

20
18
11
19
15

49
38
50
38
46

34
30
21
·40
39

6

3
10
20
c

21
3
14
13
21

47
43
43
40
33

--u

Values
Clarification
Model

43

30
20

49
40
47
39
40

36
31
26
39

Men
Catholic
Low Abst. Prot.
Medium Absf-.- Prot.
High Abst. Prot.
None
Women
- Catholic
Low Abst. Prot.
Medium Abst. Prot.
·High Ab~t. Prot.
None

aJews and other religions are excluded because of tJ)o few cases

18
27
29
24
33
'

27
50
33
28
46

for.-~naJ-ysis.

bProtestants have been divided into Low Abstinence, I Me¢!.ium Abstinence_, and
High Abstj_nence categories as developed by Seifert, 1972. Se1,~ definition for Religious
Categories, Page 21~
cToo few cases to analyze.

1:1

;·11:-

r:J

1-'
0\
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- 164 Summary of ChaRter IV
In the six sections of this Chapter, the findings
• of the survey of California teacher drinking practices and
views toward alcohol education have been presented.

Section

one gives the basic social-demographic characteristics of
the high school teacher sample such as age, sex,cand marital status.

The second section of this Chapter gives the

results of testing seven hypotheses developed as the onset
of the present investigation.

The hypotheses

~vere

designed

to predict differences on selected variables between alcohol
educators and non-alcohol educ'ators and between male educa· tors and female educators.
In.the third section, the support respondents
'

·••gave for the four models of alcohol e.ducation (Temperance,
Responsible Drinking, Objective Facts, and Values Clarification) are presented.

The drinking patterns and vievJs

about drinking of the .550 teachers surveyed are given in
section four.

Included in this section are areas such as:

views on teenage drinking, should drinking be legalized for
eighteen year olds? frequency of drinking, reasons for
drinking, and other related topicso

Section five reports

the findings on a number of pedagogical questions about
alcohol education (what., when, and how should it be taught?).
The results of cross-tabulating teacher characteristics, including their: drinking patterns, with their

=-=-=-~~=----------

--

----
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preference for the four models of alcohol educat_ion are
,_

presented in section six.

In this section nine variables

are cross-tabulated with model preference.
A summary of the investigation and findings is
presented in the next Chapter.

Conclusions and recommen-

dations for further study are suggested •

.

i:::L

--

---

-

~-----
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CHAPTER V
- - - - -

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMNENDATIONS

'=' -_

The present investigation was concerned with
teachers' viev;rs toward alcohol education and the relation

demographic variables.

The study tvas based on a survey of

475 randomly selected high school teachers and 121 teachers
who were currently teaching alcohol edu.cationo

The total

sample of 596 teachers was from twenty-three high schools
located in six school districts of three geographical
·areas (Central Valley, San Francisco Bay, and Southern
California).

Of those sampled 550 or 92 percent completed

the self-administered D_Jd_nking Practices and Alcohol
Education

~esti~nnaire

between April and June of 1972.

As part of this investigation, three areas of
literature were reviewed.

First, studies on general atti-

tudes and opinions about alcohol education in the schools
were discussed.

For the most part, the samples of these

studies were drawn from the general adult population or
from localized teacher populations in Mississippi and
Chile.

Second, four perspectives of alcohol education

were described:

1) The Temperance Approach, 2) The Objective

Facts Approach, 3) The Responsible Drinking Approach, and

- 166 -
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4) The Values Clarification Approach.

An operational

definition of each of these approaches was presentedo
Third, two important national studies which correlated

n-----

drinking practices with social-demographic variables

!2---::-::--------:-:-:-::--::---::-::---::-

were reviewed.

~-==-==----=-~

These studies provided a background

for describing the variable of teacher drinking practices.

As noted in Chapter II, the studies and

expository writings reviewed provided direction and
support for the present investigation.

l!

In Chapter IV selected social-demographic
characteristics of the teacher sample were presented.
These included:

j

Age <Ind. Sexc
were relatively young:

The respondents as a group
Forty.-four percent

~1ere

under

age thirty-five and only 17 percent were aged .fifty
orabove.

There were considerably more male teachers

than female teachers (62 percent to 38 perbent).
Marital Status.
the teachers were married.

Seventy-four percent of
A higher percentage of

males than females v:rere married (8L} percent to 58
·-

-

;:;=::::-.::::--=-=.~

percent).

Females more than males tvere likely to have

never married (27 percent to 8 percent).
Teac_b-.<?L.S With QJgJdreno

About a third of

the respondents did not have children.

Of those that

did, most of them had children under age twelveo
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Racial Groupo

The teachers sampled t-7ere

primarily of the White race.

Only about 8 percent of

the respondents were from minority groups.
Religious Affiliation.

Protestants comprised

53 percent of the sample, while Catholics made up 22
percent and those with no religion, 17 percent.
Ancestry.

About 86 percent of the respon-

dents' ancestors came from some place in Europe or the
United States.
Length of Teaching Career.

Teaching careers

of the respondents ranged from one year to forty-five
years,'iwith the largest percentage teaching between
five and seven years.
J~ch\ng Ar~.

The major teaching areas

most represented were physical education, language
arts, and history.
Number of Alcohol Educators.

Of the respon-

dents, 207 were current or past alcohol educators (38
percent) and 343 were non-alcohol educators (62 percent).
-

-

:.==~-===::::::=
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Summary of Principal Findings

1.

Testing the Hypotheses
Preference for the Values Clarification Model.

The firs~- altern:ative hypothesis stated that alcohol educators and non-alcohol educators will differ in their

cation.

The· results indicated that there v.1ere no signif-

icant differences between these groups of educators.
Edugators' Drinking Patterns.

A second alter-

native hypotheses stated that alcohol educators
;

!

~;..rill

differ

from non-alcohol educators regarding the frequency of
;;,;· having Lmv-None Dri.nking Patterns.

It was found that

alcohol educators had Low-None Drinking Patterns less
frequently than did non-alcohol educators (48 percent to
57 percent).

The differences were significant and,

therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected.
~\!hen

However,

sex was controlled, differences between alcohol edu-

caters and non-alcohol educators were not significant.
Jiel!S.Q.US..

foE_ Drinking.

A third alternative

hypothesis stated that alcohol educators will less often
find it somewhat or very important to drink when tense,
to relax, or to forget worries than will non-alcohol educaters.

It was found that for each of these reasons the

differences were not statistically significant.

- 170 Frien~·or

Problem.

Relative With a Serious Drinking

The fourth alternative hypothesis stated that

alcohol educators tvill more often than non-alcohol edu~--====~~-=

cators have knowledge of a friend or a relative who has
a seri.ous drinking problem.

~~-~- ~-=--==----

::::--=---=-..==---==---

The results indicated that

the differences between these two groups of educators
were not significant.
Views on What Causes Alcoholism.
.I

i

I

i

The fifth

alternative hypothesis stated that alcohol educators will
differ from non-alcohol educators regarding how often
·they attribute alcoholism to moral weakness.

Il

The find-

<ings indicated that the differences were not -significant.

"

~::sixth

alternative hypothesis stated that female teachers

':w:Lll have Low-None Drinking Patterns significantly
more frequently than will male teachers.

The results

indicate that: 63 percent of the female teachers compared to 48 percent of the male teachers had Low-None
Drinking

Patterns~

These differences

~vere

statisti.,---

cally significant and, consequently, the null hypothesis was rejected.
Mal~_9-.ASLFemale

Views on Teenage Drinl£!!g.

The final alternative hypothesis stated that male and
female teachers will differ on hmv conservative they
are about teenage drinking.

The findings indicated

that the differences were not significant.
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Teacher Support for Various Models of Alcohol
Education
Operation.:il definitions. of the Temperance

§ --t:_

Model, the Responsible Drinking Model, the Objective
Facts

Model~

and ·the Values Clarification Model were

presented to the respondents.

They were asked to read

each paragraph for its whole or broad philosophy and

"moderately agree

~vith

it," "don't know if agree or

disagree with it," "moderately disagree tvith it," or
"strongly disagree r,vith it."
It was found that 89 percent of the teachers
·>·agreed

~7ith

the Objective Facts Model (either strongly

or moderately); 66 percent agreed

~vith

the Values

·clarification Model; 62 percent agreed with the
Responsible Drinking Model; and 40 percent agreed
with the Temperance Model.

In addition to

allo~7ing

the teachers to state how much they philosophically
agreed with each of the four Models, they were gi.ven
the opportunity to choose which Hodel they would prefer
to use if they were asked to teach alcohol education.
The results indicated that there were significant
differences regarding the respondents' preference for
the four models.

Most respondents preferred the

Objective Facts Model while the Temperance Model tvas
least preferred.

d

-=--
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3.

Teacher Drinking Practices and Views About Alcohol
i:::i

Teenage Drinkin_g..

A majority of the respondents

t:- ···-----·-·

felt teenagers (fifteen to seventeen years old) should not
be allowed to drink and that laws against teenage drinking
should be more strictly enforced.

However, regarding

teenagers aged eighteen or more, most respondents (64
percent) felt they should have the right to drink.
Views on Intoxication.

About a third of the

teachers felt it is all right to get drunk once in a
while as long as it does not get to be a habit.

A number

of them said they personally enjoy getting drunk once in
a while'.

Seventy-one percent of the respondents said

they do not like to see a person drunk but only 43 percent
:.!t\

indicated that their friends mind a person's getting drunk.
Situational Drinki_ng.

Situations in t-7hich respon-

dents said they feel most free to drink were small parties,
a married couple having dinner, or a person at a bar with
friends of the same sex.

Most respondents felt it was not

appropriate to drink when playing with their children or
~-- ~---------

when they were about to drive a car.
Ambivalence Toward Drinking.

A number of respon-

dents indicated that they were not sure whether drinking is
good or bad.

Thirty-six percent said their "feelings about

drinking are somewhat mixed. 11

Ullman and Chafetz would

probably suggest that this finding supports their general

-

---

--------

- 173 contention that Americans tend to be ambivalent about their
drinki.ng. 1
Frequency of Drinking.

It was found that more of

~'=-=~=-~=-~=~

s

the respondents in this sample dra.nk alcoholic beverages
(89 percent) than has been reported elsewhere.2

to Harris this should be expected

since

sample has a large majority of males, is

According

the present
relaxivel''y~yvo~u"n~g~,-----------------~----.

resides in urban areas, is highly educated, and is generally
affluento
Drinking Typology.

In applying the drinking

'typology developed for this investigation it was· found
:/that. most of the respondents tvere moderate or light drinkers.
Reasons for Drinking.

Most respondents stated

<'that they drank to make social occasions more enjoyable
( 64 percent).

Personal reasons such as "I need it

I am tense and nervous" or "to forget

~vorries"

~vhen

lilere not

as important (20 percent and 9 percent, respectively).
Friends or Relatives

~vith

Drinking_ Problems.

Fifty percent of the teachers said they have a friend
with a drinking problem and 58 percent said they have
a relative with such a problem.

These findings are con-

siderably higher than those reported by Harris and by
1

supra, pp. 48-50.

Z~Up:f§;, p. 64 •
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The differences may be -related to the relatively

young sample of the present study since Cahalan has reported
that younger age groups (twenty-one to thirty-nine) tend to

r:

8
"-.=;-:-----=-:-::--:::-____-_
.~==.:....:==----=-==---=

have more alcohol related problems (and thus are more likely
to have friends and relatives with drinking problems).4
Statements About Alcoholism.
or more o :rhe teachers

Eighty-five percent

felt:-e-n-a-t-dri:nki:ng----nmre-than-a--pi-nt~_- - - - - - - - -

of whiskey a day makes a person an alcoholic or that alcoholism is a mental condition or a failure of adjustment to
life's circumstances.

Only a few respondents felt one is

born with alcoholism (14 percent), while 29 percent felt
·; it is a sign of moral weakness.

·rt 4.

'reacher Opinions on Various Questions About Alcohol
Education
Ten pedagogical questions related to alcohol

education were asked.

The teachers' responses to these

questions were as follows:
1.

Ninety··s:tx percent felt alcohol education
should be part of the high school-curriculum.

2.

About 17 percent would have felt uncomfortable teaching a unit on alcohol education.

3

Supra, pp. 132 and 133.

4 nonald Cahalan, Problem Drinkers (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, Inco, Publishers, 1970), p.-ll9o

_., ___- --e-·

~-=--
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3.

A majority (58 percent) felt alcohol educa-

tion should be part of a health course.

4.

Generally a large percentage of the teachers.
s-=-------~--

favored teaching alcohol education in the
seventh to twelfth grades.

The highest

percentage felt it shouldbe provided in
j~----------------t.t-he----tev.-t-h.-g-:rade-..-----c----------------------

5.

A majority (55 percent) felt eight to
twenty hours per year should be spent on
alcohol education.
Almost nine out of ten respondents (89
percent) felt alcohol education should be
combined w:i.th edueation about other drugs.
Forty percent of the respondents were having
or would have had difficulty in finding appropriate alcohol education materials.

8.

Seventy-four percent felt tha.t alcohol education has some good effects on teenage
drinking.

9.

'

Seventy-one percent felt that alcohol educa-

...... - -- - - - - -

tion in high school has some good effects on
later adult drinking patterns.
1.0.

Eighty-eight percent of the teachers agreed
that State requirements for alcohol education
have been more a symbolic gesture than an
-

effective policy.

- --- -- -----
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Cross-Tabulations of Teacher Characteristics and
Preferences for Alcohol Education Models
~

A_ge and Sex.

--

Statistically significant differ-

ences were found among the different age groups of the
sample.

Generally both male and female respondents pre-

ferred the Objective Facts Model and least preferred the

and women's preferences occured tvith the Values Clarificat:ton Model (37 percent of the women supported it compared
to 27 percent of the men).

A relatively large percentage

of young teachers (especially females) in the sample
preferred the Values Clarification Approach.
~arital

~:

Status.

Men who were divorced or sepa-

rated and women who never married tended to support the
Values Clarification ModeL

The respondents as a group

who were divorced or separated seldom supported the Ternperance Model.
Respondents With Children.

Female respondents

with teenage children most frequently supported the
Objective Facts Model, while women with grown children
preferred the Values Clarification Model.

Male respon-

dents with grown children rarely chose the Values Clarification Model; however, they often supported the Objective
Facts Model.

-·------

- 177 Drinking Categories.

Overall differences among

the five categories of drinking were significant.

Specif'

icaUy, however, the drinking practices of the teachers-_ did

~-~-------

-----------

not appear to affect their preference for the Objective
Facts Model, but did affect their preference for other
models.

The less respondents drank, the more often they

they drank, the more often they supported the Responsible
Drinking Model and the Values Clarification Model.
The infrequent male drinkers seemed to prefer the
Temperance Model more often than the infrequent women
-. drinkers (36 percent to 5 percent).

The same infrequent

male drinkers supported the Objective Facts Model more
often than the infrequent female drinkers (21 percent to
5 percent).

The

Value~

Clarification Approach received

proportionately more favor from Heavy or Moderate female
drinkers (50 and 46 percent) than from Heavy or Noderate
male drinkers (37 percent and 25 percent).
Friends or Relatives
Since differences

~.vere

Wi~h Dr~nking_Problem.

not significant it does not appear

that having a friend or a relative with a serious drinking
problem influenced the

teache~s'

preferences for the alco-

hol education models.
~~~ws_~n~eenage

bet~·7een

I

I
I

Drinkit1&·

Overall differences

respondents who felt teenage drinking was permissible,

- 178 and those t.-Jho did not were significant.

The respondents

who felt teenage drinking was permissible were more inclined
to choose the Values Clarification Approach than were those
who did not want teenagers (age fifteen to seventeen) to
drink.

:~ --

-~

---=

~-~=-~=o=~~~==--~=o~
.:::==--===---

As might be expected those who favored no teenage

drinking more frequently chose the Temperance Model than
those who felt teenage

drinki-ng-vms--pemi-.ss~b-le-..,~----------~----

Causes of Alcoholismo

Comparing the four presented

causes of alcoholism (physical, mental, moral, and social)
those who felt alcoholism v1as due to a moral weakness were
1nost likely to choose the Temperance Model and least likely
~'o/ to prefer the Values Clarifi.cation Model.

The ValueB

'¥Clarification Hodel received the most frequent support

;;~from those who felt alcoholism •.-1as attributable to, social
causes.
Religious Categories.

The Temperance Model was

frequently supported by High Abstinent Protestants and
less often supported by those with no religion.
religious categories, those

~vith

Of all the

no religion supported

the Values Clarification Approach the most frequently and
those of the Catholic religion the least.

Fifty percent

of the female, Low Abstinent Protesta.nts supported the
Values Clarification Model compared to only 27 percent
of the males from the same rel:i.gionso

(
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ConclusiQD& and

Disc~ssio~

·-

lo

Alcohol.educators did not differ significantly

G

~-----.,;; __ ~---~----

from non-alcohol educators regarding their ~--l_l) frequency
of pre.f.erence for the Values Clarification Model o"f al£Q.:.
educatio~,

hol

(2)

~heir

or relatives with drinking J?roblems,

----~ne~·7-1e-dge_o_f_friends

~d

reasons for drinking, (3) their

(4) the frequency with which they attribute

to moral

W.£§!_kne~

alcohol~~

Each of these variables relates to the

teachers' knowledge, attitudes, or practices regarding
alcohol and alcohol educationo

The lack of significant

differences regarding these four variables may reveal prac-1-;

•

·,

'

,..

tices about the selection and training processes of alcohol
·~..(

educators in this sample.

Although the findings cannot be

considered conclu.sive, there is no indication that teacher
attitudes and drinking practices were considered in their
selection to teach about alcohol.

Nor do the results

suggest that the alcohol educators were receiving any
training that differentiated them from other educators.

2.

cators

Alcohol
-·-·-

le~E_.£.f.ten

__

--

educators
in this sample
differed
,__..
.._.__
................

had Lmv-None Drinkin_g Pa.t.tergs !_han did

~.~!.£.~1-_ edu£~~~-

This conclusion strongly suggests

that alcohol educators are not chosen to teach about alcohol
because of their abstinence orientation,

One explanation
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for their higher frequency of Heavy-Moderate Drinking
Patterns is that they are reacting to the "holier than thou
temperance attitude" that was once associated with teaching
about alcohol.

This would be analagous to the "preacher's

~ ---~•-----,-o-.,----~---------

cc
=-:=-~o-==----~:~--'--~=~==

~~~-~~
\....;

_____

kid" who had to prove that he was not a saint.
3.

Hate high school teachers of thi.,? sample

drank alcoholic beverages (any amount an

~arge amounts}~-----------

significantly more often than female teacherso

This

conclusion implies that it is still more acceptable for
men to drink alcoholic beverages than women.

Cahalan

suggests, however, that this situation may be fading
since the proportion of tvomen who drink is increasing
especially among the upper social levels and in the are.9.S
of high urbanization.s

4.

,:There were. no si_gnificant differences between

male and female teachers concerning their views on teenag§.
drinking (age fifteen tg_seventeen years).

It appears that

the variables of earning approximately the same salaries,
attaining a similar education level, and living in the same
urban areas negate or equalize any sex differences with
regard to how conservative or liberal one is about teenage
drinking.

The reference to Cahalan's finding cited in

conclusion (3) seems to also have relevance here.

--------- ·---

5Don Cahalan, Ira H. Cisin, and Helen M. Crossley,
Ar~eri~~rinking Pr~ice~ (New Brunswick, New Jersey:
Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies, 1969), p. 199.

=---

-
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As might be ex:pe.cted from the social-demographic

characteristics of the high school te..§:_9hers_ in this sample 1.

t3

B~~--·--

mg~ot

them were moderate or light drinkers and only a

small percentage were abstainers.

~-

-- -~----~--~--~-.·~~

Harris has reported

that the young adult, the better educated, men as a
group, those living in cities .or suburbs, and the more

these variables characterize the respondents of the present
investigation, the small percentage of abstainers appears
to be partially explained.
6e

Teachers in this sample....,&.enerallv did not

/

:0;,1!'>e _§:llqJi_ed ..J:_Q~_c:!rinJs. a1_£..<2h9lic

bev~r~.§_,_,..,:Qu_t___g

maj o_ri ty

;;1felt that drinking_§.hould be leg.?J~~L_ed_ for _y_quth ageq
eighteen or older.

Most of the teachers apparently do

not agree with the philosophy of innoculating children
with a little sherry as a method of preventing alcoholism. 6
HovJever, the recent granting of adult status to eighteen
year olds seems to bring the California lav7 of "no drinking
until twenty-one years of age" into

question~

The teachers

in this sample may be seeing the incongruity of holding
eighteen year olds accountable as adults for some activities but not others.
6For a brief discussion of this philosophy, the
reader is referred to Morris Chafetz~ International Journal
_Qf PSY£hiag_y (1970-71) ~ pp. 336-337~ - - -

~-~-~~-~
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7.

High school teachers in this sample m9st

often preferred to use ..!;jle Objective Facts Approach toward

li
;c;

alcohol education and least preferred the
Approach.

Temperanc~

..

At least two factors appear to be influencing

B~----

~-----.

the teachers' preference for the Objective Facts Approach
over the Values Clarification, Responsible Drinking, and

presenting "factual 11 information whether it's relevant or
not, is "safer" than taking a stand

11

for" or

11

against11

something (exemplified by the Responsible Drinking and
·. 'Temperance Approaches, respectively).
~.appear

High school teachers

to be continuously caught in the predicament of

8·having to plea.se numerous parents, school board members,

:1

4~. and principals many of whom have divergent views.

'ilhen

faced with the curriculum problem of "what do you do in
an alcohol education class?" it is professionally ,J.ess
hazardous to present facts such as the "chemistry of alco··
hol" than it rtJould be to facilitate an open-ended discussion
about drinking.
Second, high school teachers for the most part
have been trained to teach in the cognitive area.

Only

recently with the writings of Glasser, Rogers, and Brameld
does it appear that public school teachers have been encouraged to deal in the affective domain.

It is suggested that

as teachers learn to integrate both domains of teaching,

-=- - - -
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their students will be better able to handle life bymaking
decisions which are enhancing to themselves and society.
The gaining of this ability seems to be especially relevant

t:~
E_--=-=-=-=- --

to those teachers who have been asked to play a part in
preventing one of societies greatest problems, alcoholism.

So

teacherso

Alcohol education efforts in the high school

They generally felt that alcohol education and

drug edqcation should be combined.

Since the respondents

had different opinions as to what the preferrable model of
alcohol education was, it can be assumed that when a high
-,;

i

·.:.}..

proportion said they think alcohol education is of value
they were referring to "their own" definition or model of

;.),. a 1 co h O.l., e d.uca-~on.
t-.

It might be expected that.if one of

the models of alcohol education had been specified, there
would have been less general support.
the reasons

-~vhy

This may be one of

there is an apparent tendency not to describe

in detail what happens in alcohol education classes.

0:::-------

The survey presented in this thesis was designed
to explore California high school teachers' drinking practices and opinions about various aspects of alcohol education.

It was felt that the study had developed knowledge

in several previously unexplored areas of this complex field.
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However, as new information was gained, several questions
and problems beyond the scope of the present investigation
became apparent.

~-~--·
__

,___.

_··

----------------

These are discussed below as recommenda-

tions for further research.

'·

- - - - -

People Who Teach Alcohol Education
Very few differences were noted between alcohol
educators and non-alcohol educators.

It is suggested that

survey research be designed to explore the selection
processes for alcohol educators.

Are "Spanish teachers

' with reduced class enrollments" as likely to be candidates
/~<.:!
~-.·

for teaching abo·Ltt a.lcoh.ol as are traj.ned health eCh..tcatot·s?

'!

'.·. What draws teachers into this field?
.{!~

much

tr~ining

What kind of and how

do alcohol educators receive?

What do meas-

ures of individual personality reveal about those in this
I

field?
tors?

How do principals and students rate alcohol educaAnswers to these and other related questions would

be helpful in understanding the lack of differences between
alcohol and non-alcohol educators on variables such as
=-------~----------

reasons for drinking and views on causes of alcoholism.
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Other School Pe,rsonnel ·and Comn;J.unity .Leaders
~

Although the. teacher is perhaps the most important

~--'-~---·
·_

=o

-=~--~~-=----~

:;;---.- ___ - . .

-

__ -

-

person in the presentation of q.lcohol education) other school
------

personnel and community leaders h;;J.ve vital· inputs into .what
is done in the classroom.

For this reason it is s:uggested

.,L___ _ ________.__.u.ai:_Survevs similar to the present one be conducted

~vith

school board members, city and county officials, c:tnd
·principals and other school personnel.

From these surveys

a profile of local leaders' views about alcohol education
in the schools could be developed.

Such profiles tvould

~:r''be helpful in deterrr:d.ning tvhich type of alcohol education
;~'approach vmulcl roost like:l.y he successf,..!!l in that community.

·Cultural, Economic,. and Environmental Influences
The largely White, urban population of teachers
studied in this investigation provided little-enlightenment

on cultural, economic, and environmental i.n.fluences on
about alcohol education.
these

varia.bJt~B·

It is suggested tha.t effects of

t1eed to be t!xplorecl prior to· developing

alcohol education programs in other than Hhite, middle

class schools.

vi.e~1s

'

- 186 Prediction and Explanation
The outcomes of various cross-tabulations of
independent and dependent variables presented in this study
suggest that more extensive statistical analysis would be
helpful in predicting and explaining teacher views on alcohol education.

Techniques for multivariate analysis pre-

sented by Hyman7 are recommended for this more in depth
analysis.
Evaluative Studies
The present investigation has shown that alcohol
ed\lcators differ on their preferences for the four models
•

_.j_

oft alcohol education.

As a highly important next step, it

would seem necessary to detennine if these differing
are associated with different student behaviors.
questions need to be answered such as:
drinking practices of

~tudents

vie~vs

Several

"What are the

six months, one year, two

years, and three years after they have been taught a ternperance approach (or one of the other approaches) toward
alcohol education?"

"How do these findings compare to the

follow-up results on other alcohol education approaches?"

If education about alcohol is presented in schools to help

------------

7nerbert Hyman, Sur~~stgn and Ana1Y._~:t.~
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, Ptiblishers, 1955).

~---=-----~~~---~-~

- 187 prevent alcohol abuse, then it appears that seeking answers
to these questions \'>7ould be paramount for program development and the efficient utilization of limited resources.

E-,__-_--__-_-_-

>=--------
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APPENDIX A

THE DRINIZING PRACTICES Ahm ALCOHOL
EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE

=-----~-----

(Deal!.

1)

riD aol:3 1-6)

- 189 DRINKING PRACTICES AND ALCOHOL EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Please answer the questions as frankly as you can.
We are interested in vour answers, so please don• t talk about the
questions with anyone else unt"ll you have finished. Use either pencil
or pen to complete the questionnaire.
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

~..::

e

n-=_=--~==-=---=--=-

ri··----

-=-~~·--~-~~-=-- ~

---=----

~--

Please answer all the questions. Unless other instructions are given,
check only one answer box for each question or part of a question.

-c. . ==~========~~~~~~
------·------------For how many school years have you taught?

1.

(INCLUDE THIS YEAR)

--Years

(7-8)

2. What is you·r ma,jor teaching area no~1? (PLEASE CHOOSE ONE SUCH AS SCIENCE,
MUSIC, ETC)
_ What is your minor teaching area? - - - - - -

3.

(11··121

0Have you ever taught a course that included an identifiable section on
alcohol education?

3)

DYes

1

0

IF YES, as part of ,,.,ha.t course?

No

(CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)

D Biological Science
s D Civics
4 0 Driver Training
5 D Health Education

2

(14)
(15)

rl6)
(171

~Jhen

(22.1

(18~
(19~

(20)
(211

0

H·istory
7 D Physical Education
8 D "State Requi r·ements Course"
9 D Others which?

6

did you last do this? {CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX)

J

D Current school
[J 1-3 years ago
0 4-6 years ago

4

O 7~9

1

2

yeat~s

year·

5
6

?

D 10-12 years ago
0 13-·15 years ago
D f~ore than 15 years

ago

ago

Spring 1972

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR OHN PERSONAL VIEWS
4.
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A recent study indicates that on the average about 75 to 85 percent of high
school students experiment with drinking alcoholic beverages. Keeping this
in mind, please answer the following questions for both male teenagers
(PLACE ANSWERS ON THE LEFT) and female teenagers (PLACE ANSWERS ON THE RIGHT).

...s~--=-=~--====_:---=---------

MALE
TEENAGERS
TRUE
~n

I

j

FE~1ALE

TRUE

FALSE

FALSE

20

0

A.

Teenagers (15-17 years old) should not
be allowed to drink.

10

2

0

B.

Teenagers (15-17 years old) should be
allowed to get drunk once in a while.

(29'\

2

0-

C.

Teenagers (15--17 years old) should be
allowed to drink with friends the same
age.

(30'\

2

0

D.

Teenagers (15-17 years old) should be
allowed to experiment with drinking
only under parental supervision.

2

0

E.

La\'rs against teenage drinking should

10

1 []

2

D

r3n

2

D

(32'\

Questions about your views on drinking and i ntcxi cation
FALSE
2

4'\

2

D A.
D B.

;:; 5'\

10

2

[] c. No matter how much

It's all right to get drunk v1henever you fee 1 like it.
It's all right to get drunk once in a while as long
as it doesn't get to be a habit.
I like a person, I hate to see

him drunk.

6'\

T\

(28'\

be more strictly enforced.

10
10

=

-----

TEENAGERS

2

TRUE
3'\

----

s---~-=---:---=---=---=-----=-

10

ltJ
5.

--

10
10

2

0 D.

2

c·~.I ....
;:'

I enjoy getting drunk once in a while.
Most of my friends don't mind a person getting drunk
if he doesn't do things that disturb other people.

---
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6.

Listed below are sonr-~ situations that people sometimes find themselves
For each one check how much a person in that situation should ·
feel free to drink. Please try to answer as if you .¥Ourself were in
that position.

in.

~~

[_~

t::==-=:~-=-~ -----~-~~

_,_

'Y

~

t

10

20

30

4 (]

(38)

0

20

c)

0

40

(39)

Ha# much drinking is 'al1
right for Y.2.~ as •

..

A.

. • the host (hoste$S)
of a small party or get
•

____

together
·B.

. . • a father (mother)
playing vdth his (her)

1

"

sma·n kids
-

=

c.

. . a husband (wife)
having dinner with his

....,------·--·----

10

2

D

30

40

{lfO)

.•

• a man (woman)
out at a bar \~i th some
of his male (female)
friends

10

20

sO

40

(41 -,

. . • a man

10

20

30

40

(421

~

=------~-

wife (husband)

D.

E.

(woman) about
to drive his (her) car

-
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How often do you have any beverages containing alcohol (wine, beer, whiskey,
liq·uor, g·in, rum, etc.)?
.010

4)

02

0

03

0

0
05 0
06 0
04

0
oa D

07

8.

9

Ll

10

0

20

0

30

0

Three or more t·imes a day
· Two times a day
~~-~-Once a day
Nearly every day
Three or four times a week
Once or t~tti ce a week
Two or three times a month
About once a month
Less than once a month----;-I:ITfE atl east once a year________________
less than once a year
I used to drink, but do not now
I ha··/e never had any beverages containing alcohol
QUESTION 10)

H~importa.nt

fo:i· 'd·rinking?

(SKIP TO

\li/ould you say that each of the following is to you as a reason
(IF YOU USED TO DRINK BUT DO NOT NOH, Jl.NSWER THE QUESTIONS AS

YOU WOULD HAVE HHEN YOU DID DRINK)
-~·

·,

CHECK ONE FOR EACH REASON
Very

JJI1..E£r:t ant

A.

I drink because it makes social

occasions more enjoyable.

B.

I dr-ink because it he 1ps me to

c.

I dtink because I need it
I am tense and nervous.

relax.
~tJhen

Somewhat
Important

Not at all
Important

1

0

2

0

3

0

(45)

1

D

2

D

3

C1

(46)

1

0

2

D

3

0

(l.j. '7)

.

c•

D.
9.

I drink because a drink helps
me to forget my worY'i es.

'"

1

0

2

\~hen you drink~ hov1 often do you have five or more drinks?

10

20
JO

40
50

Nearly every time
More than ha 1f the time
Less than half the time
Once in a while
Almost never

[]

3

0

(48~

-------
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Have you ever had a relative with a serious drinking problem? 1 DYes 2 0 No

11.

Have you ever had a friend with a serious drinking problem?

1

0

Yes 2 D No
~

12.

People feel differently about the problems that may arise from the use of
alcohol. VJhat do you think about each of the following? (FOR EACH QUESTION

1=----,---,:-----=-<~~~~-

,

::::-==--~=-=..:::=

CHECK THE ANS\•JER ~~HICH SEEMS THE BETTER CHOICE)

A.

A person who drinks at least a pint of whiskey a day should be
considered an alcoholic.
·

0

Yes
2 [J No

1

B. Alcoholism is a mental condition or mental illness.
1

2

C.

0
0

Yes
No

Alcoholism is a physical condition or illness of the body.
1

0 Yes

2

D

No

oi·· Alcoholism

is a result of physical conditions or· defects people
are born w·i th.
1

2

E.

0
0

Yes
No

Alcoholism is a failure of adjustment to the circumstances of
one •s life.
1
2

0
0

Yes

No
0"::-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

F.

Alcohol·ism is the result of social conditions outside the
individual's control.
1
2

G.

0
0

0
2 D

30: 1)

No

Alcoholism is a sign of moral weakness.
1

~9-79:~)

Yes

Yes

No

Weak
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VIE'v'JS ABOUT ALCOHOL EDUCATION
.

13.

..

.

.

-

.

..

INSTRUCTIONS: Four paragraphs about Alcohol Education are presented below.
Each paragraph represents a different approach to alcohol education. Read
each paragraph for its whole Ol" broad philosophy and then ansvser the
questions which follow.
Model

11

N'

Alcohol Education consists of imparting information about the nature of
ethyl alcohol, its uses outside the body, the scientific facts of its effects
upon the mind and upon the body tissues when inside the body, a.nd the desirn------=a'oilYty of-eltj-oyi1Tg-the~fti-"l-l-nes-s-af-1-i-f'e-w~-thou-t-alcoboJ-'-s_cLe ce_pt i ve
influences. Alcohol Education should create in the pupils a des~i~r~e~t~o=---=p-=-=r~ev:-:-::e=-=n~t------
effects from drink and to help change prevailing sentiment as to the use of
ethyl alcohol as a beverage. The first effect of a drink is deceptive, the
temptations to drink are many, and alcohol is habit forming. Therefor·e, the
attitude to 11 refuse the first drink 11 and 11 to stop now \o'Ihile you can 11 should
.be developed. Experience today shows that many of our most talented people
are hurt, others suffer severely, while many are completely ruined by the use
of alcohol. These people were deceived, as children will be if they are not
taught the facts about alcohol in school.
\~

----

A. Regarding this model:
(7)
·-.' ~

1

D

I strongly agree with it.

2

0

I modE:rately agree with it.

3

D
D
0

I don't know if I agree or disagree with
I moderately dis agree with i t.
I strongly d·i s agree wi th it.

4

5

.+

1 "•

Nadel "B"
Alcohol Education should provide theoretical information about alcohol and its
use with emphasis on the benefits as well as the disadvantages of alcohol.
Since 70 percent of the students do drink or will drink, they should be told
ho\o'J to dr·ink responsibly. They should be taught how d·ifferent the response
lflill be when a drink is sipped slost'lly rather than gulped; how different the
response wi11 be when drink is consumed with food and \'Jhile sitting in arelaxPd atmosphc~re. in contrast to drinking vrithout food and standing in tense
cimcumstances; how the use of al coho·! provides meaningful experience vJhen
partaking with another 9 v1hile a drink alone is as uncommunicative as talking
to oneself; and how intoxication is sickness and not strength. An undesir·able
(Continued}

,-c-

- -

------~-
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~

characteristic of American drinking patterns is the social pressuy·e to drink
or to drink more. This should be reduced \'lith complete social acceptance of
the 30 percent of the population who choose to abstain or who drink very little.
Regarding this model:

B.

:=;-~~

~

""

2
3

0
0
0

I strongly agree with it.

4

0

I moderately disagree with it.

5

D

I strongly disagree with ; t.

1

(8)

-

-------

--------:---~·o--

----~

I moderately agree with it.

~

-"-----

I don't know if I agree or disagree with it.

t~odel

11

C11

The goal of alcohol education is to provide factual -information, without judgment, on several topics related to the use and abuse of alcoholic beverages.
Presentations should include materials on the nature of alcoholic beverages,
such as their chemistry and production; consumption rates and drink·ing patterns
of various cultures; and metabolism of alcohol in the body. In addition, inf:ormation regarding both the 11 positive" and 11 negative 11 effects of alcoholic
.b~vt.~rages should be provided.
Differentiations should be made among social
4rinking, problem drinking, and alcoholism. Common problems assoc·iated with
:p1isuse of alcoholic beverages, such as ti~affic accidents, body damage, and
:f~conomic losses should be presented. Special emphasis should be given to the
'(~isease concept of cdcoholism.
Ident·ification is made of the cur·rent treatm~nt
!progt~ams fm· the various aspects of alcoholism, including Alcoholics Anonymous,
;6utpatient and inpat·ient programs~ and tecovery houses.

c.
(9)

Regarding this mode 1 :
1

0

I strongly agree VIi th it.

2

0

I moderately agree with it.

3

[]
[]

I don't know if I agree or disagree with it.

4

.50

I moderately d·isagree \!lith it.
I sttongly di sag}'ee with it.
::;--------

!V\ode l

11

D11

Alcohol Education should provide a small amount of cognitive information on
the nature of alcohol and ·its effects. Emphasis, however, is not on information~ but on a jo·ining of information with the student•s feeling and
expe\~iences.
Each student is seen as a person \<Jho has values, needs, and
emotions which play an important part in his behavior. An attempt is made
through open-ended discussions (ir.q•Jiry type teaching) to provide the student
with value alternatives to analyze and explore for himself. This value
education suggests providing the student with abi '!i ties, ski 1·1s, and strateg·i es
fol' conducting value analysis in their ovm lives. To reduce the misuse of
( Cont·i nued)

~------

- 196 alcoholic beverages, the educator must under-stand the needs of the student
and assist him to develop coping behaviors ~t/h·ich are not self-destructive.
This development of constructive coping behavior is a jo·int effort of the
students and the educator.

D. Regarding this model:
(10~

1

2
3
4
5

0
0
0

I strongly agree with it.

0
0

I moderately disagree with it.
I strongly disagree with it.

0----!--- - - - - - - - - ---------~---

I moderately agree with it.
I don't knm·1 if I agree or disagree with ; t.

.!-,---~---

=-----

---~------
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Below are a few more questions about the models.

Please ansv1er as best you can.

A. ·If. you v1ere asked to teach alcohol education, which .of the above models
wou'l d be your first choice? Second? Third? Fourth?
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

B.

(16)
(17)

(181
''

~' c.

r~ode 1
~1odel

(ENTER MODEL LETTERS
IIAU' nan' ucn, OR 11011)
=

----

Model
Model

What would be the order of prE~ference of your Departtrent Head? Yom~
Principal? If you have absolutely no idea, check the box belm\!.
Your

(151

choice:
choice:
choice:
choice:

D~a.rtment

Head's

1st choice: Model
2nd choice: Model
3rd choice: Model
4th choice: Model
I have no idea 0

Your PrinciP.al's
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

choice: Model
choice: Model
choice: Mode'!
choice: Model
I have no idea 0

(19)

(20)
r2n
(221

.

Check the~ model (s) bel ow which you think the school board wvould not support.

If you think the school board would support all models, check thebox to
the right.
~--(231

20

(241

30

(251

40

Hodel II All
Model liB II
Model ucu

(26)

50

l~odel

D.

(271

1

0 Hould support all models

2

0

(29)

3

0

Model II All
Model liB II

(30) 4

Nodel ucn

(31)

Model lion

0
.5 D

I

noll

Check the mode l(s) that you think the parents of the students waul d not
support. If you think the parents would support al"L models, check t'ne
box to the right.

(28)

',_

(32)

1

[J

Hould support all models

-----

>=---~~

--- --

-~---
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15.

Should alcohol education be included in the high school curriculum?

0
0

1

(33)

2

No

~R;:-A]
A.

0
2 0
3D

1

B.

~---

{ANSt~ER PART B ONLY)

This section should be filled out by those who checked 11 Yes 11 above.

Alcohol education should be:

(34)

(CHECK ONE)

A major part of one course.
A sma 11 part of severa 1 courses.
A major part of one course and a minor part of several other· courses.

If you were to select one course which \'ioul d include a major section on
·alcohol education, which would it be?
r35 _ 36 )

C··' Of grades K-12, \'lhich ones should include alcohol educat·ion?

n5
\'i
(39)

a;____

Yes {ANSWER PART A ONLY)

_ _ _ (37-38)

Hmv nmny actual classroom hours should be spent on alcohol education
during the school year'? (Tota 1 number fot the whole year.)
1
2

3

0
0
0

1 hour
2··4 hours ·
5-7 hours

4
5
6

7
~]

[~ART~
.

0
D
D
D

8-10 hours
11-20 hours
21-30 hours

More than 30 hours

Please check the reason(s) below which led you to say 11 No" on the
question, 11 Should alcohol education be included in the high school
curl"iculum? 11 (CHECK MORE THAN ONE IF APPROPRIATE)

I said 11 N0 11 because:
(40)

1

0

(411

2

0

(421

3

(431

4

0
0

Alcohol education
Alcohol education
(e.g., elementary
The curriculum is

is a family

=:;------------~

~·esponsibility.

should be presented at an earlier level
school).
already too full.

Other. (PLEASE SPECIFY) -----~--·

--··-·-----

--------- --·-·----··--- ------·------·--------·-·------·
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Here are sorre True/False .questions about alcohol education.

A. In my experience, alcohol education has some good effects on teenage
drinking.
f4t•1

i D True
2

B.

2

I

2

i

D.

I

Tl'·ue
False

D

True

0

False

State requirements for alcohol education have been more a symbolic
gesture than an effective policy.

('+71 1

2

E.

O
0

Drinking should be legal-for l8---yera:r----o1-cls,-..~---~-------------

(461 1

rl

False

In my experience, alcohol education in high school has some good effects
on later adult drinking patterns.

(451 1

C.

0

0
0

True
False

I have had ('tJould have) difficulty finding appropriate materi a·is for
an alcohol education course.

(481 1

2

0
0

True
False

F. f\lcohol education should
(49)

G.

1

0 True

2

D

False

My own feelings about drinking are somewhat mixed.

rso1 1
2

It

be combined with education about other drugs.

D
0

True
False

I would be (I am} uncomfortable about teaching a unit on alcohol
education.

(511 1

2

Cl True

0

False

- 200 BACKGROUND INFORMATION ,

17.

What is your sex? 1 0Male

18.

What year were you born?

2

OFemale

(52)

19___

(55)
''

:::::===;::____---==---==

19.

Hhat is your marital status?
(56!

20.
(57!

Do you have children?
1

D

0Married
2 D Hi dowed

1

3

4

[]Divorced or separated
0 Never married

(CHECK AS MANY AS APPLY)
(58!

No

Yes, I have

2 []children 12 or under

(59!

3

(60!

4

0
0

children 13 to 20
children 21 or over

J

!i 21.
1 (61 ~

!

What is your ethnic group?
1

0 White

4

D

2

0

Me xi can/ Arne ri can

5

D

Black-

6

0

3 ~o

Oriental
... Indian
Other, vlhich?

22. What is your religion?
(62)

Catholic

4

Jew·i sh

5

D
D

(6 3)

Protestant, which denomination?
23.
i64)

24.
(65)

25.

Other, which?-----None

Where was your father born?
1

0

0 u.s.

Where

\'las

Other, which?

--·---·

your mother born?

0

10 u.s.

Other, which?

-----

What country did most of your ancestors come from?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

THE NEXT PAGE HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR THOSE WHO

WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT ON ALCOHOL EDUCATION.

(66)
(67·v79:l6)
(80:2)

::;--

~~---~~~---
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RONALD REAGAN, Govern<>r

RTMENT OF REHABILITATION
TRF.ET

ENTO, CALI.FORNIA 95814

Spring, 1972

~-----

-s
-----

0

---~---~

---

n.ear--Erl.u_c_ator :

~---------------------------------

We are requesting your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire
about opinions on drinking, drinking practices, and a1cohol education. Some
of the questions asked may be inappropriate for some people and others may
seem quite personal. They are, however, important questions if 've are to
make advances in developing sound programs of Alcohol Education. It is
for these reasons that we ask your cooperation.
The study in which you are about to participate is being carried out
by the Alcohol Education Project of the State Department of Rehabilitation.
Four ·_hundred and fifty high school. teachers from the Greater Sacramento,
SantaClara, and San Diego ares will be completing questionnaires. Hany
of ydh have never been or Y.7ill never. be involved in an alcohol education
prog:r,'am. Nevertheless, we want to know you~ views and opi.ni.ons, sin~e it
is our intention to study a samp1.e of all high school teachers. If you
have any questions concerning this survey or your part itt it, please feel
freeto phone the Project Coordinator. His phone number is included below
for your convenience.
We would like to assure you that v7e are not concerned with the answers
of any individual, but with the answers of all individuals grouped together.
He vmnt this questionnai.re to be completely anonymous: There is QQ. need to
put your name on it. We would, however, like to knmv those educators v7ho
have helped us. To do this He have given you a postcard to send us after
you have turned in your completed questionnaire.
We appreciate your cooperation and have made arrangements for you to
receive a copy of the "Project Report" v7hieh is scheduled to be complet~.:>d
before the school year ends.
Thank you for your participation and help.
6 J e l y your;, J

c-

l,JJ!.t~.f·O t0~'b)f:)

Paul D. Hyatt (1
Coordinator
Aleohol Education Project
(916) 445-788?.

-~--

F CALIFORNIA-HUMAN RELATIONS AGENCY
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j
RONALD REAGAN, Governor

-.:

RT MENT OF REHA.BILITATION
REET
ENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814

TWO-WEEK FOLLOW-UP LETTER
·~---~-~

-

----

j
I

l

It concerns me that as of yet I have not received a postcard from you
telling me that you filled out the Alcohol Education Questionnaire. Your
honest views and opinions are needed since on July 1, 1972, we will begin.
planning alcohol education \Wrkshops, curriculum aids, and consultation
programs for school personnel. If we know how you as a teacher feel about
alcohol education, we will. be able to make these programs more effective
and meaningful.

1

j

I

I certainly appreciate your cooperation, especially during this busy
tidie of the school year. For yom' convenien·~e, I have attached another
que'§tionnaii•e and retUI'ri envelope addressed to

Sincerely youl'S,

Paul D. ·vryatt
Coordinator
Alcohol Education Project
PDW:ca
Attachment

~~

I
[j

H - - -
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TABLE 61

ALCOHOL EDUCATION HODELS WHICH THE
TEACHERS PERCEIVE THE SCHOOL
BOARDS NOT SUPPORTING
-

-- - - - ---- - -

~===---------

.

TABLE 62
.-"·
·I

ALCOHOL EDUCATION NODELS ~!RICH THE
TEACH.ERS PERCEIVE THE STUDENTS'
PARENTS NOT SUPPORTING

~-===============r===========~======

Model
Temperance

: :[

Responsible Drinking
Objective Facts
Values Clarifj_c at. iQ..!l_..s:....-_ _ __,.:;;;.;;:;.:::;._ _ _~

---.:;;;.;;;;...=-----

I.
~------
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